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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 BEFORE THE ATOMIC S AFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x
:

5 In the Matter ofa a

:

6 LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMP ANY : Docket No. 50-322-OL
:

7 (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station) a
:

8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x

9 Room 3B46, Third Floor

10 B Building

11 Court of Claims

12 State of New York

13 Yeterans' Memorial Highway

O
14 Hauppauge, New York 11787

15 Tuesday, August 24,.1982

16 The hearing in the above-entitled matter

17 convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:38 a.m.

18 BEFORE:

19 LAWRENCE BRENNER, Chairman
Administrative Judge

20
JAMES CARPENTER, Member

21 Administrative Judge

22 PETER A. MORRIS, Member
Administrative Judge

23

24

25
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6 Hunton & Williams

7 707 East Main Street

8 Richmond, Va. 23212
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10 RICHARD BL ACK , Esq .

11 LEE SCOTT DEWEY, Esq.

12 Washington, D.C.
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14 a tta chmen ts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . p ag e 9 3 3 5

.

15 Testimony of John Rigert for the Long Island
Lighting Company on Suffolk County Contention 27

16 and Shoreham Opponents Coalition Contention 3 --
Regulatory Guide 1.97, May 25, 1982 and37
Professional Qualifications of Joseph S. Baron

18 and John F. Schmitt................................page 9455

19 NRC Staff Testimony of Jerry L. Mauck on Instru-
mentation for Post-Accident Monitoring; NRC Staff

' 20 Reply Testimony of Charles E. Rossi and Jerry L.
Mauck on Instrumentation for Post-Accident| g
Monitoring and Section 7. 5 of the SER. . . . . . . . . . . . . .page 9 462

22

23 RECESSES:

24 . Noon - 9373

25 Afternoon - 9449
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O i cancata11as
2 JUDGE BRENNEB Good morning.

3 We have a few miscellaneous matters, and then

4 we will turn to the discussion of the dispute on quality

5 assurance, quality control, the documents we did

6 receive, the further filings on that subject yesterday

7 from Suffolk County and LILCO. We received no filing

8 from the staff on that subject, so if there is one, we

9 don 't know about it.

10 MR. DEWEY: I don 't think there is a filing,

11 and I think that our position will be that we take no

12 position with respect to this dispute.

13 JUDGE BRENNERs I want to announce that at our

}
14 request a new board is going to be appointed to oversee

,

1

15 further narrowing and or settlement of security issues,

16 and if necessary, to hear the litigation of those
!
'

17 issues. The chairman of the new board is going to be

18 James A. Laurenson, La-u-r-e-n-s-o-n. The other members

19 of the board will be Judge Jerry Harbour, H -a -r -b -o - u-r ,

20 and the third judge will be a man who cannot stay away,

21 no matter how hard he tries, Judge Walter Jordan.

22 This board does wish to thank the parties for
|

23 the very helpful status report of August 17th on

( -) 24 security issues. Obviously, a lot of hard work went

25 into it, and it was very helpful to our decision.

1

('/)1
I x-
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O 1 our decision the other day to ask thet e new

2 board be appointed is a reflection of our own work load

3 on other issues in this case, and not a reflection of

4 our lack of confidence in further negotiation by the

5 parties. We agree with the parties that further

6 negotiation could well be fruitful, but we were afraid
/

7 ve would begin to do the parties a disservice by our

8 lack of time to focus on the status of issues as they

9 were becoming focused.

10 We would like to inquire for the benefit of

11 the new board primarily whether or not the attorneys now

12 have the excerpts from the Diablo Canyon decision that

13 the Commission said would be turned over. We have a

O 14 concern as to that, because there was an unexplained lag'

15 in the amount of time this board received those excerpts
|

16 from the data and the cover memorandum transmitting them.

17 Mr. Earley, have you and Mr. Ellis received

18 them?

19 MR. EARLEYa Judge Brenner, we have not
,

!

20 received the safeguards portions of the Diablo Canyon
i
i

21 opinion tha t the Commission ordered that we could have j
l

22 access to. ;

23 JUDGE BRENNER: I am concerned that the

; 24 par ties don ' t see the time frame constraints that we see
1

25 on these issues, and I'll tell you why I say that in ;

!

O l
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(7/

_) 1 this instance. There is a cover memorandum dated back

2 on August uth, tra nsmitting portions of the Diablo

3 Canyon decision containing saf eg ua rd s inf orma tion to Mr.
)

4 Bordenick with a note that these are the portions that

5 would be disclosed subject to non-disclosure agreement

6 being agreed upon by the parties and approved by the

7 b oa rd , that this is because of the possible argument

8 that the previous non-disclosure agreements do not apply

9 to Diablo Canyon, and it is noted in passing in the

10 Commission decision, and there seems to have been a

11 great deal of inertia since that transmittal.

12 I suggest you contact Mr. Bordenick and find

13 out wha t is up. One reason it is most unfortunate is my

O 14 personal view that if the attorneys had had those

15 excerpts, now that I have read them, if the attorneys

16 had had those excerpts prior to the August 17th status

17 report, it might have made a difference in the status of

18 possible settlement as to the design basis threat by

19 that report.

20 So, hopefully that could be worked out very

21 quickly, and I think it would be very material to your

22 further negotiations, which I know you are planning to

23 proceed with this week, in fact.

() 24 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, I believe we have

25 copies of that safeguard information. I believe Mr.

O
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(]) 1 Mille of our office went over to Mr. Bordenick's office

2 and read the material there, but I am ha ving someone

3 check on that, just so we know what our status is. I

4 don 't know what the exact date of that is, but my

5 understanding is, we don't have it in the office.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: I think what was contemplated

7 is that the attorneys, at least, can have access to

8 those documents under the normal provisions that we have

9 already made for safeguards material, subject only to a

10 new agreement, with particular reference to that

11 material being executed and approved by the board. Tha t

12 will be Judge Laurenson and the new board now.

13 There is another pending matter with respect

14 to the Diablo Canyon decision, and that is the question

15 of access to the experts in addition to the attorneys.

16 Judge Laurenson has asked me to request that the parties

17 discuss the matter further and include Pacific Gas and

18 Electric in the discussion, as to whether agreement can

19 be reached for access by those experts to the same

20 portions turned over to the attorneys by the Commission

21 decision or, perhaps, some portions thereof.

22 What the new board is planning is to schedule

23 a settlement conference at some point in September, and

() 24 it is hoped that there will be the benefit of further

25 discussions by them. I also believe they are going to

O
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() 1 ask for a prior written status report before that

2 conference. It is possible, I suggest, that you can

3 find, once the attorneys, of course, have seen the

4 portions, you can find portions within those portions

5 tha t provide whatever information may be necessary fo r

6 the experts to have without providing any details as to

7 the Diablo Canyon situation which, as I read PGEE's

8 filing, was their primary concern.
1

! 9 I did not see a filing from LILCO in response

10 to Suffolk County's request for access by its experts,

11 and if there is one, I missed it.

12 MR. EARLEY: Judge, we don 't intend to submit

13 a written filing, although we would support Pacific Gas

)
14 and Electric's position at this time.

,

|
15 JUDGE BRENNER: You would support Pacific Gas'

16 and Electric 's position?

17 MR. EARLEY: ( Nods af firma tively. )

18 JUDGE BRENNER: I should not guess what that

19 position will be. I gather further that you are not

20 going to request access by any LILCO expert.

1

21 HR. EARLEY: Judge, we don't think it is'

22 necessary at this time that our experts have access to

23 that in the conduct of negotiations. We are still

( ( 24 optimistic that negotiations will be successful.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: You are not precluding the

()'

|
.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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|

() 1 possibility that if negotiations are not successful, you

2 might want your experts to have access to portions of

3 tha t decision?

4 HR. EARLEY: That may be a possibility. It is

5 somewhat hard to judge, since we haven't seen all the

6 excerpts, but based on reading the unclassified version

7 of the opinion, we don't see a need for our experts to

8 see it at this time.

9 JUDGE BRENNERs We have nothing else on the

10 subject of security. Our purpose this morning was to

11 make the announcement of the new board, and to make sure

12 tha t the items we discussed would be active among the

13 parties prior to the new board requesting status reports

0
1<4 and scheduling settlement conferences.

|

15 The next subject is emergency planning. We

16 have received the August 23rd motion to compel documents )
1

17 filed by LILCO against Suffolk County. We would like

18 the parties to let us know by tomorrow morning what

19 schedule they plan.to discuss their motion among

20 themselves, and if there is no resolution, when Suffolk

21 County would respond to the motion.

22 Given the schedule cf things, we suggest all

23 that should be completed this week or at the beginning

() 24 of next week a t the la test, but let us know tomorrow

25 m o rnin g .

O
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() 1 Also on emergency planning, we have received

2 the joint filing by the county and other intervenors of

3 the restated contentions. We have seen no filing by the

4 staff or LILCO in response, and I would like to inquire

5 as to the status of th a t.

6 HR. CHRISTHANs I believe they are due today,

7 Judge, and we will file a response today.-

8 HR. BLACKS That same response goes for the

9 staff. We intend to file our response to the revised

10 contentions today.

11 JUDGE BRENNERa We vill receive it up here

12 t od ay , here.

13 MR. BLACKa I did not make provisions for

14 that. However, I can get it here tomorrow if the board

15 sees a need for that.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes, all the dates are

17 received dates. We would like it today.

18 MR. BLACK: All right.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: And tomorrow morning, at the

20 latest.

21 Fe also have received Suffolk County's request

22 to set a testimony filing date on emergency planning of

23 30 days.after the staff's final report on their site

() 24 audit activities with respect to emergency planning or

25 November 1st, whichever is later. We are not prepared

O
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() 1 to grant that requent at this time. That doesn 't

2 preclude the possibility that we might not end up with a

3 filing date close to that time. However, it is also

4 ,ar that the presently scheduled date of September

5 14th is too soon, unnecessa rily soon in addition to

6 being too soon.

7 We are prepared to make an interim adjustment

8 which will remain the filing da te unless we change it,

9 but we are willing to take a fresh look at it. We would

10 suggest October 12th as the filing date, but we will

11 hear from the other parties on it.
|

12 MR. CHRISTHAN: Judge, we are planning to |

13 respond to the county's motion in our filing today on

14 the contentions, and the draft I have seen of that

15 suggests that.we adhere to the September 14th filing

16 date. I haven 't had a chance to think about October

17 12th, but we feel that the original date is a good one

18 because we think the necessary information will be

19 available to file testimony on, and we are preparing

20 testimony aimed at tha t date, and finally, because we

21 think the requirement that the testimony be filed on

22 that date will focus the parties on the issues better

23 than any of the efforts so far have done.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We will wait until

25 we see your filing, but our present inclination is that

O
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() 1 September 14th is unnecessarily socn, balancing the fact

2 that we agree with your point that the filing of

3 testimony consists in focusing matters that we expressed

4 our disappointment before with the shifting of that

5 date, and all the other earlier filing dates, as

! 6 accurately stated in the county's motion, were keyed to

7 that date.
|

8 We also stated that we would not necessarily

i

i 9 make a day f or day adjustment once that date shif ted,

10 which is why we are not automatically granting the
|

11 county's request which would, in effect, be a day for

| 12 day adjustment. We will take another look at the filing

13 date after the interim report is received from the staff
i (^3

"# 14 at the beginning of September, and also with a closer

15 look at where we are in the schedule of other issues.

16 MR. BLACK: Judge Brenner, on what you just

17 said, does tha t mean that the board is deferring

18 consideration of the county's motion pending further

19 developments on the interim report?

20 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes and no. We are going to

21 set an interim filing date, probably later than

22 September 14th. We will do that af ter having the

|
23 benefit of LILCO's response, since they are planning to

() 24 include it, and we were prepared to make a decision

| 25 without hearing much argument, but since -- an interim
1

O
|
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1 decision, but since Mr. Christman indicates LI1CO has

2 gone to the effort of responding, we will take the

() 3 benefit of those views.

4 MR. CHRISTMAN Yes, Judge. Thank you. The

5 response will be -- the substance of the response on the

6 date vill be not much ;" e e than what I have just told

7 you. However, I think from the overall filing, the

8 basis for our assertion tha t filing testimony will

9 better focus the issues may become clear, so perhaps it

10 would be a good idea to look at the . whole d ocument.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We will come back

12 tomorrow morning, and to f urther answer your question,

13 Mr. Block, whatever date we set will be an interim dato,

| \
14 and it will remain the filing date if we don't change

15 it, but we will.take another look at it after the

16 staff's interim report, and we will also look at the

17 schedule of the proceeding on other issues. We opined

18 earlier that change in staff date presented a risk of a
\

19 gap in the hearing, and that is why we were as unhappy

20 as we were when we heard about it. Our reasons at the

21 time, as you know, were not that it was a legal

22 prerequisite , but as a practical matter, in conjunction

23 with our responsibilities for efficiently managing the

24 litigation of this proceeding, we felt that report, we

25 felt the schedule and the substance would be better if

O
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() 1 that report was out. Whether or not we make an

2 adjustment in that is something we will have to decide.

3 That is all we have on emergency planning for
)

4 today. We have received the county's letter indicating

5 that it is withdrawing the remainder of its testimony on

6 ATWS Suffolk County 16, and we note that for the

7 record. In light of that, the first matter for

8 litigation will be Suffolk County 27, post-accident

9 monitoring, which we will start on today. That is all

10 we have, except for the discussion of the quality

11 assurance discovery dispute.

12 MR. LANPHERs Judge Brenner, at some point it

13 might be useful if.we apprise the board of.where we

O 14 stand on some of the other issues also. Mr. Reveley and

15 I talked before the start of today 's session, and at a

16 convenient time we would be prepared to briefly discuss

17 that with the board, so you know what v1'.1 u. coming up

18 or potentially coming up after the 27ch. There have

19 been some developments.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: We can do that now, and you

21 reminded ma of one thing I omitted. We had been led to

22 believe there was a possibility as to SC-27 that there

23 would be agreement on some of the subparts, and we have

() 24 heard nothing final as to that.

25 MR. LANPHER: I think there has been

O
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O 1 agreement. ns. tetsche and nr. Eer1er can ta1x ebout

2 that, if you want. to do that first.

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes, since that will come up

4 first. Nobody tells us.

5 nR. EARLEY: . Judge Brenner, we are working

6 right now on putting together the papers on both a

7 partial resolution of a number of the pieces of Suffolk

8 County contentions, SOC-3, and I will give you those

9 numbers. The partial resolution will deal with Parts B,

10 E, F, I, and J, and those. parts will be completely

11 resolved. We will also have a stipulation regarding two

12 other pieces of the contention. The first will be just

13 one aspect of Part A, involving fixed radiation

O 14 monitors, and we are agreeing that that issue will be

15 treated in emergency planning, and with respect to Part

16 K of the contention, BWR thermocouples, we will agree

17 that that issue will be treated as part of an adequate

18 core cooling, since it is rela ted to inadequate core

19 cooling issues.
I

20 That will leave us with Parts A, B, G, and H
!

21 to litigate today.

22

23

24

25

O
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1 JUDGE CARPENTER: Would you repeat that,

2 please?

3 MR. EARLEY: Parts A, D,G, and H are the

4 pieces that remain for litigation.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay, thank you. We might as

6 well hear as to the status of issues coming up after

7 SC-27.

I 8 MR. REVELEYs Judge, let me tell you what our

9 basic objective is, and I think it is one that Mr.

10 Lanpher and I share. That is, that b'efore we begin the

11 QA testimony that we resolve all pending issues,

12 including those that have settlements under discussion,

13 either resolve them completely or litigate them, with

O
14 one exception. That is, inadequate core cooling.

15 As to inadequate core cooling, it is LILCO's

16 understanding that the Staff wants certain information

17 that has not yet been provided by the BWR owners group

18 and by LILC0 in turn commenting on the BWR owners group

19 studies. That information is not going to be available

20 until the mid to late September.

21 Therefore, it is our understanding that so far

22 as the Staff is concerned and thus so far as we are

23 concerned it would be preferable to delay ICC, lest we

24 have a loss of contention accident. We were traumatized

25 by the near large break loss of contention accident on

O
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.

O i sRe s end wou1d rether not heve another one.'

2 JUDGE BRENNER: You may have a small break on

3 an SC-27, but we will vill wait for that.

4 MR. REVELEY: There are some risks to small
1

5 break ones.

6 ICC is the only issue that we think needs to

7 be deferred. As to the various settlements, a lot of

8 progress has been made over recent weeks, in particular

9 the last two weeks. And it is our view that loose parts

10 monitoring, electrical separation, ALARA, human factors

11 procedures, and human factors simulator will settle in
;

|

12 toto, though one can never predict with absolute

13 confidence until the documents are f ully written and

O
14 signed.

l
'

15 It remains to be seen whether cracking and

16 materials will have one open item, the open item you are

17 already familiar with. It is possible that human

18 f actors equipment will have a couple of items that must

19 be litigated.

20 But to repeat my threshold comment, it is our

21 desire that before we go to QA ve clean everything up,

22 we either settle it or we litigate it, with the

23 exception of ICC. If you like, I can go through the

24 numbers in a more systematic fashion than I have.

25 That's part A.

O
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1 Part B, given the size of the QA panels, at

2 least LILCO's, and given the uncertainty of the

(} 3 remaining QA discovery at the moment, Mr. Lanpher and I

4 f eel that it would be best to set a date certain for the

5 beginning of the QA testimony, in the same fashion that

6 we set a date certain for the beginning of the 7.B

7 testimony.

8 Our proposal is that we set that date at

9 September the 14th, again ensuring that by September the

to 14th we've finished everything else, though in my

11 judgment we can finish it before September the 14th.

12 Our expectation is that the documents that are still,

13 the QA documents that are still either in the process of

14 being turned over to the County by LILCO or that are the

15 subject of a dispute that you all will resolve this

16 morning, will be produced in the next week. It would be

17 our thought, then, that perhaps the week of September

18 the 7th could be devoted to intense meetings between the

19 parties to stipulate QA f acts and narrow and focus the

20 precise QA issues that are to be litigated better than

21 they have been narrowed and focused so far.

22 Mr. Lanpher has then indicated that he thinks

23 the County would be able to complete its

24 cross-examination of LILCO's panel in a couple of weeks ,

25 bef ore the September break.

O
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() 1 Thus, to summarize, before going to CA we want

2 to get rid of everything else except inadequate core

3 cooling. We propose to begin QA on September the 14th j,

4 with two understandings: the first being that before

5 beginning on the 14th a week will have been spent

6 s tipula ting and narrowing; and second, that it is the

7 County's current view, though obviously it could not be

8 held to it, that it would be able to finish its

!

9 cross-examination of LILCO's panel within two weeks e

to before the September break.

11 JUDGE BRENNER Did you mean that we would not

12 be in hearing the week of the 7th?

iO NR. REVELEY Unless we were in hearing to

O 14 clean up other items.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's go through the list of

16 what we are going to complete between now and September

17 --

18 MR. REVELEYs I'll read the numbers and the

19 n am es s SC-5, loose parts monitoring. We are reminded

20 of the Board's injunction that reasonable people should

21 be able to settle that. The County and the company

22 believe they have reached and an agreement, and the

23 company and the Staff are working on a few loose ends

() 24 that the Staff has. We expect SC-5, loose parts

25 monitoring, to be resolved.

O
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( 1 SC-31, SOC-19G, which is electrical

2 separation, we anticipate concluding a settlement.

3 Indeed, I believe one has finally been definitively
[}

4 reached.

5 SC-24, SOC-19C and D, cracking of materials,

6 we will either definitively resolve or litigate one
.

7 discrete issue.

8 SC-26, ALAR A, is almost home.

9 SC and SOC-18, human factors equipment, we

10 vill largely resolve, but may well have to litigate a

11 few bits and pieces.

12 JUDGE CARPENTER: Would you slow down just a

13 little bit?

O
14 MR. REVELEY: Sorry. Do I need to go back?

15 JUDGE CARPENTERa Just one, please.

16 MR. REVELEY: SC and SOC-18, human factors

17 equipment, will be largely resolved, but there may well

18 be several issues, discrete issues for litigation.

19 SC-19, which is human factors - procedures,

20 with the water hammer add-on, we believe will be

21 resolved.

22 JUDGE BRENNERs Including?

|

23 MR. REVELEYa Including water hammer add-on.
j

24 SC-20, which is human factors simulator, we

[ 25 believe will be resolved.
I

I
|
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A
(_) 1 Those are the contentions on which there have

2 already been extensive settlement discussions. And as I

3 indicated, in most instances we think they will be{},

,
4 totally resolved and a few we may have to litigate bits

|
5 and pieces. We would propose to do that before reaching

6 QA.

7 There is another contention on which.the
i

8 company has submitted some material to the County and

9 the Coun ty is giving it initial consideration, and that

10 is SC-25, SOC-19A, RPV integrity and testing. Again,

11 that will either be resolved or litigated before
,

!

! 12 reaching QA.

|
13 Moving on, we come to SC-27, SOC-3,

O
14 post-accident monitoring, which is the subject of

| 15 today's hearing. Then we reach SC-21, Mark II. We

16 skip, if the Board approves our suggestion, SC-3, SOC-8,

17 which is ICC. We then reach SC-25, SOC-19A, which is

18 RPV integrity and testing, and at that point we are

19 ready for QA. In my judgment, it will not take three

20 weeks of hearing time to reach September the 14th. But

|

| 21 LILCO is willing to begin QA on a date certain,
I
| 22 September the 14th, if it is understood that all other

23 contentions will be cleared away before we reach it

'

24 except ICC, if it is understood tha t LILCO and the

| 25 County will sit down with the Staff and make a serious

() effort to stipulate facts on whichi
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() 1 there is no dispute and to narrow the f ocus of Q A in

2 some fashion, and if it is understood that the County

3
[}

will use its best efforts to complete its cross of our

4 panel in a couple of weeks.

5 Indeed, we believe that that week of

6 stipulation and narrowing, assuming there's a week of no

7 hearings in which to do it, could well lessen the amount

8 of time spent in hearings. Indeed, we.would be bitterly

9 disappointed if it didn't.

10 BR. LANPHER: If I could interrupt, I think

11 you left out one thing, the supplemental SRV testimony

12 tha t LILCO filed last week .

13 HR. REVELEYa I did leave that out, but it's

O
14 my understanding that Mr. Boseman is available for the

15 first three days of this week and then not again until

16 after September the 7th. Does anyone know?

17 Hr. Irwin is not. here. I believe it's after
'

18 September the 7th. So we could pick up the supplemental

19 SRV's.

20 HR. LANPHERs Just so the list was complete.

21 I didn't mean to represent anything about his

22 a vaila bility .

23 HR. REVELEYs If Boseman is back by September

24 the 7th, perhaps we can do that that week if in fact

25 there is any further cross to be heard on it. But Mr.

O
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() 1 Lanpher is right, I omitted the supplemental SRV

2 information.

3 (Pause.)

4 JUDGE BRENNERs We're still looking at SRV's

5 in terms of the report. We asked for on-record

6 references. We're also still looking at the responses

7 from LILCO and the Staff with respect to unresolved

8 safety issues and open items.

9 At some point very quickly, we'd like to hear

10 responses f rom the Staff as to the schedule on

11 contentions that we defer. It looks very quickly as if

12 they are going to.be lagging items. They are going'to

13 be the lagging items. So the sooner we can hear from

O
14 the Staff on those items, the better, so that we can add

15 that into our thinking, although I recognize implicitly

16 that we're talking about those after QA/QC.

17 MR. REVELEY: Let me make one brief remark on

18 that. Pursuant to the discussions that we had on the

19 record before the break, LILCO is proceeding on the

20 assumption that as to those five items we are not

21 following the normal procedure. We are, rather, all

22 parties, to sit down with the Staff as soon as ,the Staff

23 has its conclusions in mind. The Staff need not

( 24 necessarily commit those conclusions to paper before the
l

25 parties sit down. i
!

O
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O i We w111 then eee if we cen t sett1e them. If

2 we can 't se ttle them, we will file testimony and

3 actually litigate only the precise disputes that

4 remain. To that end, it is my understanding that a

5 meeting will occur on SC-1, remote shutdown panel,

6 tomorrow night. My understanding may be flawed.

7 It was my understanding that an effort was

8 being made to set a meeting with the Staff, the County

9 and LILCO to talk about SC-1 very soon, on the

10 assumption that the Staff had its conclusions in hand.

11 I may be mistaken, but the basic moral of the tale

12 remains.

13 So f ar as LILCO is concerned , and I think also

O
14 the Staff, we are working very hard at making the new

15 procedure effective. And while some of these five items

16 may well have to be resolved after QA is completed, we

17 hope that they will not lag very far behind QA.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We won't set a

19 date for the status report on those items, and an oral

20 report will be acceptable also. But at some point in

21 the next several weeks, when the parties believe a

22 further report will contain meaningful information, we

23 would like to hear about it, and certainly before we

24 break for any tima period we will discuss the

25 suggestions.

O
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() 1 In terms of the sequence of testimony, I don't

2 expect there will be any debate. We have always

/~N 3 acceded, or generally acceded, to the parties' views on
V

4 that. So there should be no problem in taking the

S inadequate core cooling contention out of the sequence

6 as you have indicated.

7 I do want to discuss with the Board members

8 the possible break the week of September 7th,

9 recognizing that that depends on the pace of .

10 litigation. And I willt tell you out loud what I want

11 to discuss with them. So the parties can think about it

i 12 also, and perhaps we will all discuss it together in the
l

13 next day or so.

()'

| 14 I have no doubt that at times a break in the

15 proceeding has made litigation more efficient. As you

16 have stated, we have seen this. So there is no dispute

17 as to that. What I want to consider and I want the

18 parties to consider is, if the pace of the proceeding is

19 such that we complete everything prior to the week of

20 September 7th, that perhaps we can start QA on September

21 7th and have the QA negotiations occur the week before,

22 while the hearing is going on to some extent, or maybe

23 we can adjust by not meeting for a day rather than a

24 whole week.

25 And I'll tell you what I have in mind. We're

O

~
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1

1 beginning to become concerned we were going to have to

2 cause a further break in the hearing sometime in

3 October, unrelated to the pace of this proceeding
'

()
4 because of our work in Limerick. And I thin both

5 proceedings would be much better served by having, if

6 there's going to be room for a week break, by having

7 that week break when we can use it in the Limerick

8 proceeding rather than in September, that early in

9 September.

10 I just don 't know if we will complete that

11 Limerick hearing in that one week, and it would
'

12 therefore be very advantageous to Judge Morris and

13 myself to be able to have an additional week's break in

14 October. We're not going to do it unless absolutely

15 required, and since we're not going to know until the

16 last minute, that is the end of the week in Limerick, we

17 had planned to come back here and then perhaps have to

18 break this proceeding after only a couple of weeks and

19 go back to Limerick, perhaps after only a week.

20 So if you can consider how you might assist us

21 in that effort.

22 MR. REVELEY: Judge, was that the possible

23 swing second week?

24 JUDGE BRENNER: No, I'm talking about a

25 possible third week. Limerick proceeding is going to

O
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e
1 take place, if things proceed as scheduled, the week of

2 October 4th th rough October 8th.

' 3 MR. REVELEY: We're already looking, then,

4 definitively to a two-week break?

5 JUDGE BRENNERs Definitively, unless the

6 schedule f or Limerick unexpectedly changes. It is still

7 on schedule. If Limerick did not complete that week, I

8 am beginning to become pessimistic based on occurrences

9 --

10 (Board conferring.)

11 JUDGE BRENNER We anticipated that it would

12 be nice if a break in this proceeding could occur

13 between the safety issues and the emergency planning

O 14 issues, of a week or two. And these are the balls that

15 we have been juggling. I don't.know if we can put

16 everything together. But in view of that possibility

17 that we might have yet another break, you might be
)

18 well-ad vised not to want to artificially schedule a

19 * break in September, on September 7th.

20 MR. LANPHER4 Judge Brenner, when Mr. Reveley

21 and I talked about this before -- and I'm sure we 'll

22 talk about it again in light of your comments -- I would

23 like to emphasize it was not, well, it's a break from

( 24 the hearing process, it was not a break from the effort

25 to move what is potentially a very cumbersome part of

O

I
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1 this litigation along.

2 We've got mountains of material, and it was in

3 that context that we tried, and also the large number of

1'

4 witnesses, that we though t scheduling a particular date !

5 would be useful and giving enough time so we could, once

6 all the documents are reviewed and that sort of thing,
!

! 7 sit down and say, we don't have a dispute here, we can
|

| 8 stipulate these facts and argue the significance of

{
; 9 them.
,

10 So it was in that context that we were trying

11 to pick that 14th date. One of the things I also

| 12 suggested to Mr. Reveley, it would be useful if we could

13 finish, it seems to me at least, the LILCO portion of
| O

14 the testimony prior to that September 27 break, or

15 whatever that date is. And I raise the possibility that
|

16 we might change our scheduling in one regard, and that

17 is tha t , while starting the QA on a Tuesday, tha t 14th,

1

|
18 the following Monday perhaps consider holding a hearing

|
-

'

19 also on that date. That was just a possibility.
l
l

20 JUDGE BRENNERs Well, we understand you're not
| ,q,

i
oing to be resting during that week, and assumed thats

{a 2tf g
,

- .

#

) 22_. y u would be doing what you just said you would be doing

23 during that we e k . I just didn't want to say, okay,

d'i

! % 24 fine, va'11 take a break that week, and then three weeks
Y ,

25 later let yJu know that all the hearing time you though t
i ', t. _ ( ,

'

O T. ''

I 4- .
.

| a t* -

,

;- ) /, ,
,,
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r'
(_)s 1 you were going to have in October will not be there.

2 I alluded to this perhaps so briefly in

(]) 3 passing on the record tha t nobody picked it up, but once

4 ve get into October we were concerned about the

5 sch eduling problems with Limerick. Suffice it to say we
i

6 have a very closed view on the priorities of the two

7 cases, and if Limerick was something we felt could be

8 deferred we would have done so.

9 I don't want to go into the issues here, but

10 there is a question as to the immediacy of the case,

11 notwithstanding the length of time before the facility

12 would be ready for possible issuance of an operating

13 license. It is that we are deciding whether

)
'

14 construction should proceed on certain portions of the

15 facility, and our view of the issues could result in a

16 stay of that construction.

17 We want to litigate everything we possibly can

18 by making f ull use of the time between now and the end

19 of September for that reason. But if we cannot work it

20 out and if the parties strongly believe that we should

|

| 21 break that week, we will do it.

22 You are unlikely to convince us to be in

23 hea ring Honday, September 20th, because we need that day

24 in the office, primarily for this case, as it turns out

25 Monday after Monday. But that's the week we are

O
l
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() 1 receiving testimony. Yes, that 's the week we are 1,

2 receiving testimony on trial breaks in Limerick, on that

(]) 3 day. In fact, we scheduled it on that day thinking we :

4 would be there. .

5 Well, it's complicated, as it always is

6 whenever we discuss scheduling. We'll think about it

7 and we ask you to think about it.

8 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, if I could add

9 something mo re, not on the 14th or not schedule, but in

10 terms of the status of some of these issues. With
a

11 respect to electrical separation, I think we can be more

12 e m p ha tic . We have a complete sign-off. We just have to
|

|
13 get the final draft typed, with one typo, and I think

O
14 everyone has agreed to sign off on that. I would expect

15 that that will be delivered today or tomorrow.

16 SC-9 also; I'm not sure that it has been

17 served, but that is a complete signoff also.i

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes, we have it. I did not

19 bring of it this morning because we want to discuss it

20 as a Boa rd, to decide whether we have any questions.

21 ER. LANPHERs With respect to SC-24, Mr.

22 Flanagan is going to be delivering to Mr. Bridenbaugh

23 later today, or maybe it's already occurred, some

( 24 information which the County requested as to the one

25 remaining item, and Mr. B rid enba ugh hopef ully will have

O
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() 1 an opportunity to review that promptly, and we maybe can

2 have a further information for the Board on tha t la ter

3 this week.

4 JUDGE BRENNER Okay, thank you. I'm glad now

5 that we discussed these matters this morning. We still

6 have to come back to it as a follow-up to this

7 discussion.

8 Perhaps you could talk about this among

9 yourselves and there could be a compromise that if we .

10 finish all the other issues prior to the week of

11 September 7th we would give you additional time for

12 meetings that week, but also begin to litigate some

13 matters on QA/QC. I don't.know if that would work out.

O 14 From our own point of view, a selfish point of

15 view, it would be best to set the OA/0C testimony for

16 the date certain of September 7, and for the discussions

17 to take place prior to that time. Then you come back

18 and tell us the constraints with that type of schedule,

19 and then if as a result of doing that there were some of

20 these little items that were not litigated we would hold

21 those for after, such as materials cracking.

22 All right, I believe we are ready to discuss

23 Suffolk County's request for documents related to the

| ) 24 quality assurance / quality control testimony of LI1CO.

25 (Pause.)

O
|
|
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() 1 We welcome Mr. Dynner to beautiful downtown

2 Hauppauge and to the proceeding. I do want to thank the

(} 3 parties, primarily but perhaps not exclusively Mr.

4 Christman and Mr. Dynner, for all their hard work in a

5 short period of time. We think the hard work in that

6 short period was justified by the exigencies of the

7 schedule, and we hope that you agree. Once we saw the

8 dispute in the papers, we got on the phone in a

9 conference call right away with a view towards resolving

10 it in this time frame.

11 So a lot of work has gone into helping to

12 focus the issues much better today than they were at the

!

13 time of the conference call for us, and we appreciate
|

14 that.

15 (Pause.)

18 I thought one way we could approach this is to

17 work from the revised subpoena, recognizing that the

18 deletions noted there by Suffolk County may or may not
1

1 19 be applicable in light of the fact that the deletions

20 were made on the basis of an understanding, of an

1

21 understanding which was changed -- not changed, but'

22 which was, in LILCO's further response, noted to be a

23 subject of full resolution, which did not take place.

24 So we've tried to adjust to that in working with the

25 different documents, but we will get the status in the

O
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O 1 record et this point.

2 It might be helpful, and I would suggest if

3 the parties have no objection, to simply bind in both

4 final filings with the attachments. That would be

5 S uf f olk County 's memorandum supporting applica tion f or

6 issuance of subpoena, with the attachments, dated August

7 23rd; and, also dated August 23rd , LILCO's revised

8 position on Suffolk County applica tion f or subpoena

9 duces tecum for QA documents. And if counsel could give

10 the reporter one copy of each of those.

11 (The documents referred to follows)

12

13

| C 14

15

16

17

18

14

| 20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO!E1ISSION-

Before the Atomic Safety and' Licensing Board

In the Matter of )
)

'

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY Docket No. 50-322(OL)
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) ) . ..

__

MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING APPLICATION FOR
ISSUANCE OF SUBPOENA

This Memorandum is filed pursuant to the Boar,d's
4

request during the conference telephone call on August 18,

1982 with counsel for LILCO and Suffolk County. The

( Board suggested that counsel, by telephone or in meetings,

attempt informally to reach agreement on supplying the

documents set forth in the Subpoena Duces Tecum (" Subpoena")

requested by the County's Application for Issuance of-

Subpoena', dated August 13, 1982 (" Application") . Those

documents as to which no agreement could be reached were

to be noted to the Board on Monday, August 23, 1982; oral

argument on the Application is to be held on Tuesday,

August 24, 1982.

Counsel for Suffolk County was asked to commekt ""~

upon (1) whether the documents listed in the Subpoena

could be narrowed and stated with greater particularity, and

(2) why such documents were not requested during the discovery

periodfortheQA/QCcontedtionsofSuffolkCounty. An oppor-

.
-- 1 ^

, __
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tunity was given to both parties to state in writing their fur-

ther arguments in support of or in opposition to the Application.
'

I. The Subpoena Has Been Revised and Narrowed.

In response to the concerns expressed by the Board,4

O ~

Suffolk County has prepared the revised subpoena attached hereto
'

as Attachment 1 (" Revised ' Subpoena") , which narrows and reduces

I,

the categories of documents and states with more particularity

| the documents which are reauired to prepare for the cross , ,

l

examination of LILCO's witnesses. A copy of the Revised

Subpoena was telecopied to counsel for LILCO under cover of;

letter dated August 20, 1982 (Attachment 2 . hereto) . Those

documents which LILCO has voluntarily agreed to furnish.Suffolk

County in a timely manner are indicated as deleted from the

[}
Revised Subpoena. The bases for these agreements are shown

in the letter dated August 20, 1982 from LILCO's counsel

(Attachment 3, with paragraphs renumbered to conform to those

of the Revised Subpoena) and in the memorandum attached as
;

Attachment 4. The Revised Subpoena supersedes the Subpoena,

and all reference in the Application to the subpoena shall

! be deemed to reference the Revised Subpoena.

II. Why the Documents Listed in the Subpoena
Were Not Requested During Discovery

i
The documents listed in Part A of the Subpoena are

i referred to in LILCO's letter dated June $1,1982 .

r'

(SNRC-716), which responds to the SALP report forwarded

to LILCO on May 19, 1982. Clearly the documents in

paragraphs 1, 2, and 4, and some of those listed in

.

.

.s
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paragraph 3, of the Revised Subpoena did not exist during
.

discovery,.since their reference dates in SNRC-716 are

after discovery closed. Accordingly, such documents

(]) could not have been requested during discovery.

Further, since discovery had been closed by the time
.

the referenced letters were written,.Suffolk County could

not have then known the importance attached by LILCO

to any quarterly and monthly surveillances.(referred to

in paragraph 3 of the Revised Subpoena) which existed at

the time of discovery. SNRC-716 indicates that if such
,

surveillances did then exist, they may not have bye,n
effective to prevent the discrepancies noted. For these

reasons, the results of such surveillances, which did not

seem significant during discovery, now appear to be

important. Because the documents listed in Part A of

I the Revised Subpoena are cited by LILCO in an attempt to
i

j answer NRC Staff concerns, they impact directly upon the

QA/QC issue and are plainly relevant. Relevancy is the

only test for the issuance of a subpoena under 10 C.F.R.
,

:
'

S 2.720.

The documents listed in Part B of the Subpoena are

either specifically referred to in written testimony of

witnesses for LILCO dated June 29, 1982 ("LILCO Test.imo$p"),{)
or are referred to and relied upon by implication in the

LILCO Testimony. Suffolk County could not

_3_
..

|
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have known during d' covery that LILCO witnesses would
-

refer and rely upon those documents in their testimony.

Suffolk County c<...not adequately prepare to cross-examine

() the witnesses for LILCO without examining the documents1

that are cited, directly or by implication, as

supporting the conclusions in written testimony.

Such documents are clearly relevant.
*

, .

The foregoing information should not be regarded as

affecting suffolk County's legal position, discussed

in Part IV of this Memorandum, that the right to subpoena

documents after discovery is not affected by the fa,ct
that such documents were not requested during discovery.

(]) III. The Subpoena of Documents Is
,

Particularly Appropriate Here
( 1

As noted above, the documents listed in Part B of
'

the Revised Subpoena may be viewed as falling into two

main categories: specifically referenced documents; and

some documents which are not expressly mentioned, but

which may be inferred by the testimony to exist and to

be relied upon. An example of this second category is

paragraph 5 of the Revised Subpoena, which requests the

latest documents identifying individuals in the LILCO QA

(]) Department, their resumes, job description , and documed't's

describing their training, and any training manuals used

by LILCO for that training.
:

Pages 5 to 7 of the LILCO Testimony refer to the number

of individuals in the LILCO QA Department and contain broad

-. _
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but impressive statements about their "165 man-years'of exper- .

|

ience in engineering and quality assurance" and their being

"provided with whatever training may be warranted ...."

(}) Clearly there must be documents regarding these matters.

Such' documents are necessary to permit counsel for Suffolk |

'

County to prepare for cross-examination, and no doubt would

be required by LILCO witnesses to respond to questions.

However, waiting until during cross-examination to requests .

production of such documents or to learn, if such is the

case, that the witnesses have no personal knowledge of the

'
details concerning these matters, would delay the hearing

'

or result in less efficient cross-examination than would

otherwise be possible.

O ~

Indeed, the present situation falls squarely within the
'

principles of the Clinton case, Illinois Power Company

(Clinton Power Station, U. nit Nos. 1 and 2), Docket Nos.

50-461 and 50-462, ALAB-340, 4 NRC 27 (1976). Howe.ver,

Suffolk. County's Application attempts to avoid the factual

situation that resulted in the denial of the subpoena in

that case. In Clinton, as in this case, a party (the

intervenors) sought to subpoena documents relied upon by

a witness for the utility. The intervenors had not

requested the documents and other materials during. _gO
discovery, or even after having received the witness's

written testimony. The subpoena was sought only after the

witness was unable to answer questions during cross-

examination without the documents.

.__ - .- - -. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Clinton held that a subpoena for production of docu-

ments after the close of discovery may not be denied on the grounds

that the party seeking issuance of the subpoena did not request the

documents during discovery. Nevertheless, the Appeal Board

uphelc the denial of the intervenors' request for docu- -

ments because (i) since the request was not made until

during the hearing and after cross-examination, granting ., ..

the request would delay the hearing; and (ii) this delay

should not be countenanced because the material requested

"was far more extensive than necessary to provide answers

to the questions" the witness was unable to answer', and~

~

"the particular information bearing upon such answers

-Q would have been of too little potential worth to justify

holding up the evidentiary hearing to await its receipt

and analysis." Clinton, at page 33.

The subpoena of the documents in Parts A and B of

the Revised Subpoena is intended to avoid any delay of

the hearing. Because the written testimony of LILCO's

I witnesses refers either directly or by implication toi

the documents listed in Part 3 of the Revised Subpoena,

counsel for Suffolk County knows now that preparation of effec-
;

tive cross-examination of those witnesses .will require , analysis
' O '

of those documents. -Denial of Suffolk County's Application as to

| any document would force counsel to request that document during
|
' the hearing, thereby causing a delay and creating grounds

I
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for denial of the request. Accordingly, the subpoena of

the documents in the Revised Subpoena is particularly

appropriate, since it would eliminate delay of the

hearing and an unfair burden of risk on Suffolk County.

.

IV. LILCO's Arguments Against the Issuance
of the Subcoena Are Without Merit

On August 17, 1982, LILCO filed a Motion for Pro- . .

tective Order Or, In The Alternative, To Quash Subpoena

(" Motion") . The Motion first attempts to transmute

Suffolk County's effort ~to obtain documents, referred to

by'LILCO and its witnesses,.for trial preparatiod,'into a

discovery request. This approach. fundamentally mis-

O conceives the current posture of the quality assurance

portion of this proceeding. Discovery has, of course,

been terininated, and therefore the methods of discovery

authorized by the Camission's Rules of Practice (i.e. , 10 C.F.R.. S 2.740)

are now inappropriate. A subpoena is the proper method for

obtaining documents after discovery. Accordingly, the

Application of Suffolk County must be judged by the

standards applicable to a subpoena, and not by discovery
~

standards.

A. A Subpoena is the Proper Procedure for .

''Production of the Requested Documents

LILCO's basic argument is that Suffolk County can

only obtain documents under the discovery rules, 10 C.F.R.

.

-, . -- - - . - .- - .-. - _ __
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52.740 et sec., but.that because the time for discovery

has ended, Suffolk County is not entitled to production

of any documents. This position is not only contrary to

the purposes of the discovery and pre-hearing preparation

process, but'also seriously misinterprets the subpoena

rule, 10 C.F.R. S 2.720.

In the first plac'e, Clinton completely refutes s

LILCO's argument that S'.ffolk County may only obtain

production of documents through discovery procedures.

See discussion of Clinton at pages 5-6 above. Indeed,

LILCO's Motion itself cites Clinfon for the prop 6s'ition

that

a subpoena for the production of
documents at trial may not be denied'

simply because the requesting party
had not earlier sought the same
document during discovery'. Motion,
at page 9.

A footnote at page 9 of the LILCO Motion then argues

that the principles of Clinton are inapplicable to Suffolk

County because, under the facts of Clinton, the subpoena

denial was upheld "where the request for documents was

' extensive' and would have caused delay." This foot-...

note is misleading and incorrect, because it fails to
.sdisclose that in Clinton, (i) the delay w6uld resul.t n&E

}
because the documents requested were " extensive", but

because they were not requested until after cross-examination

i

- . . . - . - - - , , _ _ _ _ _ - . _
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during the hearing, and (ii) the request for documents

was not rejected because it was " extensive", but rather !

the delay was not countenanced because the documents 1/
O were more extensive than necessary to answer cross-examination

questions. Clinton, at page 33. See Also discussion of - -

Clinton at page 6 above.

Second, there is no basis for LILCO's assertion that ,
, ,

a subpoena for the production of documents is only '

appropriate for use against non-parties. Section 2.720 is

a broad right, stating that " [oln application of any

party, the designated presiding officer . . . 'will-issue .

subpoenas requiring ... the production of evidence."

10 C.F.R. 52. 720 (a) . By.i.ts terms, it imposes no limit

ei~ther on the time when a subpoena may be requested or

2/to whom it may be directed.

.

|
t

-1/ The " documents" included " source checks, data checks,
computer programs and documentation" on which computer
models were based. Clinton, at page 34.

-2/ LILCO cites Pacific Gas & Electric Company (Stanislaus
Nuclear Project, Unit 1), ALAB-550, 9 NRC 683 (1979),
to support its argument. But that case merely states

| - that a subpoena for discovery purposds may appropriately
|

be directed at a non-party, who is not subject;to the
! discovery rules. It is thus of no relevance to the
| present case, in which a party is seeking to subpoena

documents, some of which did not exist during discovery,
from another party after the close of discovery for the
purpose of preparing for cross-examination at trial.

'

l

-9-
1
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The requested subpoena is the appropriate means for

obtaining information during this post-discovery,

pre-hearing phase of this proceeding. It will permit

O Suffolk County to obtain documents necessary for

cross-examining LILCO's witnesses and prevent delay

after the hearing has begun.

~

B. Suffolk County is Entitled to a
Subpoena for the Reauested Documents

1. The " General Relevance" Requirement
Is Clearly Satisfied In This Case

Under the Commission rule governing issuance of

subpoenas, 10 C.F.R. 52.720, the requesting party need

only show the " general relevance" of the desired documents

t.o issues in the proceeding. In practice, this requirement

is satisfied, and the subpoena should be issued, unless

"the evidence sought can have no possible bearing upon the

issues." Commonwealth Edison Company, (Zion Station,

Units 1'and 2), ALAB-196, 7 AEC 457, 462 (1974) (" Zion")

(emphasis added) , quoting Hercules Powder Co. v. Rohm &

! Haas Co., 3 F.R.D. 302, 304 (D. Del. 1943).

| The documents sought by Suf folk County unquestionably

bear upon the issues in this proceeding. The documents
!

referenced in Part A of the Revised Subpoena all re. late'
| O

to LILCO's responses to QA concerns of the NRC Staff regard-

| ing the Shoreham plant. The documents listed in Part B
!

|

|

!

-
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of the Revised Subpoena are all referenced, directly or by

implication, to support testimony presented by witnesses

for LILCO.

(~/)
2. LILCO Has Failed To Show That

The Application Is Unreasonable'

Given the relevance of the documents listed in the *

Revised Subpoena, it may.be quashed only if it is

" unreasonable." 10 C.F.R. S2.720 (f) (1) . To quash the . , ,,

Subpoena, LILCO must bear "a particularly heavy burden."

Zion, at page 463. " Absent such a substantial showing,

a motion to quash should be denied." Id.

~

LILCO has only argued that the subpoena is unreason-

able because it provides too little time in which to

produce the. desired. documents. Motion at pages 6-7.

Th'at position is in reality only an argurant that the

production is burdensome, and LILCO has conceded that

" Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Stanislaus Nuclear Project,'

Unit 1) , ALAB-550, 9 NRC 683 (1979) ["Stanislaus") ...

makes it fairly difficult to have a subpoena quashed on

the ground of burdensomeness." Motion at page 9.

,

LILCO's reading of Stanislaus is correct.
1

The Appeal Board found the requested subpoena broad

in scope, but appropriate to the issues bejng litigated.;.;
,

,

() It found that compliance costs as high as $400,000 w'ould

be reasonable and suggested that in any case the sub-

poenaed party would have to prove its costs. Likewise,

;
.

-11-
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that party would have to establish that compliance would

" unduly disrupt or seriously hinder its normal operation."

Id. at eage 697. (Emphasis in original). That the docu-
-

ment production would entail significant employee time andt/

expense would not make the request unduly burdensome. Id.

LILCO has not attempted to show in what manner the subpoena

would be an undue burden to it.
Likewise, even a subpoena broad in scope will not for ' ' "

that reason be found unduly burdensome and thus unreason-

able. In Zion it was argued that "the broad and sweeping

categories of 'all' documents specified in the subpoena
_,

are unreasonable on their face." Id. at page 470. LILCO

has made essentially the same argument. The Appeal Boards

rejected that argument in Zion:
,

The intervenor asserts that the "all
documents" formulation is a "necessary
technique where the lawyer requesting
documents does not know what documents*

the person has." We agree, at least'

in the situation where, as here, the
formulation is further limited by a

i reasonably defined subject matter cate-
gory. The requested documents,
viewed in the context of the inter-
venors' contention, were sufficiently
defined so as to be ascertainable. Id.

The "all documents" formulation, to the extent used in the

r

original Subpoena, was similarly reasonably defined. Con-
r -:~

( trary to the assertion that Suffolk County requested "all
documents relevant" to a subject (Motion at page 2),

the Subpoena only used a formulation of "all documents

-12-

|
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constituting, describing, or commenting upon" a reference

in the LILCO Testimony. I'n any case, th'e Revised Subpoena

has been further narrowed and particularized, and is a

() fortiori reasonable in scope.2./

.

C. The Relief Sought by LILCO is Inappropriate

As has been established above, LILCO is not entitled
. .

to have the Revised Subpoena quashed. There is no basis
.

for the Board to treat the Application as a discovery

motion under 10 C.F.R. S2.740, and the two alternative '

" protective orders" sought by LILCO (Motion at page 10)
,

,

are unwarranted and unsupported by the Board's prior
.

decisions.

O The first alternative requiring suffolk County to
.

provide detailed justifications concerning the precise

need for the documents and their "significant probative

value" would place restrictions on the issuance of sub-

poenas not found in 10 C.F.R. 52.720, which provides that

a party has a right to subpoena documents if they are

relevant. In any case, Parts II and III of this Memorandum

explain why Suffolk County requires the production of

j documents. LILCO's comment that paragraphs 19 and 20

t

(]) of the Subpoena show that Suffolk County is on a "fishiN@.

|
|

-3/ Even if the Board were to find some document categories
too broad, quashing the subpoena would be inappropriate;
rather the Board should take " steps to narrow the re-
quest to documents relevant to the particular conten-
tion under consideration." Zion at page 471.

. - . . _ _ . . - - - _ - -- _ - . - . _ _ _ - . - - -- ,- .. . - - -
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expedition" is erroneous; demands for.every 30th or 20'th

of a specified group of documents relied upon in the LILCO

Testimony are intended to reduce, not increase, the number

() of documents required by producing an unbiased sampling.

LILCO's second proposed alternative is also unwar-

ranted and should be rejected. LILCO requests that it

not be required to produce the documents in Part B of the

Subpoena until September 27, which could well be after the '

QA/QC hearings begin. LILCO gives no reason why

it cannot produce the documents promptly. Clearly this

" alternative" request would either deprive Suffolk County

of the opportunity to use the documents in preparation

for cross-examination, or require that the hearing be

()' .

delayed.
,

\
\
\

1

.

' ~ '

! (:) .

|
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v. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, Suffolk County's Application

for Issuance of Subpoena should be granted and LILCO's Motion

for Protective Order, or, in the Alternative, to Quash

Subpoena should be denied.
.

Respectfully submitted,

* ' "
David H. Gilmartin
Patricia A. Dempsey
Suffolk County Department of Law
Veterans Memorial Highway
Hauppauge, New York 11788

Herbert H. Br /
Lawrence Coe anpher
Alan Roy Dynner
KIRKPATRICK, LOCKHART, HILL,

- CHRISTOPHER & PHILLIPS
.

1900 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 452-7000

August 23, 1982 Attorneys for suffolk County

' *0 .
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

)
In the Matter of )O >
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY )

) Docket No. 50-322 (0.L.)
(Sh'oreham Nuclear Power Station; )
Unit 1) )

)

CERTIFICATE OF SERV 1CE

I hereby certify that copies of " Memorandum Supporting
Application For Issuance of Subpoena" was sent on August 23,
1982 by first class mail; except where otherwise noted, to the
following:

Lawrence Brenner, Esq.* Ralph Shapiro, Esq.
Administrative Judge ' Cammer and Shapiro
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 9 East 40th Street
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission New York, New York 10016
Washington, D.C. 20555

O Howard L. Blau, Esq. .

Dr. James L. Carpenter * 217 Newbridge Road.

Administrative Judge Hicksville, New York 11801
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission W. Taylor Reveley III, Esq.**
Washington, D.C. 20555 Hunton & Williams

P.O. Box 1535
707 East Main St.

Mr. Peter A. Morris * Richmond, Virginia 23212
Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regu3atory Commission Mr. Jay Dunkleberger
Washington, D.C. 20555 New York State Energy Office

Agency Building 2
Edward M. Barrett, Esq. Empire State Plaza
General Counsel Albany, New York 12223
Long Isl and Lighting Company
250 Old Country Road
Mineola, New York 11501 Stephen B. Latham, Esq.

,

Twomey, Latham & Shea
O Mr. Brian McCaffrey Attorneys at Law

Long Island Lighting Company P.O. Box 398
175 East Old Country Road 33 West second Street
Hicksville, New York 11801 Riverhead, New York 11901

*By Hand **By Federal Express
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Marc W. Goldsmith Mr. Jeff Smith |
-

Energy Research Group, Inc. Shoreham Nuclear Power Station j
400-1 Totten Pond Road P.O. Box 618 |
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 North Country Road

,

Wading River, New York 11792 1

Joel Blau, Esq. MHB Technical Associates
New York Public Service Commission 1723 Hamilton Avenue

[]} The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Suite K
Building San Jose, California 95125

; Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223 Hon. Peter Cohalan

Suffolk County Executive
David H. Gilmartin, Esq. County Executive / Legislative

! Suffolk County Attorney Building
County Executive / Legislative Bldg. Veterans Memorial Highway
Veterans' Memorial Highway Hauppauge, New York 11788
Hauppauge, New York 11788

Ezra I. Bialik, Esq.
I,

Atomic Safety and Licensing Assistant Attorney General
Board Panel Environmental Protection Brreau-

l U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission New York State Department of
Washington, D.C. 20555 Law

2 World Trade Center
Docketing and Service Section* New York, New York 10047

i Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Atomic Safety and Licensing

i Washington, D.C. 20555 Appeal Board() U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Bernard M. Bordenick, Esq.* Commission

; David A. Repka, Esq. Washington, D.C. 20555
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Matthew J. Kelly, Esq.

Staff Counsel, New Y'rko
Stuart Diamond State Public Service Comm.,

Environment / Energy Writer 3 Rockefeller Plaza
NEWSDAY Albany, New York 12223
Long Island, New York 11747

,

, Cherif Sedky, Esq.
| Kirkpatrick, Lockhart,
| Johnson & Hutchison

( 1500 Oliver Building
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

i

'o AAL_
~

Alan Roy Dyn r/F
KIRKPATRICK LOCKHART, HILL,

'7J{1- CHRISTOP R& PHILLIPS
DATE: 1900 M Street, N.W., 8th Floor ,

'
4 Washington, D.C. 20036,
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(Raviccd 8/20/82)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

)

(]) In the Matter of )
)

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 0.L.
)

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

)
. .

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

To: Long Island Lighting Company
c/o James N. Christman, Esq.
Hunton & Williams
707 East Main Street
Richmond, Virginia 23212

Copy also delivered to:

Brian R. McCaffrev()
'

Long Island Lighting Company
Regulatory Superv'sori

175 East Old Country Road
Hicksville, New York 11801

You are hereby directed to produce, no later than August 23,

1982, the documents specified below:

| PART A

Documents referred to in letter SNRC-716 of Long Island

Lighting Company ("LILCO") dated June 21, 1982 ("SNRC-716").

1. A. " Plant Configuration Reports" under the Shoreham
! Plant ' ation Review Program, referred to ini.

('') SNRC-716, p. 2, nd existing to date (also.

LILCO Testimony).\~/ referred to at page 12 _
a

ation2. The results of LILCO's field survey o m
.

t

i of containment isolation valves, referred to in .
SNRC-716, p. 3, 5 5.

|

__ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ .
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3. _ results or LILCO's Operating QA quarterly '

survet.' nces of the Startup Manuals and the results
of the mont eurveillances of the " program,".

referred to in Sunu p. 5, 1 1.
'

,

4. The latest status report of oce.. ** ems that have

() not been closed by the NRC's I&E revic s well
as any. documents describing the current stam- f
ocen items, as referred to in SNRC-714. n- 9 "

g

PART B

.

Documents referred to in testimony of witnesses for LILCO,

dated June 29, 1982 ("LILCO Testimony").

5. e latest (i) documents identifying the individuals
in he LILCO QA Department, referred to at pages 5
and of the LILCO Testimony, (ii) resumes describing
the bu kground, experience and qualifications of
each su h individual, (iii) job descriptions
describin the position, duties, and responsi-
bilities o. each such individual, (iv) documents which
describe the training provided to each of the LILCO

O4 QA personnel, eferred to at page 6 of the LILCO -

Testimony, and the training manuals or similar documents,
| if any, prepared r used by LILCO in training QA

personnel.

6. The documents stated . paragraph 5 above for each of
the eight LILCO personn and fifteen contract
personnel constituting t. " Operational Quality
Assurance organization" re rred to at page 7 of the
LILCO Testimony, who is not n individual in the QA
Department referred to at pag 6 of the LILCO
Testimony.

7. Any documents prepared by LIICO: . (i) i *f ing " items and services7.

not considered ' safety-related'," r erred to at page
15 of the LILCO Testimony, (ii) setti. forth the
quality assurance / quality control stan rds applicable
to such items and services, and (iii) id ntifying and/or
commenting upon "the overall function or rpose to

k>)
be performed" by each such item or service, r rating/~
the relative "importance" of each.

8. Audit reports showing the results of the followi.
Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation ( " SWEC "

|
audits referred to at page 25 of the LILCO Testimon
and not previously provided to Suffolk County: (i)
quarterly audits of construction site activities
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t (bnce . e activities and construction activities)
'"

(ii) annual aucit " ntractors' activities,''
v.

(iii) annual audits of ASME III u m. nd (iv)
' -

annual orocram audits.

9. Audit reports showing the results of Stone and

(]) Webster Engineering Assurance Division's: fst
( quarteri; 2udit: cf th: ?'^rr'-- n-^j--* e '#- -#^-
'

'li' . .mi ;..n;;l ;;fi.; cf th; Cit; ngin;; ring
^ffic;, 2nd (iii) audits of other organizations
performing engineering services, as referred to at
pages 28 and 29 of the LILCO Testimony, and not
previously provided to Suffolk County.

.

10. dit reports issued during tne perloc General tiectric.

C cany ("GE") was procuring, designing or fabricating
equ ment for the Shoreham project and relevant to
the oreham project, showing the results of (i) ,

intern QA audits conducted by GE NEBO division-level
organiza 'ons, and (ii) internal QA audits conducted by
NEP & QAO f department-level GE NEBO organizations,
all as refe ed to at page 30 of the LILCO Testimony.

11. Those portions f the monthly reports to LILCO manage-
ment containing ighlights of the QA program," and
all quarterly rep ts of LILCO audit programs.provided() to the Vice Preside *s of Engineering and of Nuclear

' and responsible depa ment managers, in all cases only
with respect to the Sh eham project, all as referred
to at page 31 of the LIL Testimony.

12. The documents, if any, by w 'ch " specific items" have
been "promptly brought to the ttention of corporate
management by the Quality Assu nce Manager," regarding
the Shoreham project, as referre to at pages 31 to
32 of the LILCO Testimony.

13. The documents relied upon to support e contention
at page 41 of the LILCO Testimony that "Shoreham's
performance is better than o,ther BWR pla. s," including
documents prepared in the rhview conducte by the LILCO
QA Department Manager.

14. Documents describing the results, interim and/ final,
of the audit by Torrey Pines Technology, referre to

O' at pages 57 to 58 of the LILCO Testimony, includi
descriptions of the scope of the audit, methodology,
reporting, and all internal and other reports, memora. a ,

and correspondence.

.

- - . __ ___ -
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15. The documents by which the "58 potentially significant
concerns" were reported to Engineering Assurance, as
referred to at page 65 of the LILCO Testimony, all
" Problem Reports" referred to at pages 65 and 66 of
the LILCO Testimony, the documents which show the
results of investications undertaken as a result of

() such Problem Reports, and the documents by which
" corrective / preventive action" was taken with respect
to such Problem Reports.

16. The latest available index in the "up-to-date indexes
of design documents" referred to in paragraph (d),

| at page 88 of th.e LILCO Testimony.
.

17. . . - 'soec1ric eroject procecures- Aapieweuumag cue
design . and overall management direction," of'

LILCO, referre . in paragraph (3) at pages 93 to
94 of the LILCO Testim u

18. The LILCO "Corporat$e Quality Assurance . "am" re-
ferred to at page 94 of the LILCO Testimony.

" Notes of Conference"' ' ' ' '- ' - - ' ' ' ' -19. T h e C.... _ "

of the over 850 project meetings, referred to at
page 96 of the LILCO Testimony, and every 50th Note
of Conference chronologically issued between the first

O and the last.

20. Documents describing the " program of ' packaging'" and
the procedures followed in connection with the program,
d: : :-t: if:nti" i-~__'__nh:

-"-Err 2nd .:tur cf th':
,, n _ n __n : n n nn ___. n,__

m,m_ _n.., _ _ _ _ . . . . . _ , _ . . _ , __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ , _ . . _

, _ - _ _ _ __m__, e,._- mer . _ s .u_ c -. ,_a uu- ,,-g

nf :Yor; 20th ::: ing f::_z:nt; 2..2 CCr'; ::.....;1m,. J11 2,

_r# th: ~rrr::r:nfin; CCr's, 211 ;;-# ": "r "ir :" ,

referred to in paragraph (a) at page 101 of the LILCO
Testimony.

21. original Iorm or une snecxilst Ior vesign..

Docuu * Review," referred to in paragraph (3) at
page 109 ~ he LILCO Testimony, all revisions of such
form, identi 1 by year of issue, and documents
describing procedu or stating instructions for
completing the Checkli m

22. Documents identifying the "QA pe. mnnel who are speci-(])
|

fically trained for this task," refe - to at page 110
- af the LILCO Testimony, resumes describin * e background,
experience, and qualifications of each of suc , rsonnel,
and documents describing the specific training gi to
each of such personnel for the task referred to.

1

- _ _ _
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23. dit reports showing the results of the 53 audits
re " red to at page 117 of the LILCO Testimony,
and . t previously provided to suffolk County.

24. Audit re ts showing the results of the 48 audits
conducted NEP & QAO of the design control programO ,

applied to th Shoreham plant, as referred to in
paragraph (b) a page 120 of the LILCO Testimony.

.

25. Audit reports show1. the results of the 39 audits
conducted by NREO of e design control program
applicable to the Shore m plant, as referred to in
paragraph (d) at page 120 f the LILCO Testimony..

26. The analysis of the evaluatio of results of
customer audits over a 5-year p iod purporting to
demonstrate that "there are no un. uely recurring
deficiency areas," as referred to a age 121 of the
LILCO Testimony.

27. The " checklist developed from a comprehen 've survey,"
as referred to in paragraph a at page 122 o the
LILCO Testimony.

28. 411 " Configuration Discrepancy Reports" with resp

O- bo the Shoreham plant, as referred to at page 123 o
bhe LILCO Testimony.

-

29. The " issued procedures and instructions" referred to
at page 127 of the LILCO Testimony, p.y .y.., -.

euyAueering and designmatAes, vi mAuuces vu cue

met 'ngs" referred to at page 127 of the LILCO Testimony
and * previously supplied to Suffolk County, the
" final ress analysis evaluations" brought before the
Shoreham ions Review Committee ("SORC"), and all
reports, sum- ries or minutes of SORC meetings, all as,

| referred to at , ge 127 of the LILCO Tes,timony.

30. Documents describin the " program . to assure that. .

by the time of fuel 1 or shortly thereafter, the
'

configuration of the plai. will be accurately re-
flected by drawings," as r rred to in paragraph (c)
at page 127 of the LILCO Test. ony, and the latest
schedule for the completion of program and/or
progress reports describing portio of the program. () which have been completed.!

31. Documents describing the results, interim nd/or
final, of the independent design review bei._ performed
by Teledyne Engineering Services, referred to pagei

129 of the LILCO Testimony, including all internc'
and other reports (other than the Initial Status
Report (TR-5633-2) dated July 9, 1982), all Reviewer

___ - _ - _ _ - - -
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_

Re *t Forms, Request for Information?Fcrms and,
,

respo.- thereto, Project Marager Resciution Forms,'

and Interu Committee Resolution Forchifall such
forms as idenu'#ied in 5 3.8.2 of EP-1-017 of Teledyne

' ' '

in said Initial *us Reporth, and all documents'
u

() concerning "open item ' and their disposi. tion.
, ,

32. The documents relied upon to . cort the assertion;
I at pag'e 143 of the LILCO Testives?%# hat "about 250,000

' manhours were expended by SWEC hlona . the performance
,

of procurenant quality tasks for shorehal.," including
the calculations utilized,'\and. documents ide m' #ving' the items or the class of itdns of equipment as t
which such time or cortion hpreof was extended.

!

|4 d
^

33. The latest: (i) documents identifying the "eighty,

QA personnel":of Courter and Company referred to at

'

page 152 of the LILCO Testinony, lii); resumes describing
,

the background, experience and qualit'ications of each
of such personnel, and (iii) job descriptions describing,.

_ , - '

duties, and responsibilities of each.,1 the position,. ,

.
,

* # 34. Documents constituting and/or_contain1'ng schedules
,

'! of the " Indoctrination Sessions" and of the " Tool Box
Sessions" referred to in paragraph c. at page 158 ofs

the LILCO Testimony, and documents describing the'

.' : number c f such sessions, where pres,ented, how long each,

lasted, and/or the content thereo@.
,

\% 1
,

35. DocuacMer wing " renas wnlcn were estaollsnea anu-

* *

n the uniform concreteanalysed in.,orce -*m

strengthe, stecified," as refer eu _ 4. a e 160 of
ge_L g 3 Tet.timony.

--

, _

4

36. Documends showing " trends" resulting from the evaluation
of N&D.'s by SWEC, referred to at p'aga 166 of the LILCO
Testimcny, documents describing and/or commenting upon.

any "significant trends or abnormal quality" determined,

by an analysis of an indepe.ndent sampling of N&D's
referred.to at pager 166 to 167 of the LILCO Testimony,
and the " analysis" which purports to indicate that "the

| Shoreham N&D's are consistent with other sites' N&D's
| for similar activities," as referred to at page 167 of
. the LILCO Testimony.

.

l - 37. Aucic __ ^vts showing the results of the " thirty-seven
audits of site a- _"i*ies" referred to at page 169
of the LILCO Testimony, r2m5pv 2-4 usly provided to!

| Suffolk County, all documents'descr1 "'+ tributes". . . .
which were "noted as unsatisfactory during these ''e ,"-

l

,

| -

'

| )
'

. - .'
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r:ftrr:f t t _f :: 150 rf th 1:12: T;;tix;.., , 2nf
all responses by LILCO to the reports noting such
unsatisfactory attributes.

38. Th; f;;;r:nt:5 r;; ult; f L.._ " ~ __ ~2: , 121.. , ..l

:_:..:nir:1 :"r":''l- r-- > ^"-- 'c^ - '' :""-' ->

() in: tron:xtstirr:1 _ r-:il'_ n:::" ::f:rr:f i; at ,_n_:
'

17' - _ - _.. 1:LC T; _ _ix::.2 2nd all documents describ-,

ing corrective action taken for " discrepant conditions
identified" by such surveillances.

39. 1 stop work orders issued by LILCO QA personnel, as,

| r erred to at page 177 of the LILCO Testimony.
! .

( 40. The ree most recent " computerized monthly reports
isting all outstanding E&DCRs that require. . .

verific tion," as referred to at pages 180 to 181
of the L CO Testimony.

,

41. The three m t recent reports issued in connection
with the "LI O/SWEC As-Built Piping Program" referred
to at page 181 f the LILCO Testimony, unless already,

provided to Suf Ik County.

'4 2 . The three most rec t reports issued in connection
with the " Con.duit QL lification and InspectionO Program" referred to paragraph (1) at page 185
of the LILCO Testimony, unless already provided to
Suffolk County.

43. The three most recent repo s issued.in connection
with the " Conduit Support As 3uilt Program" referred
to in paragraph (2) at page 1 of the LILCO Testimony,
unless already provided to Sufr ik County.

44. The three most recent reports issu d in connection
with the " Cable Tray Support Analys Program"
referred to in paragraph (3) at page 87 of the
LILCO Testimony, unless already provi d to Suffolk -

County. ,,

45. The three most recent reports issued in co ection with
the " Final 'A' Release Program" referred to 'n paragraph
d. at page 188 of the LILCO Testimony, unless already
provided to Suffolk County.

O 46. The analyses of " safety-related non-compliance re rts"
and documents showing the " trends" resulting from ch
analyses, all as referred to at page 241 of the LIL
Testimony.

s

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _
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.

,

47. 'T e _
_ "QA/QC manpower at operating single'm*

unit BWR's witn %.... 'M e commitments to quality
activities," as referred to m ~~ oh 10 at page

. 242 of the LILCO Testimonv.

I If you oppose this subpoena, you may move to quash or

modify in accordance with 10 C.F.R. Section 2.720 (f) .
-

i

LAWRENCE J. BRENNER
Presiding Judge

August 1982,

O

l

.

,

O
,
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KIRKPXrIUCE, LOCKHART, HrLL, CHRISTOPHER Se PHILLIPs

A PurrNamom, Incz.uoura A PaarnassozAs. ConsonArrow

1900 M SrazzT, N. W.

WAsaxxoTox, D. C. 20006

FNoNE (so.) 46..Fooo IN FITT.at:3GE

C.BI.E NIPNI EIREPATREZ,f aN ABT JOENsON & ECTGISON

nux u.a. men n oim meIImno
August 20, 1982 ,m.. . ,,,,,,rmm, ,.. m u o m. cT out. n x =.

202/452-7044 m.

(BY TELECOPIER)
. .

Jam 0s N. Christman, Esc.
Hunton & Williams
707 East Main Street
Richmond, Virginia 23212

Re: QA/QC Issues and Application
for Subpoena

Daar Mr. Christman:,

During the telephone conference call with the Atomic Safety and
LJ. censing Board on Wednesday, August 18, the Board suggested that you
cnd I discuss on the telephone or meet in person in an effort to agreej to the documents listed in the Subpoena subject to the Application for
Issuance of Subpoena dated August 13, 1982, which LILCO might agree
to provide voluntarily. At that time, I said that I would be available
to speak with you on the telephone at any time othe.r than 4 p.m. on
W dnesday and that I was at your disposal to meet with you. You
telephoned me at 3:30 p.m. on Wednesday and we had a short conversation
during which you indicated that LILCO might be prepared to voluntarily
produce the documents listed in paragraph 1 of the Subpoena. We then
reviewed and I explained and narrowed the scope of the documents identi-
fied in paragraphs 2 through 11 of the Subpoena. You stated that you
would have to check with LILCO personnel as to whether you would be
willing to provide those documents. At the close of our conversation,

you said that you would telephone me on Thtirsday, August 19, to further
discuss the production of documents.

On Thursday I attempted to reach you by telephone at around noon
r] your office, but I was informed that you were on Long Island; your
LJretary could not tell my secretary how you could be reached. At

5'p.m. on Thursday you telephoned me to say that LILCO will provide
many of the documents in the Subpoena, and you would be telecopying
m2 a list of these documents sometime today, Friday, August 20. You
indicated to me that you did not have the list available and did not
wish to discuss it on the telephone prior to your telecopying it to me.
I asked that you provide not only the list of the documents you would
be furnishing, but also the dates by which the documents would be made
available.



. ,
.
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KIRUATRICK, LOCKHART, Hzn, CaarsToruza & PHIEIPS

.

James N. Christman, Esq.
August 20, 1982
Page 2

(~hm)

It is now 2 p.m. on Friday and I have not yet received your list
of documents. Accordingly, time is now getting very short for the
resolution of these matters prior to the Monday, August 23, noon
filing time for disputed documents as ordered by the Board. As I
m:ntioned to you in our telephone conversation yesterday, I have
prepared a revised Subpoena Duces Tecum which, in response to -

concerns of the Board, narrows and more precisely particularizes
the documents which are sought by Suffolk County. I am enclosing
herewith a copy of the revised Subpoena.

I hope that we will receive by this evening the list of documents
which LILCO is prepared to produce voluntarily. I will be prepared
to discuss these documents on the telephone at any time this weekend.
As you know, my home telephone number is (301) 983-0121. To the
extent the documents which LILCO is prepared to provide voluntarily
are consistent with the documents requested by the enclosed Subpoena,
nd will be provided in a timely manner, I will indicate our agreement
deleting the appropriate documents from the revised Subpoena.

Accordingly, it is my intention to file by noon on Monday,
August 23, with the Board the revised Subpoena, edited'as afore-
said, together with the memorandum which the Board requested from
Suffolk County.

I urge you to contact me at your earliest convenience so that we
can resolve the outstanding matters without needless recourse to the
Board.

Very truly yours,

-

~

Alan RoY nner

ARD/dk
Enclosure

.

-. _ - - - - -
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ATTACHMENT 3.
- .

b

HUNToN & WILLIAxs
7o7 CAST MAeN Eracc7 P.o. Box 1535

0 0 & T CustoiMO RIciprown, VIRGINIA 2 3 212 .. . .cuu vev.ui, ,vcuoc, ..
p.s. som soo p.o.nonlea3o -

Statclow, NoRTM CARoWNA 27eca " * " ' " * * * " * * ***
aca-ana-seso"** #TcLcenomt 804-788-8200Ca3* C&O* e371

vemolNIA GA M Towcm

bid [$,**U.~..as... August 20, 1982 rite o.

OC4 =Ca 8- St ol OsacCT DIAL No. 304 733

BY TELECOPIER

Alan R. Dynner, Esq.
Kirkpatrick, Lockhart, Hill,

Christopher & Phillips
1900 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

OA Documents Subcoena

Dear Alan:
-

In response to your subpoena with the list of 49 document
C~ categories, here is what LILCO is willing to produce, if

producing them will fully satisfy your request for documents.
The numbers below correspond to the numbered document categories
in-your subpoena.

PART A

1. LILCO will make available all the SPCR reports that have
been issued, which means those covering the six systems you

| referred to. (Other systems are in various stages of
review, and final reports have not been issued.)I

2. LILCO will make available the tables showing the results of
; ,

|
the containment isolation valve survey.

3. LILCO will make available the most recent quarterly
surveillance report of the Startup Manuals and the most

i recent monthly surveillance report on the plant panels.

p 4. LILCO will generate a computer print-out showing which I&E() items are still "open." (This will include those of the
219 that remain open, plus other open items that have been
added to the list subsequent to the 219.) LILCO will alsoi

make available a graph that shows the number of open items
over time.

. _ _ - _ - - _ - _ . . _ _ _
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Harrox & WILLIAxs

Alan R. Dynner, Esq.
August 20, 1982
Page 2

O
;
e

PART B

5 LILCO will make available the summary page of training
records, which gives name, training, and qualifications.

6. Same response as for no. 5 above.

7. We do not propose to produce these documents. Items and
services that are not safety-related are, obviously,
everything in the plant that is not safety-related. What
you are asking for is the specifications for every toilet,
locker, etc. Since, as we said in our testimony,
non-safety-related items are controlled in accordance with
the importance of their overall functions or purpose, no
single document can tell you how this is done.i

1

8. The audit reports were provided on March 31, 1982. The

| () County has copies.

! 9. (i) Already provided on March 33.

'

(ii) Already provided on March 31.
,

(iii) We don't propose to produce these audit reports.
| They may include information about other Stone &
! Webster clients, and it would take a time-consuming
i review to find out. Also, this request, like many of
! the 49, could as well have been made in March or
| April..

*

| 10. These are GE documents. I'm still checking on their
availability, but I anticipate that they are proprietary to
GE and cannot be produced.

11. LILCO will make available the monthly and quarterly
reports.

() 12. No documents exist. The reports are oral.

13. The document (a lengthy computer print-out) that supports
the statement on page 41 of the testimony is an NRC
document (" Power Reactor Summary for Deviations / Severities
for [ year]") and is available in the NRC's public document
room.

14. I'm still checking on this.

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ .__ _ . _ _ _ - ~ . . . _ . . _ . _ _- . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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HuxTox & VILLIAxs

Alan R. Dynner, Esq.
August 20, 1982
Page 3

15. These are Stone & Webster proprietary documents and may,
therefore, present problems. The documents reveal
technical details and information about plants other than
Shoreham, and for that reason Stone & Webster will object
to their being made public.

16. We propose not to produce this. There are multiple
indexes, and we question the relevance of their contents to
the QA contentions.

17. LILCO will make available the procedures.

18. You already have this one. It's one of the attachments to
the LILCO testimony.

19. We do not propose to produce "all" the documents, since
this request has all the appearance of a fishing

.() expedition. If you insist, LILCO can make available the
,

first and last sets of notes so you can verify that there
,

,
'

really were 850 meetings, since that is the gist of the
testimony.

,

20. LILCO will make available the CCF's (which are the same as
the " scoping documents").

21. The County already has the latest revision of the checklist
form; it is included in a procedure (QAP 3.1) that was
provided the County in March.

22. This is the same information asked for in nos. 5 and 6
*

above.

23. The County has already been provided 51 of the 53. LILCO
will make available the other two, if you wish.

24. These are GE documents, and I believe they are proprietary.

rg I will verify that for you.
V

25. Same as 24.

26. Same as 24 and 25,

27. LILCO will make available the checklists.

28. This is the same information as no. 1 above.

f

, - - . , - ,., - . - . . , , . . - . . - - - , - ,- , , - , . - , . . , - . - - -
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HuxTox & WILLIAxs

Alan R. Dynner, Esq.
August 20, 1982 -

Page 4
A
U

29. "' hic ic th: c a.m lufve vu ao av. 1 above.'

;y,AC. LILCO will make available the recommendations from the SORC
meetings.

3o.J40 LILCO will make available the drawing update reports.

J ( . .af'. You've indicated that you already have the Initial Status
Report, and we cannot provide the other documents.
Teledyne reports are given to LILCO at the same time
they're given to the NRC.

11.JHC We do not propose to produce these. You're asking for
thousands of personnel time cards, and that seems to us
unnecessary. It would require extensive analysis to give
you the type of breakdown you want, and in fact LILCO might*

have to examine over a dozen types of documents. It would
/~T take months to do this analysis.\)

3 3..&&7 We do not propose to produce these. You are asking for
hundreds of pages of personnel records. What is more, this_

request (like others of the 49) could as well have been
made during the discovery period in March and April.

3 Y.28C We do not propose to produce these. The documents are many
and scattered.

ff815 LILCO will make available the computer print-out that
constitutes the analysis of trends.

JU.JPT I'm still checking on these; I will know more on Monday.

| 77.JPr The County has already received the 37 audit repcrts.

71.JPT LILCO will make available the welding and mechanical
| surveillance reports and the electrical and
l instrumentational surveillance reports.
| C ) Jf.dHPr.LILCO will make available the stop work orders.I

!

l

to./cr7 The County has already been provided all but the one most
; recent monthly report. LILCO will make that one report

available.

yf. Af7 LILCO will make available the three reports.

___.
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HuxTox & WILLLA.xs

Alan R. Dynner, Esq.
August 20, 1982
Page 5

O
4 ,2. E LILCO will make available the three reports.

T/.4(~ LILCO will make available the three reports.

i'IAS: LILCO will make available the three reports.

4f"X No such reports exist. LILCO doesn't issue reports on the
Final A Release Program.

47. LILCO will mah^ =" ail .,lu LLe ac o 3.. dra . iig or une record ^
stcr g; favil Lic;.-

ff.Aff" I'm still checking on this.

9 9, A9~. LILCO will provide the survey of QA/QC manpower at other
BWR's.

p/ LILCO can make the documents available at the trailer at the
Shoreham plant where discovery was conducted'this past spring ands-

can do so on August 31, 1982. I should think that the
~

arrangements for copying documents and paying for the copies
would be the same as for the earlier discovery.

Yours very truly,
.

ames N. Christman

'
,

:

I

l

|
l

O
!

|

t
,

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Attachment 4

MEMORANDUM
J

August 23, 1982

O
From: Alan Roy Dynner

Re: Suffolk County: Revised Subpoena of Documents from LILCO

This memorandum summarizes the discussions between

Jim Christman and me last Friday evening, Saturday and Sunday,

concerning the Revised Subpoena and Jim's letter of August 20,

1982. All paragraph numbers refer to the Revised Subpoena.

The following documents do not exist: Paragraphs 7,.

12 and " final stress analysis evaluations" referred to in

(]) Paragraph 29. .

'

The following are the bases (other than, or in addition

to, as stated in Jim's letter) on which demands for documents

were deleted:

1. PCRs for other than 6 systems will be provided

when completed.

3. All reports will be provided.
;

4. The computer printout references NRC documents in

the possession of Suffolk County, by which particular open items
can be identified.

() 5,6. Summary pages, detailed enough to show matters

in clauses (i) through (iv) will be provided. LILCO has no

training manuals, referenced in clause (v), but training
!

| materials will be provided.

I

I

L
-

. __ _
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10, 24, 25, 26. GE will make these documents available

O
(_/ in San Jose, Cal., if proprietary agreement is signed and they

are used only if in cam'ra proceeding.e

13. The LILCO " review" will be provided.

14. LILCO has no internal Torrey Pines documents,

but will provide the program plan / scoping document and all

reports in its possession.
.

20. The " reviews" are oral except for a document

that only indicates if the CCF was approved or not.

21. Previous checklist forms will be provided.

There are no documents describing procedures or instructions

O
o.ther than in manuals already provided to Suffolk County.:

23. The two audit reports will be provided.

28. All completed reports are attached to PCRs

referred to in paragraph 1. The only other reports have not

yet been reviewed by LILCO.

29. Minutes of E&D meetings will be provided if they

exist. The SORC recommendations to be provided are the only

reports, summaries or minutes of SORC meetings.

30. All documents will be provided. If there is a

schedule for completion, it is in the form of written goals.
)

31. LILCO has none of the documents except the

interim report and service procurement order between LILCO

and Teledyne.

_ _ . . - _ __-- -__ _ _ _ _ . - _ - - - _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ . _ __ _ . _ - - _ . __. - - - -
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32. A summary showing the calculation will be provided.

1 O There are no documents showing the items or class of equipment

on which time was expended.

37. The " attributes" noted as unsatisfactory are

shown in the audit reports.

46. These documents will be provided.

;

1

! O
.

I

I

|

.

O

_ _ _ _ . . - _ _ _ - . . _ _ _ - - _ . _. . _ _ .
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(]) 1 JUDGE BRENNER: We're going to try to resolve

2 this as we go along. I don 't know whether we .will be

3 successful or not. We have read the papers and thought

4 about it last week to some extent and a lot more

5 intensively yesterday and today.

6 Where does Part A stand? I don't know if

7 anyone can tell us, either counsel.

8 MR. CHRISTMAN: I would suggest that request

9 number one just be dealt with under number 28, which is

10 essentially the same thing.

11 Item number 2, which is containment isolation

12 valves, we had offered, if it would help produce a full

13 settlement, to provide what I'm told is essentially the

O 14 inf ormation the County wants, which is tables showing

15 the results of the containment isolation valve survey.

16 However, in the absence of full settlement we don't

! 17 really believe that this is appropriate for production.

18 The relationship to the testimony is tenuous.

19 This is just something that is mentioned in a letter

20 that the County is interested in.

21 Number 3, surveillance of startup manuals and

22 monthly surveillances of plant panels. We had offered

23 to give them the most recent of those reports, but that

() 24 didn't result in any kind of settlement at all.

25 Finally, on the open ICE items, we had offered

)

i
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(]) 1 to give them a printout showing the status of the open

2 ones, the 219-plus others. But again, in the absence of

3 settlement we tend to think that the status of ICE items

4 is really -- has sufficiently little probative value

5 that we really shouldn't be ordered to produce that.

6 JUDGE BRENNER4 Well, you note in your latest

7 motion that the County has not connected this to the

8 testimony. However, I think their argument as to the

9 first four items is not, at least not solely, if at all,

10 in connection to . the testimony, but rather in connection

11 to the June 21st, 1982, letter on the systematic

12 assessment of license performance inquiry from the

13 Staff, the letter f rom LILCO designated as NRC-716; and

14 f urther, that the reason they are requesting it now is

15 the County 's interest was stimula ted , to put it gently,

16 by the reliance of LILCO in that letter to the Staff,

17 and putting aside whether the request should have been

| 18 made earlier than it was --
|

19 MR. CHRISTHAN: Well, we are on much weaker

|
' 20 ground on that particular one.

21 JUDGE BRENNER Yes, because they came in

22 earlier. But I don't want to get into that as to any of

23 them, whether some request could have been three or four

() 24 weeks earlier. Some of them could. We will say that.

25 They appear pertinent to quality assurance

O
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() 1 matters. Are you arguing, Mr. Christman, that they

2 could have requested it earlier or that they are not

3 relevant, or not -- not suf ficien tly probative loses its

4 force in an argument if they could not have requested it

5 earlier.

6 HR. CHRISTMANs Probative to what we were

7 talking about in our testimony, I think, since we

8 discussed this testimony.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: What is the argument you put?

10 Rather than being tied to probative value in the

11 testimony, it's only for use as cross-examination, but

12 instead being permissible discovery which could not

13 reasonably have been asked earlier?

O 14 HR. CHRISTMAN: That is good cause for late

15 discovery.

16 JUDGE BRENNEBa I'm asking you what you think

17 of the good cause.

( 18 HR. CHRISTHAN: The SALP report, of course, is

19 an NRC review based upon the record. It's not an

; 20 independent, brand-new type of assessment. It is an

21 assessment of the assessments of the past.

22 So these sorts of issues it seems to me could
t

23 have been gone into a long time ago. Now, to the exten t

( 24 that this is a precise Licensee or Applicant response to
1

25 a pa rticular S ALP finding that is based on the record, I

. (~)1%

{

!
|
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(]) 1 can't -- I have not been able to establish, frankly,

2 whether the County should have known about this thing

3 earlier or not. I don't know.

4 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, let's ask Mr. Dynner why

5 the County could not have requested these documents as

6 part of the regular discovery period.

7 MR. DYNNER: Yes, Judge Brenner. I think an

8 exa mination of the letter, SNRC-716, will demonstrate

9 that items 1, 2, part of 3 and 4 were not in existence

10 at the time prior to the close of discovery.

11 The reference to paragraph 1 is the plant

12 configuration reports, which are referenced in the LILCO

13 letter, as are the other items that we have requested in

14 response to NRC Staff's concerns. The plant

15 configuration reports, as stated in this letter, say as

16 follows, and I am quoting from page 2, paragraph 2: "A

17 presentation on the overall program" -- that is this

"was given to NRC18 plant configuration review program '-

19 Region I personnel in April 1962. Completion of this
,

|

| 20 program is scheduled prior to fuel load. Thus far" --

21 that is to say June 21, 1982 -- "six systems have been

22 reviewed and no significant findings have resulted. The

, 23 FSAR will be updated as appropriate in accordance with
I

() 24 these findings."

25 Well, as we understood this paragraph there

O
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|

|

() 1 was a meeting held in April, which I believe is after

2 the close of discovery, and these particular reports

3 were therefore generated subsequent to that time and

4 could not have therefore been subject to discovery while

5 that process was under way.

6 Paragraph 2 of the revised subpoena refers to

7 page 3, paragraph 5, of the le tter. And this is the

8 field survey of the location of containment isolation

9 valves. That also, you will recall, as other NR items

10 in this June 21st letter, are the response of LILCO to

11 NRC concerns evidenced from the May SALP report, which I

12 might poin t out theref ore was issued subsequent to the

13 discovery period.

14 And that particular paragraph refers to the

15 fact thata "LILCO has instituted a field survey of all

16 containment isolation valves for the purpose of

17 reviewing their location.' The results of this survey

; 18 will be forwarded to the NRC resident inspector in

19 June."

20 That indicated to us that that field survey

21 had not, certainly not been completed during the

22 discovery period, and it was going to be available some

23 time in June.

() 24 Paragraph 3 of the re vised subpoena ref ers to

25 page 5, paragr'aph 1. This is the reference to the

O
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l

() 1 quarterly surveillances and monthly surveillances. In

2 that case, both of those surveillances are referred to I

3 in response to concerns evidenced by the NRC Staff inp
U

4 the May SALP after the discovery.

5 It's not clear whether there were and to what

6 extent there were monthly and quarterly surveillances

7 that occurred during the discovery period. To the

8 extent that there were such surveillances, there was no

9 way that Suffolk County could possibly have known that

10 the LILCO would attach any real significance to those

11 surveillances.

12 This letter is responding, as I read it, in

13 that paragraph to NRC Staff concerns with the updating

O 14 of startup manuals by saying, we survell this process,

15 it is responding to concerns of the NRC Staff evidenced

16 in the SALP report. As to the listed leads and jumper

17 problems, by saying that, in addition to other things,

18 ve also have a monthly surveillance program to assure
j

l
i 19 proper implementation.

20 And it seems clear to us, at least, that to

21 some extent these surveillances occurred after

22 discovery, may have occurred before discovery, are

23 clearly relevant to the issues of 0A raised in the SALP

() 24 report and/or LILCO's responses to that.

|
'

25 And finally, the last issue, which is the

(

|
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() 1 status report. There is specific mention in this letter

2 the reference is page 5, paragraph 2 -- that. "A--

3 recent review as of May 24, 1982, of the status of NRC

4 open items indicates that 219 items have not been closed

5 by NBC Inspection and Enforcement."

6 Okay. May, obviously, again, after the

7 discovery period had closed. It seems to us that 219

8 items is an extraordinary number of open items to have

9 occurred and be present at this late date. That says .

10 something potentially extremely significant about the QA

11 program.

12 In our discussions with LILCO counsel, I told

13 them that we would like that. Mr. Lanpher's letter of

O 14 July 26th said we wanted the 219 itess. I said we would

15 take their latest status report of the open items.

16 I might point out in addition to the Board

17 that there is a memorandum attached as attachment 4 to
|

18 our submission, which goes into a little bit more

19 depth. It is an elaboration, an explanation of M r.

20 Christman's letter to me which sets forth the list of

21 documents that LILCO was then willing to present, and it

! 22 explains the basis for the discussions that we held.

23 And you will note that item 1, we said we would like th e

() 24 six reports that have now been completed and we would

25 like the additional reports as they are completed,

l
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() 1 because those are relevant and highly germane reports

2 tha t will be becoming available , presumably, as we go.

3 Item 2 was the field survey. Aga in , this

4 item, for example, was the result of a narrowing in the
,

I
5 revised subpoena, where we had initially asked for all

6 kinds of documents related to, but we narrowed that down

7 to the survey alone. And Mr. Christman offered that

8 document during our discussions.

9 Item 3. During our discussions, as noted in

10 attachment 4, I asked, are there loads of these

11 quarterly and monthly reports? How many are there? We

12 don't want to go back 15 years. And when I was told

13 that there aren't too many of them, I asked for all of

)
14 them. And there was at that point a tentative agreement

15 to provide them.

16 And item 4 was going to be provided to us --

17 That is the status report -- under our interim

18 agreement, I will call it, in the form of computer

19 printout references, which Mr. Christman assured me

20 would be readable enough for us to ascertain the content

21 of the status report.

22 In mentiocing, I should add that, these

23 discussions -- I don't want to say that I'm holding Mr.

() 24 Christman to anything that was said during the

25 discussions. He has obviously the full right to change

O
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2 he intended to change his position during these
1 I

i

| 3 proceedings as to some items. I

!
4

4

5

i 6

7

'
8

] 9
;

10
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15 :

'

16
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:

! 18

'
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,
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,
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|O 24

j 25i

O
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNERs Well, in fairness to him, we

2 have all gone through this. It is not a change in the

r- 3 position. It was a tentative agreement. If there had
V)

4 been a f ull settlement -- in the absence of a f ull

5 settlement, they might not offer the same deal, so to

6 speak.

7 MR. CHRISTMANs Judge, I skipped Item 1

8 before, saying that --

9 JUDGE BRENNER They are going to get Item 1

10 anyway, under the agreement for Item 28, is that

11 correct?

12 MR. CHRISTMANs Yes, that's right, with

13 respect to the issued reports and their attachments.

O 14 JUDGE BRENNER: I didn't hear you.

15 MR. CHRISTMANs Yes, they are going to get the

16 issued SPC, all report . with the attachments.

17 MR. DYNNERs Excuse me. May I see the

18 clarification of that?

19 Item 38, Paragraph 28 is the configuration

20 discrepancy reports. As I understand it, these

21 configuration discrepancy reports are attached to the

22 plant configuration reports referenced in Paragraph 1

23 and therefore are attachments to it and not the reports

24 themselves.

25 I just wanted to get a clarification as to

O
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() 1 whether LILCO is prepared to give us the plant

2 configuration reports referenced in Paragraph 1 to which

3 the applicable configuration discrepancy reports

4 referenced in Paragraph 28 will be attached.

5 HR. CHRISTHAN Under 28, he is getting the

6 reports and the attachments for the six systems.

7 HR. DYNNER: Fine.

8 JUDGE BRENNERs Plant configuration reports.

9 HR. CHRISTEAN4 Yes.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, Item 1 is

11 resolved.

12 All righ t, give us a moment on these items.

13 (Board conferring.)

14 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We are going to

15 direct that Items 2, 3, and 4 be provided to the county

16 with the understanding, which I will confirm right now

17 f rom Mr. Ch ristman, that Mr. Dynner's statement as to

18 Item 3 is correct; that is, all the reports will not be

19 very burdensome as distinguished from just asking for
1

20 the newest ones.

21 HR. CHRISTHAN: Yes, sir. There are in the

22 neighborhood I think, perhaps, of twelve monthly

23 reports, I don't know how many quarterly re ports , but

() 24 presumably not too many more than that.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We are directing

O
|
l

!
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(]) I that they be turned over, as we are applying the general

2 rule of relevance to discovery on these four, given the

3 focus in the filing by LIlCO with the Staff. It may be

4 that some subparts of these items could have been

5 available towards the tail end of the discovery period,

6 but certainly not the updates, and the renewed focus, we

7 think, given the fact that there are updates, is

8 justification for turning them over.

9 We will discuss at the end of all this when we

10 see what is involved.

11 MR. CHRISTMANs That's what I was going to

12 ask.

13 JUDGE BRENNERa Items 5 and 6 are still in

k- 14 dispute, notwithstanding the additional deletion in the

| 15 subpoena, is that correct?

16 MR. CHRISTMAN: Yes.

17 JUDGE BRENNERa Mr. Christman , on these I

18 think we understand your argument that these are not

| 19 par ticular documents referenced in the testimony, and

20 the questions can be asked on cross examination.

21 Accepting those arguments by LILCO for the

22 sake of argument at this time, since they are going to

23 a sk the questions anyway if we deny the discovery, would

() 24 it not be more efficient to turn over the q ualifica tions

25 now, and we would not apply that test ever on a test for

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 qualifications. We are going to get to some others

2 later, but these are the qualifications directly of the

3 LILCO personnel.

4 MR. CHRISTMAN: Judge, those can be produced

5 without an undue amount of difficulty.

6 JUDGE BRENNERs If they exist. If they don't

7 exist --

8 HR. CHRISTMAN There are summary pages of

9 training records. There are some job descriptions and .

10 there are no training manuals as the professionals

11 u nd e rsta nd trainin g manuals, but there are training

12 materials that they use in the training programs.

13 The scope of the training materials is the one

O 14 I understand the least. The others certainly can be

15 provided.

16 I think it is simply that a lot of these

17 individually, you know, can be produced without undue
,

|
18 burdensomeness. It is more the fact that cumulatively

19 and at this late date, it seems unusual and perhaps

20 unreasonable to us to order a wholesale -- to ask f or a

21 wholesale production of documents. But certainly on

22 this one they can be produced.

23 JUDGE BRENNERs Let's leave the documents

| () 24 which describe the training provided aside for the

25 moment because that is of a bit of a different stripe

| C)
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() 1 than the other requests on those parts. But as to the

2 others, these would be the types of things that would be

3 inquired into in the testimony-anyway.

4 Do you have the same problem with those that

5 remain, that is, the resumes giving their qualifications

6 and also the job descriptions and the identity of the

7 individuals?

8 HR. CHRISTMAN Well, it. is a question whether

9 we can -- is the question whether it wouldn 't be just as

10 wise to go ahead and produce the. documents?

11 JUDGE BRENNERa Yes.

12 HR. CHRISTHANs We think that they could ask

13 the question on cross examinaton and elicit the

O 14 information that way, and I suppose we would prefer to

15 have the burden on them rather than the burden on me to

16 produce documents. That is really the gist of the

17 argument.

18 JUDGE BRENNERs I am thinking of the burden,

19 as we are sitting here listening to this, and you, too.

20 MR. CHRISTMANs I am pretty much in the

21 business of giving you what you want. If you think that

22 this would be useful and help the progress of these

.

hearings, we can produce these things; the training23

() 24 materials apart,, which are more of a problem.

25 JUDGE BEENNER: All right.

O
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() - i 1 Let's direct that the first three subparts be'

2 turned over as to the request 5 and 6. 6, as you know,

3 references the subparts of 5.

4 As to the last subpart, Mr. Dynner, that

5 certainly is something that could have been inquired,

4

6 into on discovery. That is general training. And also

7 understand that if you are.not given anything on it, you

8 might have a right, depending on the pertinence at the

9 time, to inquire into it on cross examination, and

to without the possible compromise suggested at one point,

11 recognizing that that was only subject to full

12 se t tlem e nt , if there is an existing summary page.

13 Is that right, that a summary page of the

O
14 training received exists?

''15 MR. CHRISTMANs Yes, that's right. The

16 summary page we are talking about lists, as I understand

17 it, the name , the prof essional qualifications, and the

18 training the person has received. It is not, in fact,

19 the only thing behind the summary page, a certification

20 that the person has taken the various courses and that

21 sort of thing so that one document will cover'those

22 three things. The additional document we would have to

23 produce would be the job descriptions, of which there

() 24 are, you know, which tand to be generic, for a OA

25 engineer, for instance, and we can produce that as a

O
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,

7
4

4

] 1 ser=srate docue,ent

~t ,

2 ,But yoa a re' righ t, the summary page does tell,
+

. y' a;

3 what courdes, what training the person has had.

f (4
-

i ?

' 'J U DGE' BREN MFB a' We are inclined to go that
i v.. -

,

1 5 f ar, tha t is, the job descriptions and this summary page

. 6 of' training but not require LILCO at this late date to
..,. ,,

} f s r t

'f pull together all' documents that might exist that might
!

8 describe the training.
f

/

9 MR. DYNNER: Yes. Judge Brenner, I will say

,/ | 10 right aow that as far as I am concerned, the discussions'

/

11 that I aad with LILCO's counsel were intended for my

rather than to be tbadeoffs, but to narrow down.12 pan ,

i i 3
' ,

13; f urther to, the extent thet we could and get the essence
q

O~
.,

14 o$ the documents that we needed. So I am prepared to
\,4 ,

15 'ive by, 41th respect to this item, as Attachment 4
'

e

16 states, the su'amary pages detailed enough to show the
)
l< 17 matters requested in Claures 1 through 4, plus the

,

I i
18 training materials. r 'And in general ~I will take the

- 19 position that whatever I agree to during our discussions

|/ / 20 insofar as narrowing down the documents even beyond the

21 revised subpoena, I will live with now.
..

22 JUDGE BRENNER: We will order that they be
* i

23 turned over.'adrI desribed it. Whether or not the y a re
's ;

*

24 de' tailed'eno'gh to meet your needs will be a matter foru
4

25 y5ur own view.
.' . /
,

,
s'

,

,'V '
.

1 1

,

,

*
1

s'
',
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() 1 MR. CHRISTMANs That is sort of the problem I

2 had, but with that understanding, I think tha t should

3 not be a problem.

4 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

5 In directing that these be turned over, Mr.

6 Dynner, I want you to know that certainly these things

7 could have been requested earlier. We are keeping an

8 eye towards the efficiency of the hearing to come and

9 not solely ruling on the basis of whether it was okay

10 for the County to wait three to five months before

11 asking for these things.

12 There is some background to this that I won't

13 go into in detail, and you weren't here at the time, but

O 14 there is a very close question as to whethe r the

15 discovery during the early spring should have been

16 allowed, given the lack of diligent discovery by the

17 County for the year prior, and that discovery was

18 allowed on a close call, and now in turn we are relating

19 to it.

20 I want you to know we have not forgotten about

21 i t, but we were also interested in the efficiency of the

22 hearings to come on some of these rulings.

23 I have a note that 7 is resolved, is that

24 correct?
.

25 MR. CHRISTMAN: I think so, resolved with the

O
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(]) 1 understanding that there is no document or small groups

2 of documents that will give the County the kind of

3 information it needs. One might produce millions of

4 specifications for various kinds of equipment, but we
i

5 can't think of anything else to do that would satisfy

6 the County.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: The answer is the documents

8 don 't exist as requested?

9 MR. CHRISTMANs Yes.

10 JUDGE BRENNEPs I have a note that Item 8 is

11 resolved. The reason I am checking these notes is I am

12 not sure how careful I was.

13 MR. CHRISTMANs Item 8 is indeed resolved

O .

14 because the documents were already proviC9d in the

15 past.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: Mrc Dynner, if at any time you

! 17 disagree or want to add, jump right in.

18 All right, Item 9 is still open in part. At

19 least it was at the time of the weekend filings.

20 HR. CHRISTMANs Yes, and I owe you some
|
| 21 information on that one.

22 If it is correct the Items 9-1 and -- well,

23 9-1 and 9-2 are resolved on the grounds that the

() 24 documents requested were already provided I guess in the

25 discovery in this spring. Item 3 is unresolved, but I

O
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() I have checked with Stone and Webster and have some

2 additional information.

3 This is asking for audits by Ston e and Webster

4 of other organizations, outside organizations providing

5 engineering services as contrasted with, say,

6 equipment. In the discovery that took place in March,

7 the County had access to procedures that described this

8 process. In particular, they had access to Stone and

9 Webster Project QA Program Manual, Section 1, in which a .

10 particular section, which I think is numbered 2.1.3,

11 tells us that the engineering assurances at Stone and

12 Webster. controls this engineering procurement process.

13 They have access to EAP 4.1 and 7.1 which describe

O 14 engineering assurances involvement in this activity in

15 some detail.

16 Moreover, in a fairly lengthy letter to Harold

17 Denton of April 19 which all the parties have had for a
'

18 long time, Enclosure A, page A-8, this same sort.of

19 information is provided, and indeed, I suspect that the

20 Denton letter was the source of the testimony.

21 In short, the knowledge that Stone and Webster
j

22 audits these organizations that perform engineering

23 services has been known for a long, long time, and

) 24 indeed, a certain amount of detail was provided on the

25 program.

O
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() 1 This is oe of those where it seems to be very,

2 very late to be coming in and asking for the audits.

3 Others, as shown by 9-1 and 9-2, other audits

4 in this category were requested and provided in the

5 spring, and this third item seems merely an effort to

6 supplement an oversight made earlier.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Dynner, this does appear

8 to be late for the reasons discussed, and I will add

9 that we looked at the testimony to see if there was a

10 particular audit forcused on for a direct substantive

t1 reason which might have given rise to an argument that

12 yes, you had a lot of discovery on the audits, that now

13 that you see the sharp focus of a particular audit being

14 used for a particular point, you want to take another

15 look. But that is not the case.

16 Pages 28 and 29 of the testimony refer to the

17 sudits as part of the overall program description.
,

18 So isn't this late discovery?

| 19 (Counsel f or Suf f olk County confe rring. )

!

20 MR. DYNNER. Yes, Judge Brenner. What we have

is to respond and try to get the21 done here is to say --

22 information concerning this sta tement that they normally

23 provide audits of other organizations. It was an

| () 24 attempt on the basis of wha t they say they normally do,
|

25 not always and not never, to get some kind of a concept
|
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() 1 of what they were talking about in the testimony.

2 We would prepared to narrow that further,

3 certainly to delete the inf ormation that doesn't bear on

4 LILCO and say that what we are asking for is only what

5 is related to Shoreham.

6 I think that what is going to occur as we go

7 through these discussions is that with regard to what we

8 could or could not 'have done during discovery, A, I

9 Won't repeat our legal arguments because they are in the

10 memorandum and I don't want to bore everyone, but aside

11 f rom th a t, their basic approach was to take some 247

12 pages of testimony and try to boil it down into what

13 were areas that even though we may have had an

O
14 opportunity to get documents previously, are now

15 referenced and appear to be relied upon. And I think

16 tha t explains a bit about why we went for this

17 particular issue.

18 The normal performance and looking f or a

*19 handle on that in terms of seeing what they were

20 actually doing, while it appears now is referenced in

21 the testimony to be of some significance, may not have

22 been so significant when we had the opportunity to go

23 through the mass of material that we did go through in

( 24 discovery.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes. I attempted to give some

(
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O ' aerereace to th t oo==161e cou= eat sa r re= rx but

2 looking at pages 28 and 29 of the testimony, you don't

3 have that kind of sudden, sharp focus now, and Stone and

4 Webster audits were well focused on during the

5 discovery. It is not as if this was some background

6 subject. It was very prominent during the early

7 discovery.
4

8 You also anticipated in your remarks, Mr.

9 Dynner, one of my other questions, is what use you would

10 make of it on cross examination, and that is what their

11 normal procedure is, and it seems to me tha t that can be

12 accomplished by cross examination without resort to

13 details in the audits.

14 In the absence of any indication that a'

15 witness is lying in stating that audits were made, the

16 f act is not the de tail of the audit but whether or not

17 audits are performed, and you can test the frequency and

18 application of the audits on cross examination.

19 -

20

21

22

23,

|

O 24

| 25

O
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(]) 1 MR. DYNNER: Without belaboring the point, if

2 I can diffarontiate the issue of whether or not we could

3 have gotten the document earlier from the issue of why

4 ve want it now. It seems to us that there is in this

5 statement and in many of the statements in the testimony

6 implicit tha t , whatever the document referred to, it is

7 a meaningful document.

8 To say that one normally performs all these

9 audits is to at least imply that the audits are in

10 themselves meaningful and not simply a cursory or

11 summary kind of audit. And for that reason alone, apart

12 from the other reasons that we have attributed to this

13 request, we felt it would be useful to see the audits in

14 order to determine what was in them.

f 15 We would be prepared, if it would be

16 burdensome, to get some kind of a random sampling of

17 these audits, so we could just get an idea of what ther

18 look like and whether they have the content that is

19 implied by the testimony.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: We've got some inkling from

,

21 the prior discovery that these audits are f airly

|
| 22 extensive in general. I don't know about these in
i

23 particular.

() 24 Mr. Christman, can you comment on this?

25 MR. CHRISTMAN I have not looked at the

'

(~)

|
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() 1 procedures that they examined, but the gist of my

2 remarks was that they had access to the procedures by

3 which the audits are done and they looked at both, and

4 that should have told them quite a bit.

5 As for their other point, the fact that we

6 mentioned a program of some sort in our testimony means

! 7 that it entitles them to look through all of the

8 underlying documents. This is a progradmatic type of

9 testimony. We have testified about dozens and dozens

10 and dozens of programs, and of course we think that

11 those programs are good ones. Some of them are

12 sig nifican t programs.

13 But it does not therefore follow that one or

O .

14 two weeks before the hearing it is appropriate to delve

i 15 into all of the underlying results of those programs to

16 try to find that way whether the programs are good or

17 not. That argument on a OA issue, which I think may be

! 18 different from all the other types of issues that we

19 deal with in these proceedings, that type of argument on

20 a OA issue would enable you to have discovery on

| 21 anything, anytime.
!

! 22 I think that is probably all I would want to

23 say about that.
,

() 24 JUDGE BRENNEda With respect to the documents

25 which you delineated a t the outset of your remarks were

1
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(]) 1 available for inspection in March, are they still

2 available in that form, or have they been returned back

3 to their sources? At that time, as you may know, there

4 was a very large task of pulling the documents out from

5 their normal place of repose and putting them together

6 in a discovery access type arrangement.

7 MR. CHRISTMANs Right. The question is

8 whether these happen to bo among those that the County

9 chose to copy and carry away, rather than just ones that -

10 they chose not to?

11 JUDGE BRENNER: No. The question is whether,

12 you still have them where they are reasonably

13 accessible. Not all the documents tha t might fit within

14 the request, but the particular examples you gave.

15 MR. CHRISTMAN4 That I do not know, but they

i 16 could be made available on site by the 31st of this

17 month.
j

|

| 18 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Give us a moment. '
l

19 (Board conferring.)

20 JUDGE BRENNERs We are going to deny the
1

21 request on the basis that it could have been made

|
22 earlier and nothing in the testimony gives rise to a new

23 focus. And the test we are applying is, as I endeavored

() 24 to state, is not whether theoretically the documents

25 existed earlier and therefore should have been looked

O
V
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() 1 at. k'e might accept an argument tha t, even though the

2 documents existed earlier, now you see the use in the

3 testimony, there is a renewed focus and therefore a

4 reason for asking for the documents.

5 And in fact, as the parties know, where there

6 were particular documents referenced in the testimony

7 LILCO has agreed to turn those over regardless of

8 whether they existed earlier or not. But the documents

9 here are not of that nature. Rather, there is a program

10 being d e sc ribed . And if we accept the argument that the

11 ref erence to the program gives access to all the

12 underlying audits in this case of the documents in other

13 cases, notwithstanding whether they could have been

O
14 requested earlier, then there is no point in having a

15 discovery period, because almost all QA documents could

16 be requested for the first time now under that

17 argument.

18 That is a formal ruling. However, I make the

19 observation that strategically the parties on their own

20 may want to consider whether it would be more efficient

21 to wait for some questions on cross-examination as part

22 of their discussions, possibly narrowing the litigation,

23 and whether it might assist that process to allow the

() 24 County to take another look at the documents they

25 earlier looked at. But that is up to the strategy of

O
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() I the parties.

2 We also, of course, note that County's
I

3 narrowind that they're talking about on the audits, that |

4 would apply to organizations performing work on

5 Shoreham.

6 I should indicate that, due to the exigency of

7 the Board being up here, you're not going to get a

8 written ruling. You have probably inferred that by

9 now. So if you have questions at the end as to our

to ruling, we will go over it at some point. But unless

11 you have questions as we go through it, these will be

12 the rulings.

13 Item 10. I'm not sure of the status on th a t.

(Vh 14 I have a note that it's resolved subject to a

15 non-disclosure agreement. But since it involves a partyj

16 other than LILCO I should double-check.

17 HR. CHRISTHAN: Our position on this, Judge,

18 is that -- and I ought to lump all of the GE ones, and

10, plus 24, 25, and 26 -- we19 the re are f our of them* --

20 had a conference call on Friday and talked to GE and

21 they said they were reluctantly willing to make these

|
22 things available in California, that there are quite a

23 lot of them, that they are proprietary to GE, but that

( 24 reluctantly, given the lateness in the process, they

t

| 25 could make them a vailable under a proprie ta ry agreement,
1

|
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() 1 with the understanding that they would be insisting or

2 arguing strenously f or in camera hearings should these

3 documents become the subject of hearings.

4 Mr. Dynner -- the additional information was

5 that there were, even after narrowing, quite a large

6 number of these documents out in San Jose. Mr. Dynner

7 was going to check and see if he could narrow that

8 down. Because of the time pressures, that did not get
.

9 done.

10 But our position is, when we filed this

11 document yesterday morning, is that applying the new

12 focus test we find it inconceivable that the filing of

13 this testimony apprised the County that GE had a quality

O 14 assurance role in this power plant. I see no

15 j ustifica tion f or opening discovery against GE at this
|

16 point.

17 I must say, this seems to be one of the more

18 extreme of the requests.

| 19 JUDGE BRENNER: I take it your argument is the

20 same as to the Stone & Webster documents, that the GE

. 21 audits -- this is a program description and a reference
I
| 22 to the number of audits, and certainly General Electric

23 audits were fair game for discovery earlier, and there's

() 24 no particular focus on a particular audit with respect
|

| 25 to a particular item at pages 30 or 1207

(E)'

|
|
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I
i

() 1 MR. CHRISTMANa That's right. And in

2 addition, number 10, the gist of the testimony they are

3 citing was cited in this letter to Harold Denton from

4 LILCO, April 19th, enclosure C, page C-5, which all the

5 parties have had since April.

6 JUDGE BRENNERa All righ t. I'll tell you why

7 I'm still not sure of what your position is, Mr.

8 Christman. I understand that GE will make th em

9 available reluctantly. But, you know, it's more a

10 matter of pique. Not pique, but it's a matter of how

##
11 they feel about it.

12 But I still need LILCO's position on whether

13 you will assert a legal argument or, also reluctantly,

O 14 agree to make them available if the categories can be

15 narrowed. I don't know whether you had some meaningf ul

16 exchange on the possible grounds 'for narrowing.

17 MR. CHRISTMAN No, we have not had any

18 feedback on what kind of narrowing might take place.

!
19 JUDGE BRENNER: Aside f rom the proprietary'

20 problem, what is the burden involved ? Pulling them all

21 together?

22 MR. CHRISTMANs That is for me. The burden is

23 to GE. The proprietary problem I think is a serious

() 24 one. We think, as far as burdensomeness, it is merelyI
!

25 the problem of dealing with the discovery, which seems

|
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(]) 1 to be a fairly large magnitude, in which we will be

2 involved. It's a significant burden one week before the

3 hearing, or two weeks.

4 JUDGE BRENNER : Are you objecting to the

5 request?

6 MR. CHRISTMAN: I feel obligated to object to

7 this one, yes.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Maybe I was lecturing you. I

9 didn 't mean to. I just didn't know what " reluctantly"

10 meant.

11 HR. CHRISTMAN: Yes. .I would like to avoid
12 bringing these disputes to the Board as much as I -

13 possibly can. But I think this is a fairly extreme one,

O 14 and I think it is going to be burdensome on everybody,

15 not only GE but on LILCO, LILCO's counsel. And this

16 late in the game I think it is not a proper request for

17 discovery.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Dynner, the County here is

19 asking for a large category of GE audits which could

20 have been requested earlier. Unless you can point to

21 something I don't see at those pages of the testimony --

22 I want to tell you candidly that I have not read the

23 entire testimony. What I have done is focus on the

() 24 referenced pages. So if there is something I should

25 know elsewhere in the testimony t-ha t is very pertinent

|

1
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() 1 to what I am saying, feel free to point that out.

2 But as to the particular excerpts of the

3 testimony, again it is a description of the number of

4 audits, not a focus on particular audits. These GE

5 audits, from what I can tell from here, were available

6 earlier. If there are updated, it's not clear f rom

7 anything I have seen.

8 Is there something in particular? What are

9 you looking for in terms of assisting your .

10 cross-examination?

11 MR. DYNNER: I think again I'm going to have

12 to say that, first of all, I referenced not only page

13 30, but as I understand from my conversation in a

)'

14 conference call with Mr. Firestone of GE and Mr.

15 Christman, the documents listed in paragraph 10 overlap

16 with the documents which are requested in paragraphs 24

17 and 25. So there's a reference to page 20.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: 20 and 121. Yes, I looked at

19 those also.

20 MR. DYNNER: That's correct. It seems to us
|

|
'

21 that, again, these are documents that are specifically

22 referred to. And as we read the testimony, they go

23 beyond just saying GE conducts audits. It purports on

) 24 pages, the bottom of page 19 and page 20, to describe

25 and summarize the audit results, and then does it in a'

:

!
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() 1 manner which so far as I can see is so va0ue as to cry

2 out for cross-exaoination about what this was all

3 about. So tha t it does seem to us to be very relevant.

4 Now, as to the other two matters, let me say

5 this. First of all, the issue of whether or not it is

6 burdensome. My impression of the discussion with Mr.

7 Firestone that we had was that initially he said,

8 looking at our original subpoena, he said, this is, I

9 think, four, five or six file drawers full of material.

10 I pointed out to him that in the revised subpoena we had

11 narrowed it down and only asked for the actual audit

12 reports in 10, 24 and 25.

13 And with what seemed to me at least to be a

14 sigh of relief, he saids Well, that's not so bad,

! 15 that's about one and a half file drawers; can we narrow

16 tha t down f urther? And I said I would check.

17 I told Mr. Christman before the hearing this

18 morning that, after checking with our experts, they felt

19 tha t we could not narrow it down further in terms of the

20 kind of documents, what this might show about the

I
21 f unctions and results of the audits. So I don't think

[
[

l 22 tha t this would be very burdensome to GE. Th ey have

23 said that they will make these documents available to us

() 24 on site in San Jose, California. We have someone that

25 is prepared to go there.

'
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() 1 They have talked about proprietary

2 sgreements. We have indicated that that is okay with

3 us. To the extent that we have to cross-ex amine the GE

4 witness concerning these documents, the issue of

5 proprietary or non-proprietary will arise at any rate.

6 And it seems to us that this is neither burdensome nor

7 outrageous to ask in the context of the particular

8 testimony.

9 MR. CHRISTMAN: Judge, that's essentially

10 right about the conversation with Firestone, except that

11 I have in my notes that Mr. Firestone started out

12 talking about four file cabinets, and those are four

13 six-drawer file cabinets. So when he said with a sigh

O 14 of relief, well, now we are only talking about, and I

|
l 15 think it was one and a half or two, he's not talking

16 about drawers; he is talking about six-drawer cabinets.

17 JUDGE BR ENNER s Of course, to some extent if

| 18 they are already in the segregated drawers within the

19 subject area, then the burden is on the County to look
|

*

20 through it. And tha t's why I'm wondering whether you

21 have to pull it together, you or GE, as opposed to it

22 already being together.

23 MR. CHRISTMAN: I don't know whether Mr.

() 24 Firestone meant they had already been assembled in the
,

25 cabinets or whether he was using that as a measure of

|

(

|
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() 1 volume, to tell you the truth.

2 JUDGE BRENNER One reason we have been

3 talking about burden as much as we have is that I think

4 counsel realizes not that burden per se would be an

5 objection to timely discovery, but the fact that audits

6 could have been requested and in f act were extensively

7 to a large extent -- not necessarily these audits, but

8 audits were requested during the discovery period. And

9 the testimony, despite your phrase, Mr. Dynner, does not

10 reference particular documents or particular audits.

11 They reference the number of audits. That is different

12 from an audit of January 11, 1982, which states the

13 following, as a reason for the sharper focus, now.

14 Give us a moment on these.

15 (Board conferring.)

16 JUDGE BRENNERa All right. We're going to

17 deny these requests -- that is, 10, 24, 25, and 26 --

18 essentially for the reasons discussed with respect to

19 the Stone C Webster audits and the previous item. That

20 is, these audits could have been requested earlier

21 during discovery. There is nothing in the testimony

22 that particularly focuses sharp interest on a particular

23 a ud it .

() 24 However, our observation as to the strategic

25 advantages of th e parties to discuss things applies

O
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1

(') I here. In addition, we do not know if there are new

2 audits among those described, and certainly if there are

3 new audits that did no t exist d uring the discovery

4 period, that fall within the description requested in

5 those items, those should be made available.

6 MR. DYNNER: Judge Brenner, could I just ask a

7 cla rifica tion? Items 10, 24, and 25 do reference audit -

8 reports. Item 26 asks for the analysis which is

9 referred to on page 121. The testimony states: "An

10 analysis of these evaluations demonstrates there are no

11 uniquely recurring deficiency area s. "

12 I just wondered whether you would consider

13 that. This is not an audit report, but rather an

14 analysis.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: We were going to take a break

16 in a moment anyway. We will discuss that point among

17 the Board.

! 18 Mr. Christman, do you think that sufficiently
l

I 19 different? Maybe I should ask Mr. Dynner. I don't see
i

I 20 where it's sufficiently different with respect to the

21 point as to whether it could have been requested earlier
i

22 during the discovery period.

23 MR. CHRISTMAN I think, given the absence of

() 24 interest in the GE documents during discovery, it really

25 doesn't make any difference.

O
|
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() 1 ER. DYNNERs Well, I think our response is

2 thst we don 't know when this analysis was done, whether

3 it was done before or during discovery or after

4 discovery. We don 't know what the assumptions of the

5 analysis were.

6 All we have here is a bare conclusion and, as

7 in other areas, we certainly will feel that we are

8 obligated to cross-examine the witness about statements

9 like this, and it would be terribly helpful, I think, to

10 the Board and to us to, where we can and where a

11 document does exist, not be caught with a witness on the

12 stand being cross-examined and say, yes, there was an

13 analysis, and the questions are what does it say and he

14 says, well, it's two or.three pages long, I don't

15 remember what the assumptions were and I don 't remember

16 what it said.

17 It's really, a lot of what we are doing in our

18 subpoena request is trying to find and get a handle on

19 documents, get a hold of them now, and use them for

20 cross-examination, so that we don't run into this
|

21 situation of finding a witness that can't answer proper

22 and relevant questions with respect to his testimony

23 without referring to documents that neither he has nor

() 24 we have seen.

25 MR. CHRISTMAN: Judge, you know my response

O
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() 1 would be that it's perfectly appropriate for Mr. Dynner

2 to cross-examine on this testimony, that it 's in

3 nobody's interest to say, I don't know, and be

4 unprepared. And I think that you have suggested tha t

5 during the negotiations and attempts to narrow somehov

| 6 the scope of this issue that we should keep that in
,

l
7 mind, and we certainly will.'

8 Indeed, we have offered or suggested ways that

9 the scope of the issue might be narrowed, and we -

10 certainly intend to pursue some narrowing.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me ask you this -- I'm
!

12 sorry, I thought you were finished.

13 HR. CHRISTMANs Go ahead.

O 14 JUDGE BRENNER: Is this one analysis and one

15 report, as opposed to the large series of things that

16 the actual audit reports would involve?

17 HR. CHRISTMAN Let me just read it quickly

I

I 18 and see if I know.
|

19 JUDGE BRENNERa I am suggesting that Mr.

20 Dynner has refocused my attention to this item, that

21 this in effect might be useful, a useful summary index

22 type item with respect to the audits and the other

23 requests. And even though it could have been requested

() 24 earlier, it's not very burdensome and might help

25 efficency.

O
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() 1 MR. CHRISTMANs The short answer is I don't

2 know what that document looks like, document or

3 documents.
[}

4 JUDGE BRENNERs If you could find that out,

5 that would be helpful. I am not saying that it would be

6 essential to our result.

7 We could also leave our ruling as it stands,

8 with the admonition that if it is not very burdensome we

9 strongly suggest that that type item might assist

10 efficiency, but maybe it would be cleaner to more

11 definitively deal with it by the Board if you can give

12 us that information at some point soon.

13 MR. CHRISTMAN4 I will give it as soon as I

O
14 can. Perhaps I can do that at the break, if we have a

15 break.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: We didn't want you to be

17 required to do it at the break, but whenever you can.

18 MR. CHRISTMANs I may not be able to. People

| 19 are in California and so on. But I will try.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Let's break for

21 lunch now. We had hoped to finish this this morning,

22 but we're not going to. We will break until 1:30.

23 (Whereupon, at 12:17 p.m., the hearing in the

24 above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene at 1a30

25 p.m. the same day.)

O
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() 1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (1s30 p.m.)

3 JUDGE BRENNERs All right, we're ready to

4 con tin ue .

5 Is there a further report on item 26, Mr.

6 Christman? Were you able to contact them?

7 MR. CHRISTMAN Yes, sir. The analysis

8 referred to is a series of such analyses going back to

9 about June 1976. There is no information that is

to Shoreham-specific in those documents. What GE

11 apparently does is tabulate and look at all of the items

12 that its customers have brought to it, deviations of

13 some kind, and then looks at these from time to time,

O 14 makes little checklists and says, in this particular

15 area so many customers have raised issues.

16 And it then does an analysis of those customer

17 reactions to their product. That is why it is a fairly

18 small number of documents. But it is an analysis. I

19 quess it is done periodically.*

20 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. So to summarize, there

21 is a written analysis, as opposed to a witness going

22 through all the evaluations, and there are several

23 vritten analyses?

() 24 MR. CHRISTMAN: Yes.

25 There is, by the way, one that, since the

O
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(]) 1 discovery period which -- I guess it was dated July 20,

2 as a matter of fact, last month --

3 JUDGE BRENNERs All right. Why don't we

4

4 further strengthen our strong recommendation and direct

5 that it be turned over. We are doing it with an eye

| 6 towards efficiency. It does not mean that we found your

7 legal arguments as to why you did not have to turn them

8 over to be lacking. In fact, if you look at our rulings

9 on 24 and 25, we in ef f ect found to the con trary.

10 MR. CHRISTMANs Judge, I trust it's understood

11 that that is still a proprietary GE document and needs

12 to be protected.

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes. Let me state it this

14 way. We are not ruling that it's proprietary. We don't

15 know. GE is entitled to assert that, and the parties in

16 the past in this case have had no trouble entering into

17 an agreement witnout necessarily conceding the point.

18 And I trust that will be done here.

19 MR. CHRISTMANs Fine, thank you.
r

20 JUDGE BRENNER: I have a note that the next

21 several items are resolved, 11 through 14.

22 MR. CHRISTMANs That is correct. 11 is

23 resolved because we agreed to provide it. 12 is

() 24 resolved, 13 is resolved. 14 I think is resolved.

25 We're going to supply the program plan and all reports

()
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(} 1 issued to LILCO to date.

2 MR. DYNNER: Can I get a clarification on

3 that? The question that I have is, LILCO says they will

O
4 give us the scoping document and all reports issued to

5 LILCO to da te. My question is whether there are any

6 documents other than those that are mentioned in LILCO 's

I 7 possession from Torry Pines. -

8 Mr. Christman and I discussed thi s , but I'm

9 not clear on whether he represented to me that that's

10 all that LILCO has f rom Torry Pines.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: I saw a reference somewhere, I

12 thought. I can't find it.

13 MR. CHRISTMANs My understanding is that

14 that's right, that's all we have.

; 15 JUDGE BRENNER: Maybe I am confusing two

l
; 16 i te m s . I don ' t see the ref erence.

17 MR. CHRISTMAN,2 Teledyne and Torry Pines are

18 easy to confuse.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Thank you. That's exactly the

20 confusion I had. You had a statemen t elsewhere tha t the

21 Staff received it at the same time as you do, and that

22 is with respect to the Teledyne.

23 MR. CHRISTMANs Tha t 's righ t.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: I'm glad to hear they are easy

25 to confuse. That will be my excuse.

O
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() 1 MR. CHRISTMAN: They both start with "T".

2 JUDGE BRENNERs All right. It seems to the

3 Board that that resolves the problem with M r. Dynner

4 with that response.<

~

5 Item 15, you were going to see if you could

6 check the status with Stone & Webster by today, Mr.

7 Christman.

8 MR. CHR13TMANs Yes, I did owe you some

9 information on that. These are proprietary Stone &
.

10 Webster documents. They have commercial value' to them.

11 I guess -- and I have the following information about
.

12 whether or not these really should have been asked for

13 early on, which we believe they should',have been if the

O 14 County is interested .

! 15 In the discovery tha t to ok place in Ma rch, the

16 County was given access to the Stone & Webster project

17 QA manual, which said that Stone & Webster engineering

18 assurance has the responsibility for administering this

19 problem report system. Section 16 in paragraph 2.4

20 gives Stone & Webster engineering assurance

|
21 responsibility for this system.

22 Quality standard 05-16.1 describes the

23 system. And perhaps most revealing of all, something

( 24 called EAT-16.1 describes this program in considerable
:
! 25 detail. All of tnese things the County had access to

()
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(') 1 during the previous discovery. We believe that they can

2 cross-examine on this matter without digging into all

3 the specific documents that are the background for the

4 statement.

5 I might add that only three of these reports

6 addressing the new focus issues, only three of these

7 reports, were used in preparing th e te stim o ny . And we

8 recognize the problem. This was a programmatic>

9 sta tement and there were underlying documents. And .the

10 way we tried to solve that was to take the three which

11 were used in preparation of the testimony and summarize

12 them, and they are summarized on pages 66 through 70.<

13 So in general, I would say that we did not use

C)
|

14 this vast number of -- this large number of problem
-

i

15 reports in preparing the testimony. And, number two, if

16 the County had been interested in these, they could very

17 ' well have looked at them or asked for them in the

18 spring.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: 3 r. Dynner, putting aside for

! 20 now the three particular reports that are summarized

21 starting at page 67 -- I forget the phrase they use, but, ,

22 they are representative samples, something to that

L 23 effect. The reque'st for the other documents that

) 24 appears to be the same as the request for the audits we

25 dealt with this morning, that is a general discussion
,,-

1
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i-y
1 that all these audits have taken place in the .. ;'e '

'(f
! 2 testimony. Nothing in particular is focused on and

i

3 these could have been the subject of earlier dihcov'ery~

*

' O '1 ,

I 4 requests. In fact, they it. Spa rt were made available, or(

,
5 at least available in references.

6 MR. DYNNER: Well, I think in answer to the

7 first question abet't1 whether 'they could have bee'n -or

8 were made available, what was indicated is,that.there

9 was the program description cf program in a marcuai.,
t

I {
' r

10 there was no way, unless ye were going to copyj,

\ / <

11 everything tha t wad made availalbe, tha t ,we could have
t

i 1
e 12 known that testimony f rom LILCO 's witnesses wa s going to

| 13 refer to 58 potentially significant concerns and to

O 14 particular problem repcrts.
,,

> ,
.

,

[
'f5 I mean, this irfin response.to -- and what we

/
'i !,

16 are looking for isiresponse to statements made in the
,

."
17 testimony. Unless we were to copy etarything that was

18 bad e available to us, which we saw no point in doing, we

'|
! ; N .tild'n ' t know until now what L'yLCO was going to be relying

'

f i<

2t. ,; upon. ~. .
- u

+st
21, , Secondly, I think tha t if, the Boa rd will

,

l 22 address itself to the pages, part cularly page 65, that

23 these are qualitative statements being made and not
-4

| ~1' 24 queatit.t k de sutements.~ The sentence which introduces,
'- * <'

,,, , ;

25 at the bottom of page'65, th'e paragraph dealing with the
't

,|

:

|

| '
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() 1 subject matter is: "The system has been used to good

2 advantage by the Shoreham project."

3 That is, they're not just saying that there

4 are 58 concerns or X number of reports, but that this

5 system has been used to good advantage, i.e., that it
,

6 has effectively accomplished an important QA objective.

7 And it may go on to get quite specific in terms of 17 of

8 the 58 potentially significant concerns. How do we

9 know, until we have seen the document, whether we agree

10 that it is potentially significant or not?

11 It goes on and talks about the particular

12 problem reports tha t were issued. Then the particular

13 167 problem reports by which the project determined --

14 again, qualitative determination being made -- that the

15 problem existed or could potentially exist. Unless we

16 see those documents, I don't see how we can have a

17 witness establish the criteria by which it made those

18 judgments.

l 19 And finally, it says it took appropriate*

20 corrective, preventive action. " App ropria te" is a

21 qualitative word. We can 't possibly -- and I don't

22 believe that a witness would be able to possibly tell us

23 what the action was without reference to the specific
,

24 documents.
|

25 And finally, the examples which are given are
|

|
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1

() 1 asserted to be representative. And unless we can see

2 for ourselves what the qualitative product is that is

3 referred to on these pages, there is no way, of course,

4 that we can determine whether or not these are truly

5 representative or are examples whicn are shaded in one

6 way or another.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Christman, are these

8 separate reports, or is there a summary of these reports

9 available which was used more directly in the

to preparation of the testimony?

11 MR. CHRISTMANs I know of no summary. The

12 three particular -- they are separate reports. The

13 three particular ones would have been used.

14 (Board conferring.)

15 MR. CHRISTMANs Judge, I stand corrected on

16 one point. Each of these is not a document. It's sort

i 17 of like a package.

18 JUDGE BRENNERa Each of the 587

19 MR. CHRISTMAN Each of the 167 problem

20 reports cited on page 66 is a cover sheet, with all sort

21 of backup materials.

22 (Board conferring.)

23 JUDGE BRENNER: We're going to deny the

() 24 request for all these documents. These are items that

j 25 should have and could have been the focus of discovery

O
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(]) 1 during the discovery period. The argument that the

2 County did not know that LILCO would state that 17 or
.

3 any number of these were problem concerns which would be I

()
4 deemed potentially significant, which were then tracked, j

5 does not give the County right to new discovery at this

6 point.

7 The whole purpose of discovery was to allow -

8 the County to identify all examples that it thought it i

l

9 had. The fact that LILCO now comes forward and says

10 that it too has examples of problem concerns does not

11 assist the County for new discovery.

12 The main import of the testimony on this point

13 appears to be the way the Stone & Webster tracking

14 system works. That is, it collects these problems from

15 all these different sources and follows up on them and

16 disseminates them. That is a matter that can be probed,

17 but the way to probe it is not to go into each and every

18 item.

19 We will, on a close call, but because they are

20 referred to more particularly, require turning over the

l 21 documents pertinent to the three items referred to. And

22 I guess what we're talking about is the particular

23 report. Maybe I'm a little confused by your last

() 24 comment, Mr. Christman.

25 In other words, starting on page 66 there is a

O
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() 1 problem report and then a report number. Is it not that

2 report that discusses the item?

3 MR. CHRISTMAN That report surely has the

4 information thab we have discussed here. Tha t would be

5 the thing to turn over.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: All righ t, that will be our

7 ruling. The particular reports referenced as to those

8 three items.

9 JUDGE MORRIS: Are these also proprietary, Mr.

10 Christman?

11 MR. CHRISTMANs Probably so. We will have to

| 12 try to take care of that.

'
13 Let me add, it might be possible, at least

14 with two of the three, the only prop rie ta ry problem

| 15 might be the names of other Stone & Webster clients. I
i

j 16 take it it would probably be okay to white out that

17 o th er client inf orma tion.

18 JUDGE BRENNERs Why don't you start out with

19 that proposition and then indicate to the County the

20 nature of that which is deleted and see if there is a

21 f urther problem.

22 MR. CHRISTMANs Surely. I don' t think there

23 will be, because we had discussions earlier on the phone

() 24 and Mr. Dynner suggested tha t they really weren 't trying

25 to get at other client information.

O
|
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNER: I tem 16 is still in dispute, I

2 take it?

3 MR. CHRISTMANs Yes. I have a little bit of

4 new information. I didn't promise it, but I sought it

5 out anyway last night. Once again , in March the County

6 was given access to a procedure called EAP-6.1, which

7 says that you must maintain indexes of design documents,

8 an index or indices. I don't think this is a very

9 important request. .

10 In the first place, we had trouble knowing

11 what is the most recent index of design documents. I

12 take it these are simply lists of design documents by
,

,

13 which one can tell what is the latest version of a

14 d ra wing . It seems to me that the probative value of

15 producing one of these is very small.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: I was confused and I guess I

17 still am.

18 MR. CHRISTMA3 Judge, we're just having

there are lots of these indices. We19 trouble knowing --

i

20 could produce one as an example, I suppose.

21 JUDGE BRENNER4 It is not correct that there

22 is a central index that is updated?

|

23 MR. CHRISTMAN4 No, there is not one big

() 24 index, I'm certain. And if there were, I would imagine

; 25 it would be extremely long.
|
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(]) 1 JUDGE BRENNER: What are they, se pa ra te

2 indices for each component? |

3 MR. CHRISTMANs Specification index, for

4 instance, an index of drawings, index of calcula tions.-

5 All the various engineering entities, like calculations,

6 certifications, and so on, that we have discussed in the

7 testimony. |

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Dynner?

9 MR. CHRISTMANs Different types of design

10 documents.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Dynner, it sounds like

12 hardly a way to get at the truth or non-tru th of the

13 statement in the testimony that they keep up to date

14 indices of design documents to say, give me all the

15 indices. I mean, I agree that's one way to do it, but

16 it doesn't seem like a good way to do it.

17 MR. DYNNERs Well, if I can reply again, I

.
18 think this is an issue that is a qualitative one. The

|

| 19 statement is made on page 86 of the testimony that
:

20 " Internal design interfaces are controlled by the

21 following methods." That's a statement tha t this is the

22 way internal design interfaces are controlled.

23 And then on 88: "Up to date indices of design

() 24 documents, so that one can readily identify the latest

25 issue of documents." Now, from what has been said so

O
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() 1 far all I can tell is that we have asked, of course, for

2 the latest available index. Well, if they don't know

3 which is the latest available index, how can they know

4 what's the latest issue of documents which are being

S controlled internally, the design interfaces which are

6 being controlled internally by these documents?

7 Now, I can have the witness -- or can

8 cross-examine the witness and say, what does the index

9 look like, what does it consist of, how is it done. I

10 can spend a good deal of time on that. It seemed to us

11 that a shortcut in preparation for cross-examination and

12 hopefully to shorten . the length of cross-examination on

13 issues like this would be for us to be supplied with the

14 latest available indices.

15 If there are many of them, we would certainly

16 be happy to narrow the request, and we have thought

'

17 about this, to systems, including for example the core

18 spray system, the recirculation cooling system, the '

19 reactor protective system, HPCI and RCIC, and the

20 residual heat removal. system, which would give us a

21 sampling of how design indexes work and if they in fact

22 readily ide n tif y the latest issue of documents.

23

() 24

25

O
|
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNER: It sounds like all the safety

2 systems to me.

3 MR. CHRISTMAN4 I am told they aren't indexed
O

4 that way. We are obviously getting over my head as to

S how this system works. But from the sound of it, what

6 they are suggesting is not possible, certainly not

7 feasible.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. The request is

9 seeking too much at this da te, and could be denied

10 wholly, particularly given the probative value.

11 Further, we are not discussing this in the most

12 efficient light. I don 't f eel personally capable of

13 discussing this item any further. I just don't have a

14 good handle on the nature of the material with respect

15 to this item.

16 Ra ther than denying it wholly at this point,

17 although if it comes down to that we are prepared to do

18 it, why don 't you discuss it and see if you can pick

19 some very limited examples, not going to showing that

20 each, however they are catalogued, portion has an index,

21 but rather going to the fact that these, so that the

22 county will get a handle on what these indices look

23 like, if that can be worked out.

() 24 JUDGE MORRISs Mr. Christman, am I correct

25 that your problem is not identifying the latest one, but

O
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(]) 1 simply what index is being addressed?

2 MR. CHRISTMANs Let me ask. Just a second.

3 (Whereupon , counsel for LILCO con ferred. )

4 MR. CHRISTMAN I think my understanding was

5 correct. These are lists of documents, and whenever a

6 drawing changes, the listing for that drawing on the
,

7 index is changed to show that there has been an update.

8 That way, you can find out if you got the latest version

9 of the drawing by going to the index. So, these things

10 are living documents that keep being updated all the

11 time, and if you go to one index in this department and

12 one over here, you know, you don 't know if today this

13 one has not been updated whereas this one was only

14 updated yesterday. The form of the request was

15 extremely difficult to deal with, I think, but you have

16 said to discuss it.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: I think the form of the

18 request problem is explained, not solved, but

19 explained. I think the county had the same problem I

20 had. They envisioned one large index. That is what I

21 was confused by, LILCO not being able to state which is

22 the most up to date. You have explained that now. I

23 quess my direction is, we are not going to order that

() 24 all these indices be turned over, because the request is

25 late. There is nothing particular in the testimony

O
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() 1 focusing on it, and it is overly broad. However, we

2 think the process of cross examination can be made more

3 efficient by letting the county understand what one or a

4 very limited number of the se look like, so that the ;

|

5 cross examiner has this in mind. Of course, we have

6 been discussing the efficiency of cross examination in

7 connection with this request. That is not to say that

8 the result of our denying the request is that the cross

9 examiner will be permitted to ask for all of this

10 information item by item. So there are times when we

11 are not terribly intimidated when that is raised as a

12 possible alternative, Mr. Dynner.

13 I have a note that 17 and 18 are resolved.

14 MR..CHRISTMANs That is correct, because Item

15 17 we have agreed to provide, and Number 18 was already

16 attached to the LILCO testimony.

17 JUDGE BRENNERa Item 19 is still in dispute

18 with respect to the notes of conference ref erenced at -

19 Page 96, I guess it is, of the testimony. Mr. Dynner,

20 you are going to have to do some fast talking to

21 convince us that you are entitled to even a large

22 selection of notes of conference in terms of the use of

23 the testimony tha t is sta ting there have been 850

() 24 project meetings at this date.

25 MR. DYNNER: I think my fast talking is slowed

O
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(]) 1 to a very slow pace after lunch.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Do you want to find out if

3 they sat around and talked about the weather, or whether
O

4 there was some meaning to these 850 meetings, I take it?

5 MR. DYNNER: I think that the statement and

6 the testimony is that these meetings were to assure

7 satisfactory design follow-through. There is a

8 statement that the expertise was available at those

9 meetings, that they are formally documented, and it

10 seemed to us that to ask for one out of -- to ask for a

11 2 percent sampling, which is every 50th document, which

12 is a total of about 16 documents, in order to ascertain

13 whether in fact this is what was discussed at the

( 14 meeting , did it discuss plant design, is not an overly

15 burdensome request.

16 JUDGE BRENNERa This seems to be an

17 interesting balance, a relatively low burden as against

18 rela tively little probative value.

19 MR. DYNNER: I think with respect to probative

20 value, as I read the testimony, statements are being

21 made which contain qualitative conclusions about what

22 the QA program of LILCO and others is, and it seems to

23 se that the probative value of stated and specified

() 24 evidence that supports and is relied on to support the

( 25 testimony does have probative value because if a witness

| )

|
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(}
1 is on the stand, I can say, what was discussed. The

2 witness may remember. I doubt if the witness will

3 remember what was discussed at 850 meetings that are

O
4 referenced, or very many of them, if the witness was-

5 present.

6 The documents therefore would enable the

7 witness to recall this area, as well as to shortcut our

8 cross examination, although I want to say I am not

9 trying to at all intimidate the board or use any

10 threats. Obviously, the board controls cross

11 examination. I am just trying to indicate that these

12 are areas that I feel that the testimony calls out to be

13 explored, and this kind of documentation would assist us

() 14 in that regard.

15 JUDGE BRENNERs I didn't mean to suggest that

16 you were trying to intimidate us. Your alternatives

17 were couched reasonably as your possible attempted

18 course of action on cross. We understood that. Well,

19 Mr. Christman, before we have to sit down and decide

20 whether we should give these to the county, if you

21 pursue the objection, is my inference correct that it is

22 not very hard to pull out representa tive examples, or is

23 it hard because of the specification of every 50th?

() 24 MR. CHRISTMAN I doubt that it is very hard.

25 I think the burden is large only in comparison to the

()
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1

(]) 1 probative value.

2 (Whereupon, the board conferred.)

3 JUDGE BRENNER. All right. Why don't you give

O
4 them a selective sampling of approximately every 50th?

5 If they count wrong, I don' t want to hear that they

| 6 didn't comply with the request.

7 MR. CHRICTMAN I take it you understand that

8 we can't make our own choice of which ones to produce?

9 JUDGE BRENNIR: That is correct also.

10 MR. CHRISTMANs I sort of thought that was

11 your meaning.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: Unless you want to spend some

13 hours having your witness explain why he selected those

14 instead of others and so on and so forth. Incidentally,

15 asking that things like this be . turned over does not

16 sean that we seek the permissible approach to cross

17 examination is then to ask the witness about each of the

18 examples of the conference as opposed to the witness

19 generally characterizing the nature of the conference.

20 However, this way, when the witness describes the nature

21 of the conference, you won't be su rp rised . You will

22 have been able to form your own views from the

23 examples. You see there, you did some fast talking.

(]) 24 Item 20, I have a note that LILCO is still

25 discusing it with Stone and Webster as to portions not

O
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() 1 resolved, but portions of this request are resolved.

2 MR. CHRISTEANs Yes, sir. We agreed to give

3 the CCF. That is a fairly large number of documents. Is
j

|
4 think in retrospect that probably -- this request for

5 the CCF's doesn't meet the fresh focus test at all, for

6 the reason that if one looks at the letter to Harold

7 Denton of April 19th, Enclosure B, Page B-6, Item F.1,

8 one will find the same language that the county is

9 citing in our testimony, with the exception that three

10 -- ha9e been changed to -- in the course of writing the

11 testimony.

12 I suspect that was my contribution to the

13 testimony, but I agreed to do that in this pleading as
3

14 opposed to the negotiations, so I think we will do that.

15 As for the others, the reviews, which I

16 understand to be cover sheets which simply approve or

17 disapprove the CCF's, there seems to be no point in

18 producing all of those. If they are already attached to

19 the CCF's, I would not propose to remove them, of

20 course. We would leave them on there. But if they are

21 separate it seems to me that that is not necessary. It

22 shouldn't be necessary to produce those.

23 The Stone and Webster procedure can be -- I

() 24 believe those can be produced without too much trouble.

25 JUDGE BRENNER I am not sure I understand

()
|
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1 this program of packaging.

2 MR. CHRISTMANa It is the CCF, the Change

3 Control Form Program.

O 4 JUDGE BRENNERa All righ t, and so that is what

5 you just said you would turn over.

6 MR. CHRISTMANs We are turning over the CCF's

7 themselves. This is a case where we are talking about a

8 large number of basic documents. Our testimony is about

9 thi's program for using these documents. I just think

10 probably that one slipped through, and I said I would

11 produce it, so we will.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, but you are not

13 agreeing to producing -- what about the reviews?

14 MR. CHRISTEAN Well, these reviews are the

15 cover sheets which approve or disapprove. My offer was,

16 if they are already attached to the CCF 's and are in

17 place, we ce rtainly would not want to go through and

18 take them off. But if they are in some separate place, -

19 I just don't think they offer the county very much

20 probative value. So I guess I would propose to produce

21 the CCF's and the Stone and Webster procedure if it was

22 not already produced in the past. Tha t I a m still

23 unsure about, but if it wasn't produced before, we will

(]) 24 produce that, but not the cover sheets if they are in a

25 different location or something like that.

O
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1

{}
(Whereupon, the board conferred.)

2 JUDGE BRENNERa Mr. Dynner, that sounds

3 reasonable. In fact, in one possible regard, more than

O
4 reasonable, recognizing that you may not be getting

5 the se reviews. We will just leave it as is, and to the

6 extent the question becomes important as to what do you

7 do with these forms, you can follow that up on cross

8 examination.

9 MR. DYNNER: Can I just ask, for

10 clarification, is LILCO going to make available the

11 first two lines there, tha t is, a description of the

12 program procedures?

13 NR. CHRISTMAN: What describes the program is

() 14 the procedur.es, and I said that if that was not already

15 put out in the spring, I believe we can produce tha t.

16 NR. DYNNER: Fine.

17 JUDGE BRENNER4 What if it was? Maybe I

18 shouldn't create problems where the county has not
|
|

| 19 raised any, but just to make sure we don't have to come

20 back, what if it was put out in the spring and I don't

21 remember what it says, but it would assist them in

22 understanding the Change Control Forms if they could get

23 another look at it?

() 24 MR. CHRISTMAN: We will produce it.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: It is difficult, because I

O
|
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1 don't have a handle for what the documents look like. I{)
2 don 't know if you need it to understand the document or

3 not. That is why I raise that point.

O 4 MR. CHRISTMAN: The problem for the last four

5 days is having a lawyer go back and forth between the

6 other side and the people who really know what the

i
7 documents mean and where they- are, what they look like

8 and so on. That has been a recurring problem.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: As I recall, in the spring,

10 when called on a conference call without my fellow board

11 members, I weaseled out of making a discovery ruling by

12 claiming a lack of competence to determine whether a

13 describad item was an audit or.something other than an

() 14 audit.

15 So, I understand your difficulty. Twenty-one,

16 I am not sure if there is a dispute or not. The

17 question is, I guess, with respect to outdated earlier

18 versions of the same checklist. Is there still a

19 dispute? I guess I should ask the county.

20 MR. DINNER: In earlier discussions, and I

21 don't know whether -- Okay, there is a dispute, I guess,

22 on the outdated earlier versions. Our purpose in asking
t

i

23 for the earlier versions was that it is likely, although

() 24 we are not sure, that the earlier versions of the

25 checklist that were used in the design and construction

|

|
t
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.

(} 1 period are not necessarily the latest or current

2 checklist f orm that is now being used, so we thought it

3 would be helpful to see what was actually used.

O
4 MR. CHRISTMAN: Judge, I guess for whatever it.

5 is worth my objection is that they received the

6 procedure of which the checklist is a part along with

7 the checklist in the spring discovery, and it seems to

8 me that if they wanted earlier versions of the

9 checklist, that would have been a good time to have

10 asked for it.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Even accepting that, in

12 looking at the testimony on 109 to 100, it might be

13 appropriate to have some limited probing on cross

14 examination as to what was checked. I am not talking

15 about an item by item ad infinitum, but in order to know

16 what was checked, they will either have to have present

17 knowledge of that checklist or have to ask the witness

18 to state what was checked item by item.

19 So, accepting the fact that they should have

20 by now had the earlier version of the checklist if they

21 were interested now that they see it again in your

22 testimony, they would be entitled to ask about it, and I

23 am suggesting it would be better for them to have the

(} 24 checklist to do it.

25 MR. CHRISTMANs At your suggestion, we will
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1{} produce the checklist, those earlier versions.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: I am envisioning that we are

3 not talking about a lot of documents on this one.

4 HR. CHRISTMAN I share that vision. I hope I

5 am righ t .

6 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. With the

7 checklist, I don't want to spend very much, if any, '

8 record time straightening out which checklists were used

9 when. The parties should do that before the questioning

10 begins. If we are talking about an extensive amount of

11 documents with respect to this checklist, some of which

12 would be less useful in terms of efficiency than others,

13 I am sure that counsel for the county and LIlCO can take

() 14 another look together and have the county's needs met

15 for an efficient cross examination without just pulling

16 out papers that will have little value.

17 Item 22, I have a note that that is resolve'd.

18 HR. CHRISTMAN Yes, just because it is -

19 overlapped by one of the earlier ones. Number 5, as a

20 matter of fact, covers that.

| 21 JUDGE BRENNER I have a note that Item 23 is
i

22 res olve d .

23 HR. CHRISTMANs That is correct, because they

(} 24 already had 51 of the 53 audit reports, and we will

25 provide the other two.

O
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1 JUDGE BRENNER: We have discussed 214, 25, and

2 26. I have a note that Item 27 is resolved. )
|

3 HR. CHRISTMAN Yes, it is. We are providing

O 4 that. |

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Is Item 28 resolved now, in

6 light of our prior discussion? Oh, I guess it was --

7 ER. CHRISTMANs Yes, I understood we are

8 producing -- I always forget which acronym refers to

9 which. The configuration discrepancy reports, the

10 reports with the attachments, both, for the six -- for

11 which the reports have been issued. The attachments are

12 part of the reports, it seems to me.
,

13 JUDGE BRENNERs As we discussed with respect

O i4 to Request Nu her 4.

15

16

17
I
'

18

19 *

20

i 21
|

l
22'

23

O 24

25
i

O
I
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(} 1 MR. CHRISTMANs Yes.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. So we screwed up the

3 terminology. You are giving them the more inclusive

O
4 one, which.will include the other report.

5 MR. CHRISTMANs Yes.

6 JUDGE BRENNEB4 Item 29 I believe LILCO was

7 still discussing with Stone C Webster. These were the

8 -- .

9 MR. CHRISTHAN Yes, particularly with respect

10 to the procedures, and that procedure is a

11 site-specific, Shoreham-specific procedure, and

12 therefore is not proprietary to Stone E Webster. So

13 tha t particular problem _ is not a problem. Thanks to --

14 JUDGE BRENNER: I should have broken this down

15 further.

16 MR. CHRISTMAN Yes, there are four items.

17 There are procedures, minutes of engineering and design

18 meetings, the stress analysis evaluations, and minutes

19 of the SORC meetings. Given the nature of the testimony

20 -- well, let me take the minutes of the engineering and

21 design meetings. Let me give you some information.

22 Thero is no reference to the minutes of those

23 meetings in the testimony. Once again, we have

() 24 reference to meetings that are held. These are working

25 meetings and they might not be well documented, although

O
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() 1 at one point in the negotiations I offered to produce

2 whatever minutes of those meetings might exist, and I

3 really don't know what ones do exist. |

4 This is one of those cases where in the time

5 available it 's hard to get a handle on what it is that

6 exists there. The stress analysis evaluations are oral,

7 because an engineer comes in and makes his presentation

8 and the committee -- he makes it orally to the

9 committee. They don 't have a document that they

10 review. They review his recommendation, really.
.

11 Minutes of the SORC -- so there's no documents

12 there. Minutes of the SORC meetings are in the form of

13 recommendations. There is no secretary there to take

b'N- 14 formal minutes of the. meetings. What you have is, after

15 reviewing the oral presentations of the engineers, the

16 SORC committee comes out with what are called

17 recommendations.

18 We offered to produce those at one time. My

19 feeling is, given the nature of the testimony at this

20 point, that none of these have a very high probative

21 value under the fresh focus.

22 This may be a case where I'm not sure that I

23 can establish that they knew about these in advance. If

() 24 that is the case and I can 't establish that it isn't, it

25 might be appropriate to produce the procedures and the

O
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/~ 1d' recommendations, whereas going and seeing what kind of

2 minutes -- and they probably won 't be very thorough

3 minutes of the meetings -- would probably be not very

O 4 productive.

5 JUDGE BRENNER Mr. Dynner, looking at both

6 efficiency and what you might want to do on behalf of

7 the County for cross-examination, and the probable

8 nature of minutes of meetings of this type to the extent

9 that they exist -- and I am assuming for now that there

10 are some written minutes in existence -- it seems

11 reasonable to proceed as Mr. Christman indicated,

12 turning over the recommendations and also you would get

13 the procedures and instructions.

( 14 Evaluations, as we now are told, are oral.

15 And if you need to know the general nature of these

16 types of meetings, just ask the witnesses on

17 cross-examination, as opposed to meeting by meeting, a

18 blow by blow description of everything they talked

19 about. And we will leave it at that.

20 I should make it clear that we're discussing

. 21 this in the context of the referenced tettimony at page
!

22 127 and looking at the discussion of the meetings

23 there.
I

() 24 As to all these rulings, it is without i

25 prejudice, and I will use this one as an example, to

C)-

|

|
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() 1 where once you are probing a particular quality

2 assurance deficiency, as distinguished from the overall

3 program, and a witness says, oh, we discussed that at

O
4 the engineering working group meeting on September 11,.

5 1979, and you hear that for the first time or find tha t
.

!

6 somewhere else in the testimony. You then want to focus

7 on any sinutes that exist of that particula r meeting,

|
8 and I'm sure everyone recognizes that would be a

9 particularly different matter, and our ruling would be

10 different. That would pass the sharpened focus test.

11 (Pause.)

12 Item 30 relates to the drawing update

13 program.

( 14 HR. CHRISTHAN: There is still a dispute,

15 Judge. I don't have much information on this one.

16 There is a project, procedure. You know, it 's generally

17 the procedure which describes the program. That sets

18 the outlines, explains how the program is conducted, and

19 that seems to fulfil what the County wants.

20 Someone brought up that might have already

( 21 been made available to the County. I suppose we can
|

22 make that available again or for the first time. Well,

23 we can make that available. The schedule is that this

() 24 is to be done by fuel loading. Ther,e is no other

25 schedule. There are something called goals for the

O
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1 various tasks, which I believe would take a search. I'm
{

2 a little hazy on this, but I think it would take a

3 search to find those. They are not a formal schedule.

O 4 It seems to me it would offer very little'

5 probative value, if at all, since the schedule is by

6 fuel load. On progress reports, our position is that

7 they don't pass the -- well, they aren't referenced in

8 the testimony, in any event. I doubt the necessity of

9 probing into all of the progress reports on this

10 program.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, I have a recollection --

12 and maybe this is incorrect -- that one of the points of

13 the County's prior discovery was at least the program,

() 14 and in fact particular drawings with respect to

15 particular systems of the drawing update program, and

16 the goal of coordinating the as-built situation on

17 drawings.

18 MR. CHRISTMANs I wouldn't be at all -

19 surprised. My intelligence on this one is just

20 sketchy.

21 JUDGE BRENNERs I recall at least one item
~

| 22 where the drawings vould take up large numbers of tables

|
23 and notwithstanding that we ordered tha t they be t'urned

(]) 24 over. These weren't all drawings. These were to

,
25 particular systems. I think it was that same ruling on

I
,

s
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,

() 1 another item when I expressed my incompetence t'o figure

2 out whether a described item was an audit or not.
,

3 MR. CHRISTMANs I see.,

4 JUDGE BRENNER: These should ha*c been the

5 subject of prior discovery. You would get the procedure
,

,

'

6 now, or possibly again, as indicated by LILCO. I'm not

7 sure what you'd do with the other items in terms of the

8 testimony.

9 MR. DYNNER Judge, it is my understanding or

to impression of the testimony -- and this begins on page

11 122 -- that these are additional programs tha t LILCO has

12 instituted, and that they are rather recent programs, at

13 the top of page 22.' Are there any other programs which

14 seem to follow the standard program? And at least that

15 is the impression that we had, that these were all --

16 certainly, the plant configuration review program is

17 fairly recent, as we saw from the letter to the NRC.

18 Fuel loading. This particular statement at

19 the bottom of page 27 is not that the program will -

20 assure that the plant will be accurately reflected by

21 drawings by the time of fuel load, but rather by the

22 time of fuel load or shortly thereafter. It raises all

23 kinds of interesting questions about whether there is

() 24 compliance with criteria number 3, Appendix B, and other

25 criteria.
t
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1 And it seemed to us that this was a{}
' 2+ .particularly apt request, to see what the -- whether

3 there was anything that describes the program. And I

O 4 believe that in our discussions, I believe that there

5 was a st.atement that there would'be drawing update

6 reports, which was in our initial discussions with

7 LILCO, which we said would be satisfactory. The drawing

8 update reports and the statement oE goals, which wa s , a s

9 far as I could tell, a semantic distinction being made

10 on the use of the word " schedule."

11 JUDGE 3RENNER: Mr. Christman, is the.

12 statement of goals similar to the schedule form? That

13 is, a list of target dates?

() , 14 MR. CHRISTMANs To be' honest with you, the
,

15 people I talked to were a little bit hazy about what

16 form that was. I think it's not a very important

17 document, so I just don't know.

18 This was over the weekend. They didn 't have

19 access to the documents at the time when we talked about

20 it. That's the problem.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, here again we have a

22 situation where a program is put in the testimony and

23 then the request, although semantically more pallatable

()e 24 now by deleting the word "all", nevertheless is still

25 the same request for all documents. It says documents

,
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"

e 1 and,tihen it has the description.*

p

2 MR . DYNN ER : I just wanted to clarify that

3 what I agreed to in order to further narrow that -- A, I,

O J4 omitted "all documents" because I didn't want everything

5 that told what this is, just documents that would

6 effectively describe it ; and B, that in my conversation

7 with counsel for LILCO, I fuc'ther sald that it was
/

8 acceptable to me to get the drawing update report which

9 he referred to in his letter to me.

to MR. CHRISTMAN: I have to say tha t it seems to

11 me, on the scheduling thing, it's easy to ask the

~

12 witnesses if they are going to be done, by f uel load or
13 not, and on the drawing update report. That is.just a

() f4 lot of basic documents, and I just don 't -- it's not
!

'

' 15 very well-f ocused, it seens to m e.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: You are not talking about any

17 existing report?
.

18 MR. CHRISTMANa I must be. Let me look at my

19 Iactet.'

)
20 (Pause.),

'

| v i .

MR. CHRISTMANs Yes, I think there is*
21 -

| 22 something called a drawing update report, and I just
1 +

1

23 d$n 't know very much about it.

(]') 24 JUDGE BRENNER: I envision that such a report* -

25 vould be a listino of which drawings had gone th rough

O ,
.
t

s'
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(}
1 this program or perhaps which drawings had not, or

2 both. All right, there is some probative value in

3 knowing whether particular areas of the plant will not

O
4 have completed this program until af ter f uel load.

5 Suffolk County counsel is correct that the testimony

6 does not sa y by f uel load. It says "or shortly

7 thereafter." That point is omitted in your summary of

8 the testimony.

9 As stated, the request is too broad. Let's

to see if we can identify particular documents, rather than

11 lea ving it to LILCO to pull together all these

12 documents. We've got a document update report. Let's

13 get the goals, by which I an envisioning a reasonably

( 14 concise schedule-type report, as opposed to having to

15 cull a goal out from each and every system drawing

16 section of a plan.

17 So if that impression is wrong, that's not

18 what we have in mind. We have in mind an existing

19 summary of the goals.

20 MR. CHRISTMAN: Okay.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: And also, that which LILCO has
i
l 22 already agreed to supply, the procedure. And we will

23 leave it at those three items, three types of items.

() 24 There could be some sub-items.

l 25 I have a note tha t 31 -- this is the one

O
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() 1 involving the Teledyne report that is resolved.

2 MR. CHRISTMAN: Yes, I think so. They have

3 everything, esrentially everything that we have.(),

4 JUDGE BRENNER: 32, the short answer is that-

5 there are no such documents, is that correct, other than

6 the raw timecard-type documents?

7 MR. CHRISTMAN Well, there are two parts.

8 The second part, where they wanted us to break down the

9 number of man-hours spent on systems, equipment items or

to wha t have you, parts of the project, that is

11 impossible. It can't be done. There is no such

12 document.

13 Now, the first part is different. That is,

( 14 they want something between the basic timecards and the

15 number 250,000. The point is, someone had to go through
i

16 and add up cards somewhere and they probably didn't add

17 it up and put it into the testimony. Didn't they take

18 it f rom some other intermediate document? There is

19 something called a Stone & Webster monthly project

20 man-hour report, dated this past July for the division

21 in question, and tha t gives a more recent, slightly more

22 recent basis for the number of man-hours.

23 It seems to me that that provides the

() 24 information.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. I guess I was sloppy in

O
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(}
1 my reading. I just didn't recall that report.

2 MR. CHRISTMANs We had the benefit of a number

3 of discussions where it became clear that there were two()
4 parts. So if you would like, I think I can produce the

5 Stone & Webster monthly project man-hour report, the

6 aost recent one. I think that's the right one to

7 produce. It's dated July 19, 1982.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: With that report, it sounds

9 lika the answer.is that that's the only document that

10 meets the request.

11 dB. CHRISTMAN: I think it is.

12 MR. DYNNERa Can I ask a question?

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Surely.

() 14 MR. DYNNER: On Appendix 4, which is my

15 statement about the bases for discussions with Mr.,

16 Christman, he had referred to a summary showing the
i

17 calculation. And my question is whether the monthly

18 report is what was used in determining the 250,000 -

19 man-hours.

20 What I was concerned about is, is there a

21 summary, either that they added up all the timecards

22 during this long period of time or whether somebody made

23 some assumptions, that'is to say, X number of man-hours

() 24 per month, taking one month as an example, and then

I 25 multiplying tha t b y the number of months? That's the
!

'
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1 kind of thing I was trying to get at in my discussions.
)

2 One monthly report, in other words, if that's all there

3 is, fine. But if there was a document that said, we

O 4 used the most recent monthly report and multiplied by X,

5 that would be helpful.

6 JUDGE BRENNER It seems to me an easy way to

7 resolve this consistent with the discussions that are

8 going to take place on this issue and consistent with

9 the type of approach we've taken on all issues in this

10 proceeding, is to get the report as described by Mr.

11 Christman and then, in addition to that, for LILCO

12 informally to give you an explanation of how they

13 reached the calculation they did, not to necessarily

() 14 j ustify it in black and white by pulling out the time

15 cards, but just to explain how they arrived at that
;

16 number, for the reasons you indicated.

17 MR. CHRISTMANs We will do that.

18 JUDGE BRENNER4 Item 33, regarding the A.D.

19 Courter E Company, C-o-u-r-t-e-r C Company, personnel, -

20 resumes and so on. I take it that's still in dispute?

21 MR. CHRISTMANs Yes, that's in dispute. They
!

22 focused on Courter quite a bit in discovery in the

23 spring and it can't have occurred to them now that they

| (} 24 wanted to explore the qualifications of those people as

25 well.

O
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|
|

[}
1 What's more, this is more burdensome than

2 producing the training records of LILCO's own people.

3 This one is one that really ought to be denied.

O
4 JUDGE BRENNER4 This doesn't look like nev

,

5 information, Mr. Dynner, or even newly focused, for

6 LILCO to take advantage of the f act that they had this

7 company and this company's personnel doing the work that

8 they indicated. This was known..

9 HR. DYNNERs I'm not sure I can talk fast

10 enough on this one.

11 The purpose, obviously, was to try to see

12 whether in fact the 80 people are all "0A personnel" or

13 whether there are some high school students on the

( 14 project that had part-time jobs. I suppose that, given

15 the test you are applying, I had better ask some

10 questions about this on cross-examination and be

17 satisfied with that.

18 JUDGE BRENNER Okay, we willl leave it at

19 that. In case you want a ruling, we will direct that it

20 not be turned over, so you will not take it to have been

21 conceded.

22 MR. DYNNER: Thank you.

23 JUDGE BRENNERs It's also not going to be real

() 24 probative if they had, you know, 77 good people and 3

25 people whose qualifications you would think would need

O
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1 improvement, unless they were the only three who did all j

2 the work.

3 Now, if you establish the general makeup of

4 these people, tha t would be some thing else. And that

5 would be more efficiently done, even from your point of
|

6 view, on cross-examination than sl ogging through the 80

7 resumes.

8 (Pause.)

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
1

23

0 24

25

O
!
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[]} 1 JUDGE BRENNER: Item 34, I take it, is still

2 in dispute with respect to the tool box sections and

3 indoctrination sections..

4 MR. CHRISTMAN Yes, sir. It was hard to get

5 a handle on this. It was these materials and schedules

6 tha t would have been used in these types of training

7 sessions. There must have been an awful lot of these

8 sessions, and the information he asked for, I think it

9 is scattered around. I couldn't get very good

10 inf ormation about them, but it is out there.

11 I also think that given the information in the

12 testimony, which is that the training sessions are held,

13 this is going awfully f ar into detail,. given the essence

) 14 of that testimony.

15. JUDGE BRENNER: Are there any general

16 procedures that would apply to these sessions?

17 MR. CHRISTMAN None that I know of.

18 I am afraid the answer is this is one of those

19 that we would have had to go out and investigate, and we

20 didn't have time to investigate it. I suppose the

| 21 objectin has to be burdensomeness, because in my efforts
|
'

22 ove r the weekend and on Friday, Thursday, whenever this

23 all started, it is one of those cases where we come in

i

(]) 24 here with 47 categories, some of the categories are hard

25 to get a handle on. I have to go out, as you do when

O
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1{} you do document production, and find out what is there.

2 I just havent' been able to do that yet.

3 JUDGE BRENNERs We are not looking at

O
4 burdensomeness solely as an excuse in the abstract. It

5 is burdensomeness as part of the calculus as to whether

6 things could have been raquested earlier, and also the

7 probative value of the use of this item in the

8 testimony.

9 MR. CHRISTMANs Well, I suppose they could

to have asked at any time for what kind of training is

11 done, training materials are used of people on the

12 site.

13 MR. DYNNERs I have a feeling if I had done

() 14 that we would have heard the words " fishing expedition"

i 15 used.

16 MR. CHRISTMANs Well, I doubt it if it had

17 been used during discovery. I think you might hear it

18 if it wee asked this week.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: All righ t, let's let it pass.

20 I'll let you talk to each other because it has been

21 productive up until the last exchange.
l
| 22 NR. DYNNERs I certainly didn't mean anything
i

23 other than a humorous comment.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNERs I took it that wa y. Anybody

25 reading the cold transcript might not have seen that,

i
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1 but you have corrected it. We will give this a moment.
)

2 (Board conferring.)

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Given the nature of the

O 4 sessions as we understand it from limited excerpts and

5 the testimony concededly, these documents would have a

6 low probative value. You are talking about the ad hoc

7 further instruction and indoctrination sessions, not a

8 formalized classroom type training class wh re there

9 should be a lesson plan and so on in existence.

10 And given tha t low proba tive value and the

11 fact that the subject could have been inquired into

12 earlier, we will deny the request. You can go into it

13 to some extent on cross examination, of course, finding

() 14 out what type of sessions.were held and the nature of

15 it.

16 So the request is denied.

17 I have a note that 35 is resolved, since LILCO

18 would make the computer printout available that

19 constitutes that analysis.

20 MR. CHRISTMANs That's correct.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: 36 is going to be discussed

22 with Stone and Webster.

23 MR. CHRISTMAN: Yes, and I have a little bit

{} 24 of information on that.

25 There are two separate parts to this. The

|
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{} 1 first is a statement that NCDs are evaluated by Stone

2 and Webster periodically for trends. Okay. That

3 program is analyzing for trends, I believe, was

O
4 referenced in the Project GA Program manual which would

5 ha ve been available to the County in the springtime and

6 consists of the documents referenced in that Project GA

7 Program, our eight semi-annual reviews of NEDs.

8 JUDGE BRENNERa I missed something. You are

9 saying these decuments would have been in the manual?

10 HR. CHRISTMANs No, no, just the reference to

11 the program for analyzing trends. The NEDs, the eight

12 semi-annual reviews of NEDs would not have been laid out

13 on the table at that time I don't think. I am sure they

14 wouldn 't have. So that's the first part of it.

15 And the second part of it is this independent

16 sample. Well, this is just one memorandum. It is a

17 work product doctrine, document because it was prepared

( 18 right before this testimony was written. The -

|

|
19 independent sample is simply -- it was chosen by the -

20 County, the County's people who came into discovery.

21 They apparently took away copies of certain of the

22 NEDs. The people who were writing this testimony took

23 their example, took the NCDs that those folks had taken

() 24 a wa y with them and analyzed those for triends. What is

25 what we are talking about. It is a three-page
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{} 1 memorandum with some attachments, and it seems to me

2 that it is a classic work product, legal work product in

3 the sense that it was prepared solely for the purpose of

O
4 drafting this testimony for use at the hearing, first.

5 And number two, it isn't the type of thing

6 that the County could only get by getting this document

7 because it is, after all, the sample chosen by his own

8 people and simply subjected to On analysis for trends.

9 And it further seems to me that, you know, if

10 the County wants to cross examine on this trend analysis

11 when we are on the s ta n d , they are perf ectly entitled to

12 do that, and it is unlikely -- it is highly unlikely

13 that the witnesses are going to say they don't know what

14 he is talking about because it is only this one

15 memorandum.i

!

16 So I guess I claim work product doctrine on

17 that one, and on the first one the objection is that

18 this program of analyzing trends was referenced in a 0A

19 Program manual that the County had available to it last

20 spring, and the County has been interested in trends all

| 21 along. It seems to me tha t they could have very well

.

asked for the analysis of trends back in the spring.22
l

i 23 HR. DYNNER: If I can respond for a moment
!

() 24 with respect to the work product doctrine, unless

25 counsel is suggesting that the analysis was prepared by

([)
'
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(]) 1 counsel or for counsel as opposed to by someone else for

2 purposes of this testimony, I don't see where the work

3 product doctrine has anything to do with this analysis.

4 It seems to me what we have here is a statement which

5 Counsel for LILCO has now told us a little bit about how

6 the documents which are stated and relied upon in the

7 testimony were generated. That hardly helps us in terms

8 of obtaining the documents that are specifically relied

9 upon, seeing what this analysis looks like, determining

10 whether it was a valid analysis or not.

11 It seems to me this is a prime situation in

12 which specific documents are referred to and relied upon

13 to come to certain conclusions. There is no way that we

14 could.have had this analysis. It was not available,

15 from what counsel said, during discovery.

16 Clearly it would be of great use to us in

! 17 developing the cross examination as well as, I think, to

18 the Board and everyone else, if we found out what the '

19 specific documents are and got a chance to see them that

20 are being relied upon and referred to here.
|

I 21 MR. CHRISTMAN: Maybe I didn't make myself --

22 JUDGE BRENNER You can address that.

23 HR. CHRISTEANs The documents, he is using

() 24 that in plural. There is just one memorandum, although

25 it does have attachments. The documents that are

| C)
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(} 1 analyzed are the NEDs that the County's own people

2 selected to take away with them. So they have the basic

3 documents. There is no question about that.,

(,

4 JUDGE BRENNER: I was going to ask about that

5 same point.

6 Given the explanation, Mr. Dynner, I as trying

7 to identify what document or documents would now be the

8 subject of the request.

9 It seems to me, notwithstanding the way 36 is

10 phrased, the key phrase that triggered the request -- I

11 guess I am asking for your view -- was the " independent

12 sam ple" ph rase.

13 MR. DY NN ER : Well, as we broke this down, we

( 14 did not ask for the NEDs. The first part of that

15 sentence asked for documents showing the trends

16 resulting from the evaluation of NEDs. That is the

17 first sentence there which is NEDs are evaluated

18 periodically for trends, which indicates that certain

19 NEDs -- and we don 't know which ones, whether it is all

20 of them or part of them -- are evaluated, and that there
l
'

21 is some kind of something that shows what the trends are

22 as a result of that evaluation. It then says, in
i

23 addition -- and that is part one that we asked for.

() 24 It then says, in addition, an independent

25 sample has been taken and analyzed to determine if
|

I

()
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(]) i significant trends or abnormal quality occurred.

2 Now, I take it on rereading this, because the

3 next sentence says "this analysis," that the documents

O
4 that are referred to in paragraph 36 of the revised

5 subpoena asking for documents describing or coming upon

6 the significant trends or abnormal quality determined by

7 an analysis, would in fact be part of the analysis that

8 is referred to in the next sentence. So I think that

9 collapses parts 2 and 3 of para gra ph 36.

10 In other words, what we have asked for is, A,

11 the first point, the results of the trends that are

12 evaluated, and B, which follows in addition, the

13 specific analysis that is referred to that we now learn

14 is in fact in a written document.

( 15 It seems to me that it would be entirely

16 inappropriate, unfair and counterproductive to ask that

17 now that the County has been orally informed that the

| 18 NED reports used in making this analysis were the same

!

| 19 ones that we happened to take on discovery, tha t we d o

20 our own analysis. It is not our analysis which is at

i

21 issue here, it is the analysis that has been done by

22 LILCO, and is specifically referred to in the

23 testimony.

(') 24 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, let's break it down

25 into the parts. Your last statement, I take it, goes .

A
V

[
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(]) 1 only to the independent sample part.

2 MR. DYNNER: That's right.

3 JUDGE BRENNER: As to the first part, the

4 evaluation, periodic evaluation of the NED reports, why

5 is that not something the county could have requested

6 earlier during the discovery period? There was quite a

7 bit of focus on nonconformance type reports. I don't

8 recall if they were these N ED reports particularly, but

9 obviously one of the obvious focuses of the QA concern

10 is what did the various reports, by whatever name, by

11 the various organizations, show nonconformances deal

12 with?

13 MR. DYNNERs I think that we could have gotten

14 the NCDs and in f act did get some of the NEDs. Here we

15 are being referred, as I read this, we are being told

16 that Stone and Webster periodically evaluates NEDs -- I

17 don 't know whether it is all NEDs, part of the NEDs or

18 what -- for trends. That indicates that there is some

19 kind of an evaluation which we could not have known

20 about. He were told that it exists here and that it is

21 done periodically.

22 MR. CHRISTMANs My point was it was referenced

23 in the Project QA Program manual. There is nothing new

() 24 about this program, and it has been around for a long

25 time. It was in some of the documents that the County

O
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1 looked at in the spring.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: What are we talking about, Mr.

3 Christman, in terms of the periodic trend analyses?

4 MR. CHRISTMAN: Eight semi-annual reviews of

5 NCDs.

6 JUDGE BRENNERt All right.

7 As to the independent sample -- and I

8 understand your statement that it was prepared for the

9 testimony --

10 MR. CHRISTMAN. I can clarify, if you like.

11 It was not prepared by any lawyer at all. It was

12 prepared by the witnesses or I guess someone who worked

13 for some of the witnesses, right before he wrote the

14 testimony, to help his prepare the testimony. It was in

15 response to the County's contentions which talk a lot

16 about trends. So it was really in response to something

17 that the County was assering, and it was solely for the

18 purpose of preparing testimony for the hearing. '

19 JUDGE BRENNERs I must confess I didn't take a*

20 f resh look a t work product law because I didn't know it

21 was going to come up today. I do have a recollection

22 that it does not apply exclusively to work of counsel,

23 but I don 't recall the outer bounds of it.

() 24 MR. CHRISTMANs I am on no better grounds than

25 You are. I recollect the same thing. In su ra nce

O
|
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1 companies' investigators, for instance, it does not have(}
2 to be a lawyer. That would be the attorney-client

3 privilege. We aren't claiming that, of course.

O
4 JUDGE BRENNER Well, if you are real serious

5 about the privilege, I'll have to take a look at the law.

6 Let's talk about it. There may be other

7 grounds that would be responsive.

8 (Board conferring.).

9 JUDGE BRENNERa Okay, we are going to require

10 that the items identified be turned over subject to one

11 cavents if LILCO vants to assert the work product

12 privilege, they should give us a brief brief on it. We

13 will take a look a t the privilege. Bear in mind that

() 14 the information -- bear in mind your own assessment of

15 the likelihood of the information becoming available at

16 the hearing anyway, even if you were successful in

17 asserting such a privilege.

18 I don't think you are correct, Mr. Dynner, in

19 your statement that if it was not prepared by the

20 attorney, that work product does not apply, but I do not

21 recall the outer bounds of the doctrine as to when you

22 have ma terial that was prepared solely for a litigation

23 because it might well apply even though not prepared by

24 an attorney.

| 25 MR. DYNNER4 I didn't mean to indicate the

| ()
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() 1 limits of the work product doctrine. There are other

2 possibilities within that doctrine, and wha t I was

3 tryino to lo was to invite counsel for LILCO to

4 demonstrate that there was something other than that.

5 JUDGE BRENNERa Okay.

6 As to the semi-annual analyses of the trends,

7 this comes closer to being newly focused in the

8 testimony. On a close call, and largely because it will

9 be more efficient for the County, and therefore for the

10 record to have that along with the NED reports than it

11 has -- in fact, probably more efficient to have had that

12 instead of the NED reports. The fact that there is a

13 reference to it in the manual would not have been

14 sufficient focus. However, on the other hand, we don't

15 accept Suffolk County's argument very fully that if it

16 was in the testimony they would not have known to

17 request it. It is f airly common in the QA area that

18 when you have these large, raw documents, whether they

19 be OA reports or nonconformance reports or NED reports,

20 that there are indices and analysis of open items that

| 21 are commonly requested. I am not sure that they were

i
i 22 not requested here. It would have been a logical

23 request.

() 24 But they are being turned over now.

25 MR. CHRISTMAN I take it if I need to file a

O
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1 brief -- and I think it will be brief -- I take it we{}
2 can talk about a date, that we get to the date problem

3 at the end.

O 4 JUDGE BRENNERs Yes, I will accept your

5 suggestion. It would be in your interest to have it

6 sooner rather than later.

7 I wanted to emphasize that the brief .

8 requirement is not meant to be burdensome, to discourage

9 an objection. It is because we don't know the answer if

10 you want to assert it.

11 HR. CHRISTMANa That 's quite all right,

12 Judge. I was planning on doing some research on work

13 product doctrine in connection with emergency planning

() 14 anyway.

15 JUDGE BRENNERa Well, I'm sorry to hear that

16 because I didn 't want it to be too easy, either, in the

17 sense that . take a practical . look, too. If you think

18 that the information is going to come out at the -

|

! 19 h ea ring , you may succeed on your argument but have it

20 come out anyway.

21 HR. CHRISTEANs Now that we have whetted the

22 County's appetite, I expect that it will come out.

23 JUDGE BRENNERs Item 37, at least part of it,

(]) 24 and perhaps all of it, is still in dispute. The 37

25 audit reports have been provided, correct?

O
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(]) 1 MR. CHRISTMAN4 That is correct. In short,

2 part 1 of the audit reports, that is not in dispute.

3 Tha t has been provided. Our position on what they are

4 really asking for is the follow-ups, what is the

5 response to the audit findings, and this is one of the

6 cases where we think that the present request for t he

7 follow-up to the audit reports that they had last spring

8 is just unjustifiable. They were given the 37 audit

9 reports in March. They had the audits f eature. They

to didn't ask for the follow-ups or what the Q A people call

11 the full file responsive to the audit findings. They

12 have experts doing the searching, and I as told that

13 anybody would have known that there are follow-ups, that

14 it would have been the most obvious thing in the world

15 to have asked for the follow-ups to the audit reports

16 once they asked for the audit reports. They didn't do

17 that, and therefore there is really no excuse for having

18 to reproduce the second half of the package at this

19 point. That's really the position.

20 We have provided half of it. On the other

21 half, we think that that is a clear case of something

22 that should have been asked for earlier.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: The testimony, ar I read it --

| () 24 vell, let me back up. Where is the reference to the

25 follow-up to the audit reports in the testimony? I am

(
|

|
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Q not saying there has to be one, but if there is, I want1

2 to know where. Or is it that the County is keying the

3 request --

O
,

4 MR. DYNNER: There was no specific reference,

5 but the reason we asked for that here was because of,

6 thew implication that Appendix B is in fact being ;

7 carried out, and in Order 2, under the corrective action

8 criteria. One would therefore expect that there would

9 be follow-up documentation.

10

11

12

13
|

14

15

16

17

18 -

19

20

21

1

22

23

O 24

25

O
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i

|

() 1 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, I am not trying

'2 to gang up on Mr. Christman, but a number of times there

3 has been reference to the earlier discovery period back

4 in March and April.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: I think I have been most

6 ?uilty of those references, not Mr. Christman.

7 HR. LANPHERs Well, in this last case, and

8 it's not a quote, but he said it would have been obvious

9 to anyone going through the documents that were provided

10 in, I think it was, early April. My recollection is the

11 2nd to the 9th of April, or something. We did have
.

12 experts at the site.

13 JUDGE BRENNER4 I think there was even a

14 little extension or two as to some items after that.

15 But go ahead.

16 MR. LANPHER: The fact of the matter is, there

17 was extraordinarily little time to review the materials,

18 and the implication is left that there was time to
i

19 review the materials at the site, decide what to take -

20 and what further materials to ask.

21 We specifically asked in early April for an

22 extension of time beyond -- I forget the exact date. We

23 had a prehearing conference on the 13th and 14th, I

() 24 believe, of April. We asked for an extension of time to

25 have additional ability to review the QA materials that

O
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() 1 were provided. LILCO opposed that and you sustained

2 that position.

3 I just want to make clear the County's view

4 that it was not a simple matter of reviewing things and

5 identifying obvious follow-ups and asking for them.

6 There was not sufficient time in that discovery phase in

7 early April to do that.

I 8 HR. CHRISTHAN: Well, in that case what we're

9 doing is raarguing the failure or the request for an

10 extension of time. And I would not think that you would

11 vant to reconsider that now.

|
12 MR. LANPHERs That is not at all what we are

13 doing here. I think the implication of what LILCO's

O 14 counsel has been saying, that it was a simple matter to

15 obviously identify things d uring tha t time period --

16 taking the time period that was granted that we had, it

17 was not a simple matter in our view.

18 JUDGf BRENNERa I'm not sure this is what Mr. '

19 Christman meant, but what I will say is that it was a

| 20 simple matter to ask for follow-ups to audit reports, in

21 the sense that anybody who knows anything about QA knows

22 there are such follow-ups. If you are arguing that the

23 follow-ups were there but you didn 't have time to read

() 24 them, that's a different matter.

25 It doesn't pay to get into it too

O
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() 1 extensively. There is the further background that those

2 discovery periods were not fully justified in the

3 Board's mind at the time, but we permitted them to the

4 extent that we did anyway, over and above the previous

i 5 discovery that we thought should have taken place.

6 The point we are at today is, if we think the

7 discovery could have been asked earlier and we are
|

8 inclined to think that follow-up reports to these audits

9 could have been asked for earlier, what in the testimony

10 would give rise to trigger this request anew? And we

11 see very little, at least in the cited portion of the

12 testimony for these follow-ups.

13 On the other hand, to the extent it's going to

14 be. portinent to get into any of these audit reports,

15 ve're going to want the up-to-date follow-ups on them.

16 So those are the countervailing considerations.

| 17 I take it the follow-ups are all in separate

18 documents?

19 HR. CHRISTHANs Yes. One has something like

20 the following: You have an audit plan, you have an

21 audit report, you have the responses, you have a Stone E

22 Webster follow-up, assurance that the responses are

23 adequate, and other backup data.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: Is there a separate identified

25 follow-up for each audit report, or are they sometimes

O
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.

(} 1 combined and tracked for follow-up to the follow-up, and

2 so on?

3 MR. CHRISTMAN: I'm not sure exactly how they

O
4 are packaged, but the people talk about a file for each

5 audit report. So I suppose tha t they are in a packace

' 6 by audit reports.
i

7 JUDGE BRENNER: Some of the follow-ups might

8 be recent, is that correct?

9 NR. CHRISTNAN: Possibly.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Give us a moment.

11 (Board conferring.)

12 JUDGE BRENNER: We're going to deny the

13 request. The audit reports were a f ocus ea rlier. They

14 could have -- follow-ups could have and should have been

15 asked for then. The reference in this porticn of the

16 testimony at 167 through 169, and I guess carrying over

17 beyond tha t to the audit program, does not suffice to

18 give rise to a new request. '

19 The County has the audit reports. Presumably,

20 the value of the audit reports, the probative value will

21 vary, and there may be some items which the County wants

22 to follow up on. That may or may not be available on

23 cross-examination, depending on where the issue is

(]) 24 going. But that would be a subject that we direct the
|
1

25 parties to discuss, and the result of those discussions,

l
i
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(]) 1 might be that some of the follow-up reports should be

2 turned over to facilitate efficiency later.

3 In addition, where the follow-ups are new they

4 should definitely be turned over where they relate to

5 one of the reports tha t the County is interested in.

6 Otherwise, we're not requiring LILCO now to go through

7 them and turn over all those that are new. But as part

8 of the discussions, when the County indicates particular

9 ones that they are interested in following up on, we are

10 urging that the parties -- that the County be given

11 access to it for efficiency in the case of the

12 particular follow-ups being new since the discovery

13 period. And our urging is a requirement.

14 But LILCO on its own does not have to go

15 through to identify new follow-ups at this time, because

16 we are not aware of a previous request which has to be

17 seasonally updated by LILCO on its own under the rules.

18 38. Is part of this one resolved?

19 MR. CHRISTMANs Yes, sir. For what reason I

20 can't now fathom, we agreed to turn over the

21 surveillance reports. So that is resolved.

22 I think the second one ought te be resolved,

23 too, because of the following. The follow-ups are

() 24 called C AR 's o r corrective action requests. All CAR's

25 were put out for the County to discover in the spring. s<

f
.
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(]) 1 The County copied a number of them. The County has a

2 copy of the log of CAR's, also taken away in that

3 discovery. And it seems to me that that should end
Oi

4 number 38.

5 JUDGE BRENNERs I guess I'll ask the County if

6 they agree.

7 MR. DYNNER: Yes, we heard. And no, we don't

8 agree. That is to say, I guess . I should make a

9 statement.for the record with respect to this and other

10 matters that the Boa rd has ruled upon today. To

11 reiterate from the written material that we submitted,

12 it's the County's position that the Clinton case which

13 is cited in our memorandum controls the disposition of

14 and. issuance of subpoenas and, as we read the case,

15 provides that the fact that documents were not requested

16 during discovery in no way precludes the right of a

17 party by subpoena to get those documents later on.

18 Secondly, that within the confines of the -

|

19 subpoena rule in the Clinton case as we read it, the

20 test is that to the extent that the Board requests us to

21 show relevance we have to show relevance, and we believe

22 tha t we have.

23 Secondly, that the issue by which the subpoena

() 24 documents can be denied is that they are unduly

25 burdensome. We don't feel that LILCO has made very much

'
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() 1 of a c se that any of the documents that have been

2 rejected would be unduly burdensome to provide --

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me interject for a

4 moment. I understand what you are saying, and we can

5 come back to it at the end, and in fact we will, because

6 I want to come back to it at the end. But you are not

7 relating your general statement'now to item 38, are

8 you?

9 MR. DYNNER: What prompted my digression into

10 this area was again the focus, Judge Brenner, of the'

11 issue about whether or not we could have obtained the

12 discrepancy reports during discovery. And my response

13 to that can only be at this point, as Mr. Lanpher having

O *

14 made his statement, that we 're going under the subpoena

15 ruling, as we, read the rule, what the tests are. And

16 the tests in fact have been met insofar as the documents

17 that we have requested.

18 JUDGE BRENNER - I'm sorry to interrupt, but I -

19 don't think Mr. Christaan' argued that you shouldn't have
!

20 them because you had or should have.had access earlier.

21 I think he believes that you do ha ve the documents.

22 Let's find out if that'+ cotcect or not.

23 Mr . Chri v* uu n c ,s that right? Do you think

j () 24 they have the docuwentst

25 MR. CHRISTMAN All of them were made i

O
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({} 1 available to them. They copied a good many of them.

2 They have a copy of the log which tells what ones are

3 available. I can't represent that they copied every

4 single one of them. They could ha ve , but I don 't know

5 how many of them the y took away. I am told they took

6 away lots.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: What are you still missing?

|
8 MR. DYNNER: We are interested in the CAR's

9 that relate to the specific surveillances that are I

10 referenced here. And again,to get back to the issue |

11 tha t we were trying to make in this regard, all of these

12 requests for Part B, we see them as enabling us to

13 prepare cross-examination in response to matters that

'

14 are referrad to and relied upon in the testimony.

15 The statement is made here that corrective

16 action is required. We would like to have access to see

! 17 whether in fact the CAR's that are relevant to these

18 particular surveillances did in fact take corrective -

19 action.

I 20 JUDGE BRENNER: So as to the 725 welding and

21 mechanical surveillances and the 450 electrical and

22 instrumentational surveillances referenced at page 176

23 of the testimony which you will be provided with, you

() 24 want the CAR's to each of those?

25 MR. DYNNER: That is correct, sir.

O
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(]) 1 JUDGE BRENNEas Do you know what you have

2 obtained from the previous discovery and the extent to

3 which you have the information that you seek?

4 MR. DYNNER4 Personally, I do not know at this

5 point. We could check into that. We should have

6 checked into it. But given, as you know, the time f rame

7 that we were working under in the negotiations, we

8 didn't. I can check and see, going through all the

9 CAR's that we have, whether and to what extent they fill

10 this.

11 Perhaps another, more efficient way to do this

12 for all parties would be that if these things are in

13 some kind of shape where the files that LILCO has have

14 the CAR's related to the specific surveillances in the

15 same place, it might be more efficient for everybody,

16 and if it is not too burdensome, for LILCO to supply us

17 with those documents rather than have us go back and

18 search through everything. -

19 In order to cut down on their work, maybe we

20 can ask them whether they would be able to do that.

21 JUDGE BRENNERa Well, LILCO believes that you

22 have the log. I infer that the log would be a listing

23 identifying the CAR's by date or some such number.

() 24 MR. CHRISTMAN I think so.

25 JUDGE BRENNERs Do you have the log, Mr.

| }
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(]) 1 Dynner?

2 MR. DYNNER4 I'm trying to find out.

3 (Counsel for Suffolk County conferring.)

4 MR. DYNNERa I am told the answer must be

5 yes.

6 (Board conferring.)

7 JUDGE BRENNER: We're going to deny this one

| 8 as discovery that could have been had earlier. I have

9 not forgotten the comments you made as to why that is

to not the proper test, and we vill come back to it after.

11 However, in terms of your further discussions

12 -- well, it could have been had earlier and there's

13 no thing in the testimony that sharpens the focus as to

14 particular ones. It is somewhat astounding to be

15 requesting over a th ousand items this close to the time

16 of litigation of QA on the argument that that is the

17 efficient way to now be preparing to focus the case for

18 QA.

19 The testimony also focuses on a lesser number,

20 about 160 unsatisfactory items. Of course, the County

21 is entitled to disagree as to which items are

22 satisfactory and which ones are not. They should have

23 been focused on earlier.

() 24 To the extent that there are particular items
.

25 of importance, we urge the cooperation of the parties in

O
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() I terms of efficiency to make the protective action

2 requests available, as to some of those, because if we

3 hear about particular ones that look like they are

4 problems we will be interested in the up to date

5 sta tus.

6 Cross-examination on something like this is

7 not going to proceed by having the witness list each of

8 the items and then the CAR content.

9 I have a note that 39 through 45 are resolved

10 on the basis that LILCO will produce the documents

11 requested. Is that correct?

12 MR. CH RISTM A N : Yes. 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,

13 and 45 are all settled. I think that's wha t you said.

O' 14 Most of those were the subject of discovery last spring,

15 but for some reason we will provide th o se .

16 JUDGE BRENNER: I think the reason is that

17 you've got particular identified reports referenced in

.
18 the testimony.

!
19 MR. CHRISTMAN: That was probably my'

20 reasoning.

21 I want to make a correction on 45.

| 22 JUDGE BRENNER: It might have been our ruling,

23 given that it was not your ruling.

( 24 MR. CHRISTMAN: The correction on 45, two

25 corrections. In my pleading I said we will provide the

(

,
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() 1 three reports. That is an artifact of the renumbering

2 that occurred Friday afternoon. The answer is there are

3 no reports. Earlier I had indicated in a letter that no

4 reports are prepared in this program. That is

5 misleading, too. There will be reports at some time,

6 but there simply are none now. So there are no

7 documents, and that is the answer to 45.

8 JUDGE BRENNER Okay. Did the County know

9 that? I guess they know it now.

10 MR. CHRISTMANs They know it now. What I said

11 in my letter was that no reports are prepared, and that

12 was just a misunderstanding of my meaning. They have

13 just not prepared any in that program yet.

(} 14 HR. DYNNERs I wonder if we could, in the

15 interest of efficiency and not coming back to you, see

16 whether we can reach agreement that we can get those

17 reports as they are issued.
|

| 18 HR. CHRISTMAN4 I don't think so. I really
|

|
| 19 don't know -- well, I hate to agree without checking
|

20 with the client, to tell you the truth. The answer was,

21 in this round of discovery, was that we don't have any

22 documents. That's the only problem.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Why don't you discuss it. Is

() 24 it the kind of report that might come up in the cross

25 anyway, as a report that might be available through the

f')
'% J
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() 1 witness?

2 The reason I started at 45 is, 46, there may

3 be no dispute, but I'm not sure if the County agrees

4 with LILCO.

5 MR. CHRISTMANs I'm not sure, either. Let me

6 explain. That's in the operating section, the opera ting,

(
7 QA. The fact of the matter is there aren't very many

8 trend reports of~the operating QA organization. They

9 have only done a couple for the startup. That is a

10 prospective testimony about what they do during

11 operations.

12 We can provide those, roughly two reports of

13 the operating QA organization on their trends, if that

14 will make this go away.

15 MR. DYNNER: The question that we had I guess

16 is, is there also an analysis which is referred to, or

17 are there merely trends, or are they one and the same?

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Christman?

19 MR. CHRISTMAN: It is an analysis of the -

20 report on trends. I'm not sure I understand the

21 question. A trend is not a document, and the analysis

21 of the trend would be a document, a report on that.

I 23 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes. But is there such a

() 24 report? You say there are only two reports?

25 MR. CHRISTMAN: A couple, I think.

O
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(]) 1 JUDGE BRENNER: Are these reports or are these

2 reports of trends of other reports?

3 HR. CHRISTMAN I suppose they are trends in

O
4 nonconformances or whatever, whatever the basic unit is

5 of devia tions or tha t sort of thing.

6 NR. DYNNER: Th e testimony seems to indicate

l
7 that there may be two documents: A, an analysis of'

8 safety-related nonconformance reports; and B, trends

9 which are reported to LILCO.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: It's not clear, the second

11 sentence of the second paragraph on 241.

12 HR. CHRISTHANs There are going to be

13 nonconformance reports, and then wha t we ' re talking

14 about here is the analysis of the trends. Now, I think

15 we're talking about the report on the trends, not the

16 basic nonconformance reports.

17 HR. DYNNER: No. What I said was, the

18 analysis, document A, the analysis of the nonconformance

19 ' reports is what we asked for, not the nonconformance

20 reports themselves, but the analysis of the
|
|

21 nonconformance reports; and B, the report of the trends

22 to LILCO management.

23 It is ambiguous here as to whether there arm

() 24 two or more or the same.

25 JUDGE BRENNERs All right, I'm going to leave
|
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(]) 1 parties to discuss this before I get f urther conf used.

2 There obviously aren't very many reports dealing with
:

j 3 the operational 0A of this nature.

( 4 MR. CHRISTMAN If there is a basic analysis
[

l

5 of the trends and if they generate a report to
,

l
I 6 management based on those, I think I can produce those.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. You are going to

8 produce what exists which formed the basis of that

9 sentence, regardless of how we describe them; is that

10 correct?

11 MR. CHRISTMANs Yes, the operating --

12 JUDGE BRENNERt I have a note that 47 is

13 resolved.

'

14 _ MR. CHRISTMANs That's right.

15 JUDGE BRENNERa Okay, that completes the

16 rulings.

17 We've discussed the argument that we should

18 not have looked at the argument as to whether material

19 could have been asked for earlier by discovery because

20 they are now being requested by subpoena. Putting aside

21 whether or not the subpoena provision is applicable for

22 documents of a party -- and I put that aside because I

23 don 't think it is material to get into whether you need

() 24 a subpoena to compel production of the documents in

25 order to enforce a previous order, which is one area --

,
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[]} of a previous discovery order to turn over documents,1

2 which is one area where a subpoena might lie or a

3 subpoena duces tecum to require even a party to bring

O
4 documents to a deposition or something of that nature.

5 There may well be instances where you would

6 issue a subpoena against a party. There may not be. I

7 used to know this at one time and I have not gone back

8 through it again under the Federal Rules as adapted in

9 our practice.

10 However, even if that 's the case, that is that

11 there may be instances when a subpoena is the

12 a pp ropriate mechanism to enforce an order against a

13 party, you cannot read the subpoena provision to allow

() 14 discovery at a date out of time to previously arranged

15 discovery orders. Otherwise, any time we had a previous

16 discovery schedule which is past the party can then come

17 in and say, well, I.want all these documents that could

18 have been asked for by discovery, by route of a -

19 subpoena, because the previous schedule applied to

20 discovery.

21 And if we accepted your argument, that would

| 22 be the result of that argument, not academically but as

23 applied to this situation. And tha t's why we think it'

!

(]) 24 is most material to take a look at whether these items

25 could have been requested earlier. And when applying

O
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(]} 1 that test, we were liberal and would have been liberal

2 with some of these that LILCO agreed to turn over, had

3 we had to rule, where there were particular references

():

4 in the testimony to a particular report. That would

5 have been enough of a new focus'. To assist the Coun ty 's

6 cross-examination, we would have insisted that it be

7 turned over, even though the same documents could have

8 been asked for earlier on discovery.

9 Where we ruled against the County on the basis

10 that material could have been requested on discovery,

11 they were aaterials that formed background materials for

12 the testimony, rather than particular probative points

13 made from particular reports, such as the audit reports

( 14 from which the witness concluded a statement was made,
,

15 and so on. That is the distinction that we attempted to

16 draw.

17 I think resort to our particular rulings are

'
18 more instructive on that point than the brief, not fully

19 articulate statement that I make on it now. But

20 n o twith sta nd ing the argument that you are proceeding by

21 ' route of a request for a subpoena, that is the reason we
1

22 believe it pertinent to look at whether the material
|

! 23 could have been requested by discovery.

() 24 Incidentally, I have a recollection -- and

25 this wasn't f oc used on -- in other words, the request

O
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| () 1 was for a subpoena, I believe, but why they went that
i
' 2 procedural route, as opposed to saying there should be

3 new discovery, I'm not sure. But I do have a

| 4 recollection that the computer material.being requested
|

| 5 was not the utility's, but it was ra ther a non-party

6 consultant to the utility.

7 Whether or not the consultant would have been

8 a sufficient agent to the utility, such that normal

|
9 discovery through the utility should have lied, ra the r

10 than need for a subpoena, is a matter I need not get

11 into here.

12 All right. We have to discuss dates. In

13 terms of turning over the material, is the 31st a good

O 14 day?

15 MR. CHRISTMANs It's fine for me.
,

16 JUDGE BRENNER: I think that's a reasonable

17 date, since today is the 24th. If you want to file a

18 brief on work product, we would want to receive it early

19 Monday, unless that is totally unfeasible.

20 MR. CHRISTMAN: No, that is plenty

21 reasonable. I was afraid you were going to say Friday.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: No. I thought you might want

23 some time to put it together, and we wouldn 't be able to

() 24 focus on it until first thing Monday morning in any

25 event. We would want to be able to devote time to it on

O
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(]) 1 Monday, so we would want it very early on Monday.

2 Is that all? If you're not going to file it,

3 you might want to let us know on Friday through whatever

4 counsel is present.

5 MR. DYNNER Judge Brenner, I assume that the

! 6 County will have an opportunity to respond to any such

i
! 7 brief.

8 JUDGE BRENNERs I assume. I had not thought

9 of it, but you are correct. If we are disposed to grant

to it, we would not do that without requiring a response.

11 Let me put it that way.

12 And if we want a response I suppose we will

13 have to at.. for it. We will ask whatever counsel is

14 present for the County Tuesday morning to propose a

15 rapid date thereafter for an oral or written response.

{'
16 Let's wait and see whether there is a brief and, if so,

; 17 what it says, and maybe we can focus. The County
!

18 certainly will have the benefit of being here on the

19 record as to what part of it most interests us and so

20 on.
,

!

21 I think we have completed this item. I

| 22 sometimes wonder if this really is the most efficient
|

23 way. It's not the most efficient way for the Board, but

() 24 it gives us the benefit, when we are dealing with cold

25 papers and when we don't have a good handle on what the

(

i
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1

[}
subject of the request is, of getting the benefit of

2 further views of counsel, and that's why we do it this

3 way.

O 4 We will take a break. A re the witnesses

5 present? We would like to proceed with the testimony,

6 n o t with standing the late hour, unless there is something

7 else we should be doing or could be doing.

8 MR. LANPHER: .The County's witness -- we are

9 going to offer only Mr. Minor to sponsor the County's

10 testimony. He was the primary author. Mr. Hubbard is

11 unavailable, but Mr. Minor is here and it will just take

12 us a few minutes. He is downstairs.

13 JUDGE BRENNERs Incidentally, we are not going

() 14 to put the County on, the County witness on, right at

15 first with LILCO and Staff witnesses, in recognition of

16 the points suggested by Judge Carpenter and made in the

17 County's letter to us, if you want to stay with that

18 view.

19 If on your own you have thought about it and

20 decided it is okay to put the witness on, we won't

21 object. However, we may take advantage of, as suggested

22 by the County's letter, of putting the witnesses

23 together later on in the examination, after the initial

1

(]} 24 rounds.

25 MR. LANPHER Fine. I would like more than a

)
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1 ten-minute break. I don't know if their witnesses are

2 there.

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, assuming we break we

O
4 vill break until 4:00 o' clock.

5 JUDGE CARPENTER: I just wanted to state on

6 the record, I thank the response and the cooperativeness

7 of the County. I want to thank you for your complete

8 response and your cooperativeness in agreeing to allow

9 us to do it if we thought it was desirable.
.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. If there's nothing

11 else, we will break until 4:00 o' clock.

12 (At 3:40 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to

13 reconvene at 4:00 p.m. the same day.)

O 14

15

16

17

18 -

19

20

21

| 22

23

! O 24

|

25

O
i
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{]) 1 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, we are ready to

2 proceed.

3 I guess my recollection is that Mr. Kreps, Mr.

O
4 Rigert and Dr. Rossi have all been previously sworn.

5 Would the others please stand, now, and raise

6 their right hand.

7 MR. EARLEY: Judge, as I mentioned to you on

( 8 the break, you have been handed a copy of a stipulation

9 regarding one piece of Subsection (a) of Suffolk County

10 27, SOC 3, and Part K of that contention. The

11 stipulation is signed by three of the four parties. SOC

12 has indicated to me, and I think also to the County,

13 that they would be satisfied when the County was

14 satisfied with both this stipulation and the resolution

15 of concerns that I think we will have for you by the end

16 of the day today.

17 So we will forward the original for signature,

18 and when we have all the pa rties' signatures on it, we

19 vill send it to you.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, fine.
|

21 Let's see what we have with respect to all of

i 22 them by tomorrow. Perhaps we will bind in what we have
|

23 tomorrow, just have the substance of it close to the'

() 24 testimony if the signature is not arranged.

25 We will wait and see where we are when we

O
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1 complete the litigation of it.

2 MR. EARLEYa We will try to get the signatures

3 done by tomorrow.

4 Whereupon,

5 JERRY MAUCK,

6 JOSEPH BARON

7 JOHN SCHNITT,

8 called as witnesses, having been duly sworn by the

9 presiding officer, were examined and testified as

10 follows:

11 and Whereupon,

| 12 JOHN KREPS,

13 JOHN RIGERT,

O 14 CHARLES ROSSI,

15 recalled as witnesses, having previously duly sworn,

16 were further examined and testified as follows:

17 DIRECT EXAMINATION

! 18 BY MR. EARLEY:
!

I 19 0 Dr. Baron, would you please state your name
|

20 and organization that you are with, please?

21 A (WITNESS BARON) My name is Joseph Baron. I

22 am employed by Stone and Webster Engineering
t

|

23 Corporation, Boston, Massachusetts.

24 Q Mr. Rigert, would you state your name and

25 o rg aniza tion , please?

O
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() 1 A (WITNESS RIGERT) My name is John Rigert. I

2 am employed by Long Island Lighting Company, Hicksville,

3 New York.

4 0 And Mr. Schmitt, would you state your name and

5 o rga niza tion , please?

6 A (WITNESS SCHMITT) My name is John Schmitt. I

7 an employed by Long Island Lighting Company at the

8 Shoreham Nuclear Power Station.

9 Q And Mr. Kreps, would you state your name and

10 organiza tion , plea se ?

11 A (WITNESS KREPS) My name is John Kreps. I am

12 employed by EDS, Incorporated at the Shoreham Nuclear

13 Power Station.

14 Q Gentlemen, do.you have in front of you a

15 document entitled Testimony of John Rigert for the Long

16 Island Lighting Company on Suffolk County Contention 27
,

'

17 and Shoreham Opponents Coalition, Contention 3,

18 Regulatory Guide 1.97 that consists of 21 pages,

19 including M r. Rigert 's prof essional qualifications?

| 20 A (WITNESS KREPS) Yes.
|

21 A (WITNESS SCHNITT) Yes.

! 22 A (WITNESS RIGERT) Yes.

23 A (WITNESS BARON) Yes.

() 24 Q And Mr. Schmitt and Dr. Ba ron, do you have in

25 front of you documents entitled Prof essiona l

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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() 1 Qualifications of John Schmitt and Joseph S. Baron

2 respectively in front of you?

3 A (WITNESS BARON) Yes.

O
4 A (WITNESS SCHMITT) Yes.

5 Q Mr. Kreps, your professional qualifications

6 have been previously entered on the - record in this

7 proceeding and modified slightly, haven't they? ,

8 A (WITNESS KREPS) Yes.

9 0 Er. Rigert, that document on.the testimony of

10 Suffolk County 27, do you have any corrections to that

11 testimony?

12 A (WITNESS RIGERT) Yes, there are three

13 corrections. On page 3 in the second line of the answer

14 to Question 5, delete the reference.to "(Exhibit 1.)"

15 On page 8, in the tenth line of the answer to

16 Question 10, delete "the levels of noble gases," and

17 insert in its place "radia tion dose rate and the

18 concentration of." -

19 JUDGE BRENNER: I 'm sorry, Mr. Rigert. Would
,

1

20 you give me that one again?

21 WITNESS RIGERT: On page 8, in the tenth line

22 of the ansver to Question.10, delete "the levels of

23 noble gases," and insert in its place " radiation and

() 24 dose rate and the concentration of."

25 BY MR. EARLEY: (Resuming)

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 0 Mr. Schmitt, do you have any corrections to

2 your professional qualifications?

3 A (WITNESS SCHMITT) Yes, I do. I have one

O
4 correction. On page 1 of my pnofessional

5 qualifications, on line 13, af ter the words "from the

6 University of Michigan in 1974," add the words "and

7 became a certified health physicist in 1982."

8 0 Gentlemen, as corrected, is that testimony and

9 are those professional qualifications true and correct

10 to the best of your knowledge?

11 A (WITNESS KREPS) Yes.

12 A (WITNESS SCHMITT) Yes.

13 A (WITNESS RIGERT) Yes.

( 14 A (WITNESS BARON) Yes.

15 MR. EARLEY: Judge, I now move into evidence

16 testimony of Mr. Rigert on Suffolk County Contention 27

17 and SOC Contention 3 and the professional qualifications

18 of Dr. Baron and Mr. Schmitt. -
;

|

19 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. I take it the
i
'

20 corrections were made also on the copy being bound?

21 MR. EARLEY: The corrections have been made on

22 the copy to be bound.

23 JUDGE BRENNER4 In the absence of objection,

(])( 24 those documents will be admitted into evidence and bound

25 into the record.

C),

|
t
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1 (The documents referred to, Testimony of John

2 Rigert on Suffolk County Contention 27 and SOC

3 Contention 3, and the professional qualifications of

O 4 Joseph Baron and John Schmitt follows)

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

O u

15

16

17

18 -

19

20

21

22

l 23

O 24

25

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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' ' UNITED STATES OF AMERICA '-

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

O In the Matter of )
)

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 (OL)
).

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

TESTIMONY OF JOHN RIGERT FOR THE LONG ISLAND LIGHTING
COMPANY ON SUFFOLK COUNTY CONTENTION 27 AND SHOREHAM

OPPONENTS COALITION CONTENTION 3 -- REGULATORY GUIDE 1.97

Purpose

Regulatory Guide 1.97 lists categories of instrumentation

I needed during and following an accident. SC and SOC allege

that Shoreham will not comply with this regulatory guide in

| that it is deficient in eleven instrument categories. This

testimony describes LILCO's position with regard to these ele-
ven instrumentation categories. It shows that Shoreham will

have ample instrumentation to monitor plant and environmental

l conditions during and following an accident. Specifically, for

each instrumentation category:

(1) LILCO will have instrumentation that meets Regulatory
Guide 1.97 installed prior to fuel load; or

O

(
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(2) LILCO will have instrumentation that meets Regulatory

Guide 1.97 installed by the implementation date in the

regulatory guide (June 1983) (In the interim, other |

|O instrument tion w111 verror essenti 111 the same ru=c-
tion as the new instrumentation); or

(3) LILCO will not install the instrumentation because it
is unnecessary since other instrumentation accomplishes

|

the same purpose.

I

'

Related Contentions

SC 28(a)(iii)/ SOC 7A(3) -- Iodine Monitoring

SC 3/ SOC 8 -- Inadequate Core Cooling

(

O

|

O
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() UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

In the Matter of )
)

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 (OL)
)

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

TESTIMONY OF JOHN RIGERT FOR THE LONG ISLAND LIGHTING
COMPANY ON SUFFOLK COUNTY CONTENTION 27 AND SHOREHAM

OPPONENTS COALITION CONTENTION 3 -- REGULATORY GUIDE 1.97
.

I 1. Q. Please state your name and business address.

O A. My name is John A. Rigert. My business address is Long

Island Lighting Co., 175 East Old Country Road,

Hicksville, New York.

2. Q. What is your position with LILCO?

A. I am employed by LILCO as the Section Head of the

Systems Engineering Section of the Nuclear Engineering

Department and serve as the Lead Nuclear Systems

Engineer for the Shoreham Project. I have held this

position since October, 1978.

O
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i 3. Q. Please state your professional qualifications. -

A. My resume, which appears on pages 20-21, summarizes my

professional qualifications. Throughout my career I

have been involved in instrumentation from both the

operations and the design viewpoint. I have been an

active member of the BWR Owners' Group Regulatory Guide

1.97 Committee since its establishment in April 1981.

I have also been involved in LILCO's evaluation of the
Shoreham plant as it relates to Regulatory Guide 1.97.

4. Q. Would you please summarize the issue involved in these

contentions?

A. SC Contention 27 and SOC Contention 3 are identical

( contentions. They allege that Shoreham does not comply

with Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, "Instrumen-,

tation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to

Assess Plant Environs Conditions During and Following

an Accident." Specifically these contentions claim

that Shoreham is deficient in eleven areas:

(a) Radiation Exposure Rate Monitoring;

(b) Radioactivity Concentration or Radiation Level in

Circulating Primary Coolant;

(c) Continuous On-Line Monitoring of Halogen in

Effluent;

() (d) Secondary Containment Area Radiation Monitor;

(e) Reactor Coolant System Soluble Boron Concentration;

(

-2-
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(f) Analysis of Primary Coolant (Gamma Spectrum);i

(g) Drywell Spray Flow and Suppression Chamber Spray
,

Flow;

O (h) Standby Liquid Control System Flow;

(1) Plant and Environment Radiation Monitoring;

(j) Post Accident Sampling Capability; and

(k) BWR Core Thermocouples.

5. Q. Please explain LILCO's position with regard to

Regulatory Guide 1.97.

A. As stated in the introduction to Regulatory Guide 1.97,

Revision 2 ' Exhibit 1), "this guide describes a method

acceptable to the NRC staff for complying with the

( Commission's regulations to provide instrumentation to

O monitor plant variables and systems during and follow-
t

| ing an accident in a light-water-cooled nuclear power

plant." Of course, regulatory guides are not binding;

they are just one acceptable means of complying with

the NRC's regulations. Moreover, according to the reg-

ulatory guide, its provisions need not be implemented

until June 1983 except where an earlier date is estab-

lished by NUREG-0737 and the Commission's Memorandum

and Order (CLI-80-21). LILCO, both individually and as

a member of the BWR Owners' Group, has compared the

O
-3-
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Shoreham plant design to the regulatory guide to

determine whether the functional requirements described

for particular instruments are met. And while LILCO's

position on the regulatory guide has not been submitted i

to the NRC Staff for review, the Company's intent with

regard to the eleven items raised in this contention is

set out in this testimony. As will be explained in ,

detail below, with regard to some of the eleven items,

LILCO either has or is in the process of complying with

Regulatory Guide 1.97. In other instances, LILCO and

the BWR Owners' Group Regulatory Guide 1.97 Committee 1/

have identified a number of variables that have mar-

ginal or no benefit, or are not feasible. Thus, LILCO

( .

does not intend to install them. The purpose to be(}t

served by these instruments, however, is met by instru-

mentation other than that specified in the regulatory

guide. It should be noted that in each instance where
LILCO does not intend to install instrumentation, the

need for such instrumentation is still under review by

the BWR Owners' Group Regulatory Guide 1.97 Committee.

1/ The BWR Owners' Group is comprised of all domestic BWR
utilities as well as several foreign BWR utilities. The
group sponsors generic studies and evaluations on issues
relevant to BWR plants. The Regulatory Guide 1.97
Committee is performing a comprehensive review of this

. () regulatory guide.l

-4-
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LILCO plans to reassess its position when the BWR |

Owners'_ Group review is complete.

[}
(a) ' Radiation Exposure Rate Monitoring

6. Q. Mr. Rigert, please discuss each of the eleven cate-

gories of instruments raised.in these contentions indi-

vidually. We will take them in the order they appear

in the contentions. Where in Regulatory Guide 1.97 do

radiation exposure rate monitoring instruments appear?

A. The radiation exposure ra*4e monitors referenced in the

contention appear in three places in the regulatory

guide. On page 1.97-10, radiation exposure rate moni-

tors are listed as a Type C variable for the purpose of

}
indiciating a breach in the primary containment. They

also appear in the listing of Type E variables for the

purpose of detection and monitoring of significant ra-

dioactive releases into buildings to which access may
"

be needed (page 1.97-13) and for verification and moni-

toring of releases in fixed locations outside the plant

(page 1.97-14).

7. Q. What is a radiation exposure rate monitor?

A. A radiation exposure rate monitor is designed to mea-

sure the ambient rate of radiation exposure, in units

O
-5-
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( of roentgen /hr (usually equivalent to rem /hr), at a

given location due to all gamma sources. This includes

direct radiation emitted from equipment containing ra-

O dioactive substances, such as piping, tanks, and the

primary containment, airborne radioactive gases, and

airborne particulate matter.

8. Q. Does LILCO intend to install radiation exposure rate

monitors to detect a breach in the primary containment?

A. No. Using local radiation exposure rate monitors to
\

detect breach or leakage through primary containment

penetrations and hatches is ineffective and unneces-

sary. In general, radiation exposure rate in the sec-

ondary containment will be a function of radioactivity

in the water and steam flowing in ECCS piping and the

primary containment.< This radioactivity would cause

direct radiation shine on the area monitors. Thus, it

would be difficult, if n,ot impossible, to determine
whether increased radiation levels were the result of

| increased radioactivity within the primary system or a

breach of containment.
-

Containment leakage or breach is best determined by

noble gas effluent monitors. These monitors distin-
i

(} guish the airborne radioactivity sources from sources

-s-
(

<
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such as direct radiation from piping. Since any breach
,

in containment will be characterized by an increase in

airborne activity, these monitors are the most appro-
,

priate ones for breach detection. Shoreham has noble

gas effluent monitors installed that meet Regulatory

Guide 1.97.

9. Q. Does LILCO intend to install radiation exposure rate
!

monitors to detect and monitor radioactive releasesj

into buildings to which access is needed?

A. No. Access is not required to any area of the secon-

dary containment to operate equipment in a post-

accident situation. Thus, it is not necessary to know

| exact radiation levels in the secondary containment.

('

The operator will be alerted to the high radiation

levels by the normal area radiation monitors which may

be at the high end of their range. When accessibility

is reestablished in the long term, it would be done by
i

a combination of portable radiation survey instruments

and use of the post-accident sampling system. The

post-accident sampling system would allow sampling the

primary and secondary containment atmosphere at various

locations as well as the primary coolant. Also, as

radiation levels decrease, the low range radiation

() monitors may be available for use.

( 7--
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10. Q. And does LILCO intend to install radiation exposure
.

rate monitors at locations outside the plant?

A. No. Implementation of this parameter is being deferred

pending additional guidelines and a revised implementa-

tion date which are to be developed by the NRC in ac-

cordance with their July 1981 Errata to Regulatory

Guide 1.97.

LILCO plans to monitor offsite radiation levels in two

ways:

(a) Field teams will use high volume air samplers, G-M

detectors, ion chambers and swipe surveys to deter-

minefthe-level-s-o/oSs (de and CMCentrabod of
rul1Qisod c

f-noble ;2:00, iodines and par-

( ticulates.
!

(b) As part of our Radiological Environmental'

Monitoring Program (REMP), LILCO will measure inte-

grated radiation doses with thermolumenescent dosi-

meters and air particulate and iodine monitors.

These instruments are located both onsite and
offsite in sectors centering on the station vent.

(b) Radioactivity Concentration
or Radiation Level in Circulating

Primary Coolant

11. Q. Where in Regulatory Guide 1.97 is the instrumentation

for measuring concentration or radiation level in the

circulating primary coolant found?

k
-8-
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A. On page 1.97-9, instrumentation of this sort is in-

,

cluded as a Type C variable to detect a cladding

breach.

O
12. Q. Does LILCO intend to install instrumentation as speci-

fled in Regulatory Guide 1.97 to monitor radioactivity

concentration or radiation level in the circulating
'

primary coolant.

A. No. But Shoreham already has main steam line and

off-gas radiation monitors that will detect a cladding

breach. These monitors can be used as long as the main

steam isolation valves (MSIV) remain open. After MSIV

closure, the containment high range radiation monitors

and the containment hydrogen monitors provide an indi-
,

cation of clad failure. Both of these types of moni-

tors meet Regulatory Guide 1.97. As will be explained

later, LILCO is also installing a Post Accident

Sampling System that can be used to detect clad fail-
l

I ure.

1 (c) Continuous On-Line Monitoring
of Halogen in Effluent

13. Q. What does Regulatory Guide 1.97 recommend for contin-

uous on-line monitoring of halogens?

A. There are two Type E variables listed in Regulatory

O
-9-
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Guide 1.97 concerning halogen monitoring. The first

.

(page 1.97-14) calls for monitoring halogens from all

plant release points. It should be noted that this

does not require continuous monitoring but rather con-

tinuous sampling with the capability to analyze the

samples. The second (also page 1.97-14) deals with

portable radiohalogen and particulate monitors.

14. Q. Does Shoreham have the capability to sample all plant

release points for halogens?

A. Yes. The Shoreham design includes sample filter appar-

atus in the station vent and the reactor building

standby ventilation system exhaust for the collection

( of radioactive halogen samples. These samplers meet

Regulatory Guide 1.97. The samples can be analyzed in

the on-site laboratory facilities. A detailed discus-

sion of the location of halogen sampling capability for

Shoreham is contained in the testimony of John Schmitt
|

| on Suffolk County Contention 28(a)(iii) and SOC

Contention 7A(3) on iodine monitoring.

l

15. Q. And will Shoreham have portable radiohalogen monitors

available?

| A. Yes. LILCO has available portable radiohalogen moni-
|

tors that meet Regulatory Guide 1.97.

-10-
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(d) Secondary Containment
Area Radiation Monitor

16. Q. Where are secondary containment area radiation monitors

() found in Regulatory Guide 1.97?

A. On page 1.97-13, secondary contaiment (or reactor

building) area radiation monitors.are included as a

Type E variable. The purpose of these instruments is

to detect and monitor significant releases of radioac-

tivity from the primary containment.

17. Q. Does Shoreham have secondary containment area radiation

monitors of the type suggested by this regulatory

guide?

A. Although Shoreham does have low range area radiation

) monitors, LILCO does not intend to install high range

monitors of the type included in this regulatory guide.

Area radiation monitors are fixed location radiation

exposure rate monitors. As explained in response to

question 8 above, an area radiation monitor is not

effective in detecting and assessing primary contain-

ment releases. Radioactive releases to the secondary

containment are more appropriately monitored by measur-

ing noble gas in the effluent. Long term surveillance

will be accomplished by using the Post Accident

Sampling System, health physics surveys, and existing
)

area and effluent monitors.

(
-11-
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(e) Reactor Coolant System
Soluble Boron Concentration

18. Q. What does Regulatory Guide 1.97 recommend with regard

() to monitoring reactor coolant system soluble boron con-

centration?

A. Reactor coolant system boron concentration is listed as

a Type B variable on page 1.97-8. The purpose of the

instrumentation is to verify that sufficient boron is

present in the reactor coolant in the unlikely event

that boron is needed to keep the reactor shut down.
,

19. Q. Does Shoreham have the capability to monitor soluble

boron concentration?

A. LILCO intends to install an analyzer capable of measur-

) ing soluble boron concentration by June 1983. The ana-

lyzer will comply with Regulatory Guide 1.97.

20. Q. In the time period between fuel load and June 1983, how

would boron in the primary coolant be monitored?

A. First, it it is extremely unlikely that boron would

ever have to be used to keep Shoreham shut down. Thus,

the likelihood that boron would be needed during the

short period in question is remote. Second, as discus-

sed in the answer to question 26 below, there are in-

struments available to monitor the injection of boron

O
; -12-
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into the core. Once the boron is injected the operator

,

would closely monitor neutron power level to ensure the

reactor remains shut down. Any indication of critica-

O lity would prompt the operator to inject more boron.

Finally, boron concentration can be measured using spe-

cial sampling procedures and on-site laboratory equip-

ment.
!

(f) Analysis of Primary Coolant
(Gamma Spectrum)

21. Q. What does Regulatory Guide 1.97 recommend in the way of

analysis of the primary coclant gamma spectrum?

A. On page 1.97-9, analysis of the primary coolant gamma

spectrum is included as a Type C variable. It is in-

() tended to provide information related to the nature and

extent of fuel damage.

22. Q. Does Shoreham have the capability to perform an ana-

lysis of the primary coolant gamma spectrum?

A. LILCO has purchased a multichannel analyzer that meets

Regulatory Guide 1.97. It will be installed in the

Post Accident Sampling System before fuel load. The

analysis will be conducted by extracting a sample of
reactor coolant from the Post Accident Sampling System

in a grab sample flask. The flask is then put into the

O
-13-
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sample cave of the computerized multichannel analyzer

in the Post Accident Sample building where it is analy-

zed for specific isotopes.

O
(g) Drywell Spray Flow and

Suppression Chamber Spray Flow

23. Q. What does Regulatory Guide 1.97 recommend with regard

to drywell spray flow and suppression chamber spray

flow indication?

A. On page 1.97-11, these two parameters are included as

Type D variables to monitor the operation of the con-

tainment sprays.

24. Q. Are these two variables monitored at Shoreham?
I Shoreham does not have instruments to monitor drywellA.

)i and suppression chamber spray flow directly, but there
are other instruments available to provide equivalent

information. The primary function of the drywell and

suppression chamber sprays is to control containment

pressure and temperature. Both of these parameters are

monitored directly. The spray flow is provided by the

RHR system by manually aligning motor operated RHR

valves from the control room. The operator does have

direct indication of RHR flow and can check the posi-

tions of RHR system valves. Thus, the operator can

(i

-14-
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monitor containment spray by observing that the system
I

has been properly lined up and by checking RHR system |

flow. He can further confirm operation by monitoring

containment pressure and temperature.

(h) Standby Liquid Control System Flow

25. Q. What does Regulatory Guide 1.97 have to say about moni-

toring standby liquid control system flow?

A. On page 1.97-12, standby liquid control system flow is

included as a Type D variable. Its purpose is to moni-

tor the operation of the standby liquid control system.

26. Q. Does Shoreham have a standby liquid control system flow

( meter?
O
\/ A. No. Monitoring of the standby liquid control system

'

(SLCS) can be adequately done using existing instrumen-

tation. SLCS pump operation can be verified by observ-

ing the pump status lights and pump discharge pressure.

The flow path to the reactor can be checked by looking

at the squib continstity lights for the squib (injec-

tion) valves and by verifying decreasing SLCS tank

level. Finally, system operation can be verified by

observing a reduction in reactor power on the neutron

monitoring system. All of these indications are

(
-15-
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presently available to the operator in the control room

i

at, or near, the SLCS portion of the main control

panel.

(1) Plant and Environment
Radiation Monitoring

27. Q. What does Regulatory Guide 1.97 recommend with respect

to plant and environment radiation monitoring?

A. Plant and environment radiation monitoring is listed on

page 1.97-14 as a Type E variable. It recommends port-

able instrumentation to assess levels of beta and gamma

radiation.

28. Q. Does Shoreham have portable radiation monitoring equip-

( ment of the sort contemplated in the regulatory guide?

A. LILCO has determined that portable radiation monitoring

equipment of the type required by the regulatory guide

is commercially available. This equipment will be pro-

cu ed by June-1983.

29. Q. Between the time the plant loads fuel and June 1983,

will portable radiation monitoring equipment be avail-

able?

A. LILCO already has available portable radiation monitor-

ing equipment. The range of this equipment is lower

than that specified in the regulatory guide. The

k
'
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highest range monitor that LILCO now has goes up toi

1000 R/hr. The regulatory guide specifies a range of

10,000 R/hr. It should be noted that LILCO does not

O believe that portable monitors would ever be used in

fields up to the 1000 R/hr range of existing equipment.

There doesn't seem to be any reason to have equipment

with even higher ranges.

(j) Post Accident Sampling Capability

30. Q. What does Regulatory Guide 1.97 recommend with respect

to post accident sampling capability?

A. On page 1.97-15, the post accident sampling capability

is set out under the Type E variables. It recommends

- having the ability to take specified liquid and atmos-

pheric samples and to analyze the samples on-site for

specified parameters.

31. Q. Does LILCO have the post accident sampling capability

specified in Regulatory Guide 1.977

A. LILCO is in the process of building a Post Accident

Sampling System. The system and its building are dis-*

cussed in FSAR section II.B.3. This facility will be

completed prior to fuel load. The Post Accident

Sampling System will meet Regulatory Guide 1.97 in all

respects except one. It will not have the sump

-17-
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sampling capability described in footnote 17 on pagei

l.97-15 of the guide. The containment semps are isola-'

ted by an accident signal and will, therefore, not col-

O lect any water that is highly contaminated due to fuel

failure. The ECCS pump room (reactor building secon-

dary containment) sump pumps are de-energized upon re-

ceipt of an accident signal. Excess water is pumped

back to the suppression pool by a special leakage re-

turn pump.

(k) BWR Core Thermocouples

32. Q. What does Regulatory Guide 1.97 recommend with respect

to core thermocouples?

( A. On page 1.97-8, BWR core thermocouples are included in

O the regulatory guide as a Type B variable.

33. Q. Does LILCO intend to install BWR core thermocouples?

A. No. The issue of BWR core thermocouples is treated in

|
depth in LILCO's testimony concerning SC Contention 3

and SOC Contention 8.

|

'
Summary

34. Q. Mr. Rigert, please summarize your testimony.

A. LILCO intends to install instrumentation that accompli-
j

shes the purposes set out in Regulatory Guide 1.97 for

O
-18-
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the eleven categories covered by this contention.4

It

will De done by either installing instruments that meet
the regulatory guide or by having other instrumentation

available that accomplishes the same function as that
listed in the regulatory guide.

.

U

,
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JOHN A. RIGERT

Section Head, Nuclear Systems Engineering Section
Long

O Island Lighting Company

My name is John A. Rigert..

My business address is Long Island

Lighting Company, 175 East Old Country Road, Hicksville, New
York.

I am the Section Head of the Systems Engineering Section
of the Nuclear Engineering Department. I have held this posi-
tion since October, 1978. My responsibilities include the re-
view and approval of the technical aspects of nuclear and rad-

waste systems engineering and the performance of special stu-

dies relating to nuclear and radwaste system design and per-
'S formance. In addition, I will provide technical support for-)

modifications and improvements during nuclear plant operation.

I received my Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering degree from

Pratt Institute in 1970 and my Master of Science degree in

Nuclear Engineering from Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn in
June 1976.

I have completed courses in GE BWR systems and sim-

ulator training, Westinghouse PWR systems training and other
subjects related to nuclear power.

I am a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

O and am a registered Professional Engineer in the State of New
York.

k
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I have been employed by LILCO since June 1970.
In the period

from June 1970 to February 1972, I held the position of assis-

tant engineer in the Gas Production and Operations Department
.

Then, from February 1972 to August 1976, I held the positions
of associate engineer and engineer in the Power Engineering
Department.

I was responsible for various assignments related
to Shoreham, Jamesport, Northport 3 & 4 and other projects with
emphasis on mechanical and electronic instrumentation and con-
trols, demineralizers and water treatment.

In the period from August 1976 to October 1978, I held the po-
sition of Nuclear Systems Test Engineer in the Shoreham Startup
organization.

I was responsible for procedure preparation,
flushing,

testing and other activities on the following sys-i

tems: control rod drive, reactor core isolation cooling,
standby liquid control,

refueling and reactor vessel servicing,
fuel pool cooling and cleanup and other miscellaneous systems|

.

|

)
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS I-

-

!

Joseph S. Baron !

1

Power Engineer, Nuclear Engineering Group

S'IONE & UEBSTER ENGINEERING CORPORATION

O
*

t:y name is Joseph Daron. My business address is 245 Summer

Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02107. 'I am employed by Stone & -

Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) as a Power Engineer and have

held this position since January 1973. In this capacity I am cur-

rently responsible for the radiation monitoring system for the

Shoreham Nuclear Power Station - Unit 1 Project.

I was awarded a Bachelor of Science degree in chemical engin-

sering in 1966, dual Master of Science degrees in chemical a'nd nuc-

lear engineering in 1968, and a P,h.D. in nuclear engineering in'1971,

( ) all by Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
*

Prior to joining SWEC in August 1971, I worked as a part-time

Assistant Process Engineer for Diamond Shamrock Company in Cleveland,.,

Ohio. I was responsible for the' evaluation of chemical kinetics data,

development of a workable kinetics model for use in the design of a - '

production chemical reactor and design of scrubbing towers. Later as

a Research Associate with Argonne National Laboratory, I established

the setup and calibration of an analytical system for the determination
.

of impurities in sodium. Next, with Oak Ridge National Laboratory as "'

a Research Associate (August 1967 - February 1968), I was res'ponsible

(]) for the design of an accurate method of determining, the thermal flux

history of the irradiation cavity of the high flux isotope reactor,

i

'
.,
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for feasibility and kinetic studies in the use of amines as de-

hydrating agents in the microsphere production step of the Sol-Gel

process; analysis of the electrical charge distribution in a metallic

Ocorosoirandpreparationofreactorphysicsdataforuseinan
cconomic evaluation of a high temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR).

From February 1968 - August 1971 I was involved in resident study*

1

towards my master and doctorate degrees.

Upon joining SWEC in August 1971 as an Engineer in the Nuclear

Division, I functioned as an Assistant Supervisor in charge of the

dasign and development of light water reactor (LWR) radioactive waste

oystems as well as consultant in the phenomenon of ion exchange. In

this capacity, I interacted with technical staff members involved in

other plant systems in an effort to minimize potential radioactive

releases. I su.ervised the simulation group which developed computer

( models for the operation of radioactive waste systems and for plant
|

| effluent releases, both stnady state and transient. On assignment.to *

Coston Edison Pilgrim Project, I participated in the conceptual de-

volopment of alternate radioactive waste processing capability. I

was also involved in the evaluation of the existing equipment, and

cystems to determine the long-term viability. Another activity con-

carned determination and development of various accident scenarios
|

| for the liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) prototype project.
|

| On the Wisconsin Utilities Project as Principal Nuclear Engineer

(February 1978 - July 1979) I was responsible.for all nuclear steam

()cupplysystem(NSSS) interfaces and the design of systems in the

reactor pection of the plant. I participated in the development of

|

.
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oito opscific potential cccident esquences. On temporcry ansignment

to Virginia Electric and Power Company's Surry project, I assisted in.

coordinating the proposed primary coolant hot magnetic filter retrofit,

which was not installed. *

As Principal Nuclear Engineer on the SWEC 3ponsored Reference |

|
Nuclear Power Plant (July 1979 - May 1980), I ensured that systems i

'

designs within the reactor portion of the plant met applicable interface

criteria,for the various pressurized water reactor (PWR) NSSS vendors

end developed generic systems descriptions. I participated in the

design and development of the concept of the Independent Fuel Storage

'

Fccility.

Later, as Lead Nuclear Process Engineer on the Nuclear Power

Company, Ltd. (NPC), Project (April 1980 - May 1981), I was responsible

for the development of the Civil Demonstration Fast Reactor Cover Gas

System design. Additionally, I co,ordinated design and structural
|

2ctivities for the NPC efforts within the London and Boston offices.
*

I was also responsible for developing an economical and efficient

method of clean the reactor coolant of a boiling water reactor following
t

(
an inadvertent injection of sodium pentoborate. .iAiconstraint was'

using existing plant equipment. This involved simulation of the

various operations to determine the rate limiting step; the development

and sequencing of the process to minimize the impact of this step was

an integral part of the study for Toyo Engineering, Japan.

Additionally, I was engaged in development of the conceptual

process demigh for a coal slurry dewater$ng and storage facility.

(]hlthoughagenericdesignwasbeingdeveloped,specificapplication
was for the Nevada Power and Light Company.

, (

|

|
:
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Since assigned as a Power Engineer on the Shoreham Nuclear

Power Station - Unit 1 (SNPS-1) Project (May 1981), I am responsible

for securing a workable and calibrated radiation monitoring system.

( }' I am a Registered Professional Engineer in Massachusetts and a

member of the following technical societies: The American Institute

of Chemical Engineers, the American Nuclear Society, The American

Nuclear Society's Standards Groups developing design criteria for

Gaseous and Liquid Radioactive Waste Systems for Light Water Reactors,

Sigma Xi - Honorary Research Society, Tau Beta Pi - Honorary Engineerinc

Society and Phi Lambda Upsilon - Honorary Chemical Society.

Publications include " Upper-Bound Cost / Benefit Analysis under

Appendix I for a Hypothetical Pressurized Water Reactor," J.S. Baron
,

and R.M. Vanasse, presented at the ANS Toronto meeting in June 1976;
'

and " Treatment of Liquid Wastes," Chapter 6, Nuclear Power Waste

Technology, J.S. Baron and B.V. Coplan, ASME (1978).
_
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

John F. Schmitt

Radiochemistry Engineer

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY

O
My name is John F. Schmitt. I am the Radiochemistry Engineer

of the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, a position I have held since

January 1975. As such, I am responsible for developing and imple-

menting the chemistry, radiochemistry and effluent monitoring pro-

gram for Shoreham. This includes, among other things, directing all

work related to conducting the chemical and radiochemical analyses

and treatments of plant process systems; detecting and controlling

environmental releases; implementing the ALARA policy for these re-

leases; and preparing records and reports of chemical surveys.

() I graduated from Manhattan College in 1966 with a Bachelor of

Science degree in chemistry and received a Master of Science degr'ee

in Environmental Health Science, specializing in Radiological Health
and become o. Gui>Ged HeoRh fliscst m inx

(Health Physics), from the University of Michigan in 1974. I completed
3

E the General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Chemistry Course in

November 1975. I have also completed many industry seminars and

traning programs, including:

a) Radiation Protection - LILCO Evening Institute

b) Radiation Protection Workshops - General Electric
Company

c) BWR Chemistry Training - General Electric Company
f'\

d) Health Physics Review - Rockwell International

e) Accelerated Health Physics Instruction - NUS

I
|
,
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f) Accelerated Nuclear Plant Chemistry Instruction -
NUS

g) Health Physics Review - Brookhaven National Labs

h) Environmental Radiation Surveillance - Harvard
School of Public Health

( i) Radioactive Waste Management for Nuclear Power
Reactors - ASME/ University of Virginia

j) Post Accident Sampling Workshops - Sentry Equipment,
EPRI

k) Control of Plant Radiation Fields - EPRI, General
Electric Compan"

1) Atomic Absorption / Atomic Emission Spectrometry -
Instrumentation Labs

m) Gamma Spectrometer Operation - Canberra Industries

I started work for the Long Island Lighting Company in 1966

as an Assistant Engineer at the Far Rockaway Power Station. I took

a military leave of absence from 1967-1972 to serve as an officer

( ) in the U.S. Air Force. Returning to LILCO in 1972, I was an Associate

Engineer at the Glenwood Power Station. From 1973 until assuming my

present position in 1975, I was assigned to the staff of the Shoreham

Nuclear Power Station as an Associate Engineer and Plant Engineer.

During this time, I studied health physics at the University of

Michigan and received training .at the AEC's Savannah River Plant and

Commonwealth Edison's Dresden Nuclear Power Station.

I am a member of the New York Chapter of the Health Physics
i

|

Society, Power Reactor Health Physicists, and the Long Island Chapter

of the American Nuclear Society.

i
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1 BY MR. EARLEY: (Resuming)

2 0 Mr. Ricert, would you please summarize your |

3 testimony?

O-

4 A (WITNESS RIGERT) Yes. Because a number of

5 the parts of this contention have been resolved, my

6 summary will address only the outstanding issues, Parts

7 A, D,G, and H.

8 Parts A and D of this testimony involve the

9 provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.97 dealing wi th a re a

10 radiation monitors outside the primary containment. The

11 Regulatory Guide calls for the installation of high

12 range area radiation monitors to detect and assess

13 leakage from the primary containment following an

14 accident and to provide long term surveillance. Our

15 testimony shows that an aren radiation monitoring system

16 of the type included in the Regulatory Guide is not a

17 practical way to accomplish the desired purposes. The

18 testimony shows that Shoreham has alternative -

19 instrumentation that can detect and assess radioactive

20 leakage from the primary containment. These instruments

21 include the noble gas effluent monitors and the

22 post-accident sampling system.

23 The post-accident sampling system can provide

() 24 information about the radioactivity concentration in the

25 reactor coolant and suppression coolant water and

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. 0.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345

1
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(]) 1 airborne radiation levels in the primary and secondary

2 containment atmosphere. Detailed radiation surveys will

3 be conducted using . portable radiation monitoring-

4 equipment.

5 Part G of the testimony shows that Shoreham

6 has adequate instrumentation to monitor drywell and

7 suppression chamber spray flow. The RHR system which

8 supplies the spray flow has direct flow indications in

9 the control room. The operator has indication of the

10 spray flow valve position and can monitor containment

11 temperature and pressure.

12 Part H of the testimony shows that Shoreham
,

;

13 has adequate instrumentation to monitor SLCS system

14 flow. The operator has available pump running lights

15 and pump discharge pressure. He also can verify that

16 the squib valves have fired, that SLCS tank level is

17 decreasing, and that reactor power is decreasing.

18 That's the end of my summary. '

19 NR. EARLEY: Judge, this panel is ready for

| 20 cross examination.
1

21 JUDGE BRENNER: S taf f ?

22 BY MR. BLACKS

23 0 Nr. Rossi,.would you state your name and

() 24 position with the NRC for the record, please?

25 A (WITNESS ROSSI) My name is Charles Rossi, and

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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() 1 I as a section leader in the instrumentation and control

2 systems branch of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in

3 Bethesda, Maryland.

4 Q Mr. Mauck, could you state your name and |

|
!5 position with the NRC for the record, please?

6 A (WITNESS MAUCK) My name is Jerry Mauck, and I

7 an an electrical engineer in the Instrumentation and

8 Control Systems Branch for the NRC at Bethesda,

9 Maryland.

10 0 Mr. Mauck, do you have a document-before you

11 entitled NRC Staff Testimony of Jerry L. Mauck on

12 Instrumentation for Post-accident Monitoring?

13 A (WITNESS MAUCK) Yes, I do.
,

14 0 Is your statement of professional

i 15 qualifications attached to it?

16 A (WITNESS MAUCK) Yes, it is.

17 0 Do you have any additions to the testimony or

18 the professional qualifications statement? -

19 A (WITNESS MAUCK) No, I don't.

20 Q Do you adopt it as your testimony in this

21 proceeding?

22 A (WITNESS MAUCK) Yes, I do.

23 0 Mr. Rossi, do you.have a document before you

() 24 entitled NRC Staff Reply Testimony of Charles E. Rossi

25 and Jerry L. Mauck on Instrumentation for Post-accident

(:) -

i

ALDERSON REPCRTING COMPANY,INC,

| 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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() 1 Monitoring?

2 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Yes, I do.

3 Q Does that testimony also include a statement,

4 of professional qualifications for you?

5 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Yes, it does.

6 0 Do you have any corrections to that

7 testimony?

8 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Yes, I do. On page 6, in the

9 answer to Question No. 7, in line 3 of the answer,

to strike out the words " plant -- neither f or any

11 licensed," and replace those words with the word

12 " operating." In the following line, insert the word

13 " operating" between "under" and " licensing," and change

' 14 the word " licensing" to the word " license." In line No.

15 5 of that same answer' to Question No. 7, insert --

16 strike out the word " licensing" and insert the words

17 " operating license."

18 So those first five sentences would now read: '

19 "It should be understood that the Staff has not

20 completed review of the response to Regulatory Guide

21 1.97 Rev. 2 for any operating plant, nor for any plant

22 under operating license. review. The Shoreham plant, as

23 vell as other plants f or which the operating license

() 24 review has been completed ," and then the rest continues

25 as in the prefiled testimony.

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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() 1 0 Does this testimony also contain attachments?

2 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Yes, it does.
'

3 O Could you identify those attachments for the

4 record, please?

5 A (WITNESS ROSSI) The first attachment is a

6 memorandum from William J. Dircks, Executive Director

7 f or Operations, f rom Samuel J. Chilk, Secre tary, and it

8 is dated July 20, 1982, and the subject is " Staff

9 Requirements - Affirmation Session, 11:50 a.m., Friday,

10 July 16, 1982, Commissioners Conference Room, D.C.

11 Office (Open to Public Attendance)."

12 Following that is an enclosure A entitled

13 " Insert to SECY 82-111 Report." Following that is

14 ar.other enclosure, which I believe is enclosure B,

15 although the "B" seems to de left off my copy, and it is

16 entitled "An Emergency Response Capability."

17 Following that is enclosure C, entitled

18 " Statement of Policy; Further Commission Guidance on
|

19 Emergency Response Capability." -

20 Following that is a document with the number

| 21 SECY 82-111, dated March 11, 1982, which is for the

22 Commissioners from William J. Dircks, Executive Director

23 for Operations, and the subject is " Requirements for

() 24 Emergency Response Capability." And there is an

25 enclosure to that dated March 10, 1982, entitled "NRC

(

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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(]) 1 Staff Recommendations on the Requirements for Emergency

2 Response Capability."

3 Ihen following that is the statement of my

O
' 4 professional qualifications.

5 Q As corrected by you, does this testimony,

6 including the attachments, constitute your testimony in

7 this proceeding? , Is it true and correct to ithe best of

| 8 your knowledge? .

9 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Yes, it does.

10 MR. BLACKt Mr. Chairman, with that we would

11 like to move to incorporate this testimony, these two

12 pieces of testimony, into the record as if read. And at

13 this time also, we would like to incorporate section 7.5

14 of the SER, which we have not previously submitted to

15 the Board, but we indicated is the applicable SER

16 section. And I believe that we have also, although I

17 may be mistaken about this, but I believe we had also

18 incorporated into the record the NRC Staff motion to

19 supplement the witness panel on each of these

20 contentions. But if that is not a requirement, then I

21 am not prepared -- I don 't need to do that.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: Don't worry about that. Don't

23 worry about the motion at this point. I don't recall if

() 24 we bound it in or not, if we heard a particular argument

25 on it.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

|~ 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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O ' " 11- the au tiric tiaa i= tt caea to it- i=

2 it not?

3 MR. BLACK The q ualifications are also
-

4 attached to his testimony.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We don't have to

6 have the motion in in this instance, then. It would

7 assist us, obviously. not at. this moment, to have

8 photocopies of the excerpts from the SER portions before

9 each contention in the future, and I would like the

10 Staff to do that. That way each of the Board members

11 can have it in before a particular markup as related to

12 the particular contention and we can bind it in with the

13 testimony also. I don 't know if you have it available

14 for this one.

15 MR. BLACKS I have it available for you.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We will, in the

17 absence of objection, admit the two pieces of testimony

18 and attachments as identified into evidence, and also

19 bind in as a last item the identified section 7.5 of the

20 SER, the whole document of which has previously been

21 pisced in evidence. I will bind this section in at this

22 point for convenience, along with the testimony.

23 (The documents referred to follow)

24

25

0
.

ALDERSON REPORTING CO*APANY,INC.
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LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY Docket NO. 50-322
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OUTLINE OF TESTIMONY

This testimony addressed Suffolk County Contention 27 and Shoreham
O ..

Opponents Coalition Contention 3 on post-accident monitoring

instrumentation and Shoreham's compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.97,

Revision 2.
.

Regulatory Guide 1.91, Revision 2 provides guidance for establishing

the criteria for design and qualification categories for post-accident

monitoring instrumentation. To date the Regulatory Guide has not yet

been implemented and, accordingly, licensees and applicants have not

been required to address it. The Applicant will be expected to comply

.ith the Regulatory Guide when it is implemented. This means that all

the recommended instruments of the Guide will be required in the design

O uniess the appiiceet other ise she s thet tne design meets NaC technicei

requirements.

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

p BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARDV . -

In the Matter of

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY Docket NO. 50-322
) (OL)

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF ' JERRY L. MAUCK
ON SC CONTENTION 27 AND S0C CONTENTION 3

Q. Please state your name and position with the NRC.4

A. My name is Jerry L. Mauck. I am employed by the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission as a Reactor Engineer in the Instrumentation and
O Control Systems Branch of the Division of Systems Integration. A copy of

my professional qualifications is attached.

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?
_

A. The purpose of this testimony is to respond to Suffolk County

(SC) Contention 27 and Shoreham Opponents Coalition (SOC) Contention 3, <

which state: c

The recent Revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.97,
" Instrumentation for Light-Water Cooled Nuclear
Power Plants to Assess Plant Environs Conditions
During and Following an Accident" details needed
devices and qualifications of instruments. -
Shoreham is deficient in the following areas:

O (e) aedietioa exPoeure aete "oaitoria9 (tte= 18
Table 1; Items 20 and 41, Table 2);

(b) Radioactivity Concentration or Radiation Level
in Circulating Primary Coolant (Item 11, Table 1;
Item 14, Table 2);

.
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(c) Continuous On-Line Monitoring of Halogen in
Effluent (Item 39, Table 1; Item 43, Table 2);

d) Secondary Containment Area Radiation Monitor
Item 36, Table 1; Item 17, Table 2);

O
(e) Reactor Coolant System Soluble Boron
Concentration (Item 3, Table 1; Item 4, Table 2);

(f) nalysis of Primary Coolant (Gamma Spectrum)
(Item 12, Table 1; Item 15, Table 2);

(g) Drywell Spray Flow and Suppression Chamber
Spray Flow (Items 21 and 24, Table 1; Items 23 and
23A, Table 2); .

(h) Standby Liquid Control System Flow (Item 28,
Table 1; Item 37, Table 2); .

(i) Plant and Environment Radiation Monitoring
(Item 40, Table 1; Item 45, Table 2);

(j) Post-Accident Sampling Capability (Item 42,
Table 1; Item 47, Table 2); and

p (k) BWR Core Thermocouples (Item 5; Table 1;
v Item 13, Table 2).

Q. What is the purpose of Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 27

A. Regulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for Light-Water Cooled -

Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During and

Following an Accident" was published during December 1980. This guide

describes a method acceptable to the NRC Staff for complying with the

Commission's regulations to provide instrumentation to monitor plant

variables and systems during and following an accident in a light-water

cooled nuclear power plant. The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

has been consulted concerning this guide and has concurred in.the
OV regulatory position.

Q. What are the requirements specified in Regulatory Guide 1.97,

Revision 27

.

- - __ - - a
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A. Regulatory Guides, by definition, comprise guidance rather than

requirements. Reg. Guides present prudent criteria for methods that are

acceptable to the NRC Staff for complying with the Commission's

O regulations. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, provides guidance for '

design and qualification criteria for the instrumentation used to measure

the various variables listed in this Regulatory Guide. These criteria

are separated into three groups or categories that provide a graded

approach to qualification of instrumentation depending on the importance
~

to safety of the measurement of a specific variable. Category 1 provides
'

the most stringent criteria and is intended for key variables.

Category 2 provides less stringent criteria and generally applies to
.

instrumentation designated for indicating system operating status.

Category 3 is intended to provide criteria that will ensure that high
OV commercial grade quality is obtained and applies to background diagnostic

instrumentation.

Q. To date, have licensees and applicants been required by the -

S ff to address Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2?

A. Licensees and applicants have not, to date, been required to

aadress this Regulatory Guide. The Staff is currently reviewing the

schedule for implementing Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, for all

plants -- both operating plants and plants to be licensed in the near

future. The applicant will be required to meet this schedule when it is
|

defined.
O

l V Q. What is the status of the Shoreham plant concerning Regulatory

Guide 1.97, Revision 2?

.

-
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A. The Shoreham Applicant has not fonnally submitted design

information with regard to Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2. Therefore,

the Staff has not reviewed the degree to which Shoreham will comply with
O "-Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2. The Applicant's expected compliance

with Regulatory. Guide 1.97, Revision 2. is discussed in the SER related

to the operation of Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit No.1

(NUREG-0420, Section 7.5) dated April 1981. It is our position that

either all the recommended instruments of the Guide should b'e included in

the design or that a technical justification should be provided for any
'

instrument not included. A Staff evaluation of the Applicant's

instruments and technical justifications will be issued upon submittal

of an acceptable design.

Q. What is your conclusion?

A. SC Contention 27 and S0C Contention 3 are inappropriate at

this time. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2 has not yet been

implemented. When the Reg. Guide is implemented, the Shoreham plant -

will be required to meet it, or show how it otherwise meets NRC

| technical requirements in this area.
*

|

*
|

1
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JERRY L. MAUCK -

DIVISION OF SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
.

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'

.- '

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

I have been with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission since September 1980. I

am a Reactor Engineer (Instrumentation) in the Instrumentation and Control Systems

Branch, Division of Systems Integration, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

I serve as a reviewer in the area of nuclear power plant instrumentation and

control systems in performing and coordinating reviews and evaluations of those

portions of the applications for Contruction Permits and Operating Licenses and

'submittals regarding proposed modifications in licensed nuclear power plants for

O which the branch has responsibility to assure public health and safety and pro-
U

tection of the environment. I serve as project leader and coordinator of other

reviewers for the resolution of highly complex technical issues and licensing
_

problems and provide technical assistance and authoritative advice in the areas

relating to the safety aspects of reactor plant instrumentation and control sys-
"

tems and ccmponents.
c

I received a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from Virginia

Tech University in 1967. Additional graduate studies were subsequently performed

at George Washington University where I received a Masters of Science degree in

O Engineering Administration. Other educational background includes: CFC Instru-

mentation School,1968; Interdata Computer School,1972; Hewlett Packard Computer

School,1978; Boiling Water Reactor Technology - NRC sponsored - 1980; Boiling

Water Reactor Simulator School - NRC sponsored - 1981; Pressurized Water Reactor

Simulator Technology - NRC sponsored - 1982.
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From 1967 tt, .380 I was employed by the Naval Ship Research ano Development Cen-

ter (David W. Taylor Model Basin) as an Electronic Engineer with such duties as

specifying, processing, and operating highly sophisticated instrumentation sys--
'

tems for use during naval ship trials (conventional and nuclear powered).
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COP 911SSION

." BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY Docket No. 50-322

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station
Unit 1)

.

NRC STAFF REPLY TESTIMONY OF CHARLES E. ROSSI AND
O. JERRY L. MAUCK ON INSTRUMENTATION FOR POST-ACCIDENT MONITORING

(SCCONTENTION27)
(SOC CONTENTION 3)

'

.
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_
OUTLINE OF TESTIMONY ,

1

Concurrent with the filing of Staff's original testimony on

SC 27/ SOC 3, Applicant purported in its testimony to show compliance with

Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2, or to provide justifications for ap-

propriate alternates. Subsequently, the Commission approved Staff's

proposal regarding implementation of Emergency Response Capability in-

cluding the Regulatory Guide in question. Staff is unable to state

at present whether Applicant is in compliance with the Regulatory Guide.

The Staff's review at Shoreham will follow the guidance approved by the

Cummission. Such review may be after the beginning of plant operation.

However, it is the Staff's position that Shoreham can, in the interim,

be operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

.

O
-

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA-

NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0milSSION

O
.

,BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the M'atter of

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322
) (OL)

(ShorehamNuclearPowerStation
Unit 1)

NRC STAFF REPLY TESTIMONY OF CHARLES E. ROSSI AND
JERRY L. MAUCK ON INSTRUMENTATION FOR POST-ACCIDENT MONITORING

1.Q Please state your names and positions with the NRC.

1.A My name is Jerry L. Mauck. I am employed by the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Corr',ission as a Reactor Engineer in the

Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch (ICSB) of the

Division of Systems Integration (DSI). A copy of my

professional qualifications is attached to the original Staff

testimony filed in response to SC Contention 27 and SOC

Contention 3.

A. My name is Charles E. Rossi, I am employed by the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission as a Section Leader in ICSB, DSI. A copy

Q of my professional qualifications is attached.
.

.

2.Q Please state the sections of the Shoreham SER and supplements
'

which are relevant to SC 27/ SOC 3.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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2.A Regulatory Gpide 1.97, Rev. 2 is discussed in Section 7.5 of

the Shoreham SER dated April,1981. However, it should be

O . acted thet some 4tems reiated to this coetention. SC 27/ soc 3 ,

i appear in Chapter ?? of the Shoreham Supplemental SER's due

to their inclusion in NUREG-0737.

3.Q please state the background events which lead to the
,

preparation of this reply testimony.

3.A In May of this year the Staff filed testimony responding to

the contentions in question which stated that:

1. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2 has not yet
been implemented and, accordingly, licensees
and applicants have not yet been required to
address it.

O 2. The Shoreham applicant will be expected to
comply with the Regulatory Guide or to
provide appropriate technical justifications
for any alternatives when the Regulatory
Guide is implemented.

Concurrent with the filing of the above-referenced Staff

testimony, the Applicant also filed testimony in response to

the contentions. The Applicant's testimony, among other things,
,

purported to show compliance with the intent of Regulatory

Guide 1.97, Rev. 2.

Subsequent to the filing of the above referenced testimonies,

the Commission considered the Staff's proposed requirements for

emergency response capability (including requirements for post ,'
accident monitoring) contained in SECY-82-111, " Requirements

'

_ _
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for Emergency Response Capability" dated March 11, 1982. The

Commission approved SECY-82-111 on July 16, 1982. The Staff

O . wes informed of the Co-ission's decision in a memorandum from ,

5 Samuel J. Chilk dated July 20, 1982. Copies of these

documents, which are attached, were served on the Board and

parties on July 27, 1982.

On July 30, 1982, the Board at Tr. 8551-53, requested the

Staff to address several matters set out below.

4.Q Are you prepared to state whether or not the Applicant meets the

guidelines set out in Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev.2?

4.A No. There is not sufficient information available at the

present time for the Staff to make a decision on the ultimate

acceptability of the Applicant's position with respect to the

specific items listed in SC Contention 27 and S0C Contention 3.

Before a proper review can be made, additional details with

regard to instrument ranges, locations, power supplies, design
'

criteria, and qualification criteria will be necessary (see

i page 14 of the enclosure to SECY-82-111). Furthermore, it

would be imprudent of the Staff to make piecemeal decisions
!

with respect to Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2 on one specific

| plant, which might set a precedent for other plants, without

O benefit of a careful, orderly review. ,
,

.

9
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5.Q Please state.how the Staff plans to review Shoreham for

compliance with the Regulatory Guide in question.

O 5.A. The Steff piens to perform an audit review of the Shoreham -

. plant, to ascertain conformance with R.G. 1.97, Rev. 2, in'

conjunction with the Staff's review of emergency response

capability. This audit review is not a prerequisite for

implementation of R.G. 1.97, Rev. 2 (see page 14 of the

enclosuretoSECY82-111). As noted above, proposed require-

ments were sent to the Commission in SECY-82-111, " Requirements

for Emergency Response Capability," March 11, 1982. The

Commission has approved SECY-82-111 subject to modifications.

The Staff was informed of the Comission's decision by memorandum,

S. Chilk to W. Dircks, " Staff Requirements - Affimation Session

" July 20, 1982. Enclosure C to the July 20, 1982, memorandum. . . ,

is a " Statement of Policy: Further Commission Guidance on

Emergency Response Capability". This statement clearly relates

(page 2) the applicability of SECY-82-111 to operating license

proceedings including implementation schedules.

The schedule for implementing basic requirements for Emergency

Response Capability is shown on page 1 of the enclosure to

SECY-82-111. There it is stated that:

When the basic requirements for emergency

Q response capabilities and facilities are
finalized, they should be transmitted to'

.

licensees by a generic letter from NRR, *

promulgated to NRC Staff, and incorporated as
.

|

|

f
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regulatory requirements (e.g., in the Standard
Review Plan or by regulation or Order as '

appropriate). The letter to licensees should
request that licensees submit a proposed schedule

O for completing actions to comply with the basic |,
' requirements. Each licensee's proposed '

schedules would then be reviewed by the:
.

assigned NRC Project Manager, who would
discuss the subject with the licensee and
mutually agree on schedules and completion
dates. The implementation dates would then
be formalized into an enforceable document.

Use of existing documentation is addressed on pg. 3 of the

enclosure to SECY-82-111:

The NRC Staff recommends that the following
NUREG documents are intended to be used as
sources of guidance and information, and the
Regulatory Guides are to be considered as
guidance or as an acceptable approach to
meeting formal requirements. The items by
virtue of their inclusion in these documents
shall not be misconstrued as requirements to

O be 1evied oa 14ceasees or es $ariexib1e
criteria to be used by NRC Staff reviewers.

R.G.1.97 is included in the list of documents. Furthermore,

pages 13 and 14 of the enclosure to SECY-82-111 discuss im-
.

plementation of R.G. 1.97. Documentation and NRC Review is

addressed on pg. 14 where it is stated that:

_ Deviations from the guidance in Regulatory Guide
1.97 (Rev. 2) should be explicitly shown, and
supporting justification or alternatives should
be presented.

6.Q Is it possible that the review and implementation of

Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2, may not be completed prior

to the licensing of Shoreham?

6.A Yes. As provided for in SECY 82-111, the review is not a
,

*-

prerequisite for Applicant implementation of Regulatory Guide ~

1.97, Rev. 2 guidance. Further, the date of final

__ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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implementati.on as agreed upon between the Staff and the

Applicant will be formalized as provided in SECY 82-111.

. :
7.fL On what basis does the Staff propose to proceed with the

licensing of Shoreham in the absence of the completion of

a review of the Applicant's response to the Regulatory Guide?

7.A It should be understood that the Staff has not completed

review of the response to Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2

for any phr.t. f' ic ; Ue fe
*

- + v licensed plant nor for any

plant under i n ng review. The Shoreham plant, as well as
other plants for which thequabg hcewce

4

.ker.si,,g review has been
4

completed, was reviewed in accordance with the Standard Review

Plan to insure that sufficient indications are available forO
the operator to cope with Design Basis Events. In addition,

the Emergency Procedures for Shoreham at the time of initial

plant operation will make use only of the indications

available at that time. It should be noted that in addition

to indications needed to follow the course of design basis
'

events, Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2, recommends indications

(and ranges) for severe accident scenarios that may go beyond

the design basis events.

8.Q Please summarize the Staff's position with regard to the

contention in question. ,

,

8.A Although the Applicant has attempted to show compliance with ',

the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2, the Staff is

. _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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unable to st. ate whether the Applicant has in fact adequately

complied with the Regulatory Guide. It is unlikely that
,

O . complience cen be demoastrated prior to fiaai liceasia9 of |,

s, Shoreham. By Comission vote the Staff has been instructed to

use SECY-82-111 in implementation of Emergency Response Facilities.

- SECY-82-111 implementation includes the recommendations of R.G.

1.97, Rev. 2. The Staff has been instructed to be flexible in

the schedule and implementation of the provisions of R.G. 1.97,

Rev. 2, under the premise that an orderly, well planned effort

will result in greater safety than would a rapid, possibly

fragmented attempt to modify existing designs. The Staff's

position with respect to the specific items listed in SC 27/ SOC 3

is that the Shoreham plant can be operated without undue risk
O to the health and safety of the public until a Staff review and

decision is made with respect to the applicant's overall

compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2

!

!

O
'
.

.
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IN RESPONSE REFER
j',d rse 4

'a **

TO M820716UNITED $TATES -*

% I

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
3 - @ ) .1i W AS HIN GTON, D.C.20555 ACTION - NRR/IE/RES/ ELD

f
f * *

* D"L #8 Cys: Dircks* .

V * C % e# July 20, 1982 Rehm )
**** Stello '

CFFICE OF THE ~'
-

SECRETARY ,

'
MEMORANDUM FOR: William J. Dircks, Executive Director j

for Operations |"
,

. ,

I
- - Samuel J. Chilk,- SecretarFROM:

' -- SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - AFF M'? ION SESSION,'

11:50 A.M., ERIDAY, JULY t6 1982,
-

____' COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE R
M, DC OFFICE

(OPEN TO PUBLIC ATTENDANCE).
_.

111 - MihtTirements-for Emergency Response Capability.SECY-
.

The Commission, by a vote of 4-1* (Commissioner Gilinsky
disapproving) approved SECY-82-lll subject to the following:

1. The staff should provide an information paper which
responds to the ACRS' recommendations (May lef 1982
letter to the Chairman) for additional staff attention

A to energency operating procedures', the Safety Parameter
U Display System, and Control Room Design Reviews. (NRR), -

Item 8 on page 23 of the Enclosure to SECY 8'2-1112.
should be revised to read: "8. Staffed using Table 2.

(previous guidance approved by the Commission) as a

goal. Reasonable exceptions to goals for the number of I*

additional staff personnel and response times for their
arrival should be justified and will be considered by
NRC staff." (IE)

I 3. Add the following to the first paragraph on page 1 of
the enclosure to SECY 82-111:

.

- "It is also not intended that either the guidance
documents or the fundamental requirements'are to
be considered binding legal requirements at this
time. As indicated below,' however, the fundamental
requirements will be translated into binding legal
requirements in the manner specified."

O. Section 201 of the Energy Reorganization Act, 42 U.S.C. 35841,
*

provides that action of the Commission shall be determined by'

a " majority vote of the members present." Commissioner
Asselstine was not present when this item was affirmed, but

Commissionerhad previously indicated that he would approve.
Gilinsky was also not present when this item was affirmed,*

but had previously indicated that he would disapprove. Had-
Commissioners Gilinsky and Asselstine been present, they would
have affirmed their prior votes. Accordingly, the formal vote of
the Commission was 3-0 in favor of the decision.

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . ,_ _ _ - - _ _ _ . -

, :
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4. The statement under No. 1, on page 4 should be modified

so that the last sentence reads:
"While the NRC does not plan 'to impose additional - -

-

requirements on licensees rhgarding SPDS, the NRC will
work with the industry to assure the development of-

- . appropriate industry standards for SPDS systems. (NRR)
. . _ _

5, The descripEion provided to the ACRS.,on May 7, 1982 by .

___ Eugh Thompson on NRC intentions regarding control ' room''

design review-shoul d b.e . incorporated into SECY 82-111.
(See also Commissioner Ahearne's vote sheet of 6/10/82,"

-

-' and pages 4-5 of the attachments to it.) (NRR)

6. A statement referring to the need for operating crew
training to cover handling accident conditions both
with and without the SPDS should be included in the
enclosure to SECY 82-111. (NRR)

-

() 7. The enclosure to SECY-82-111 should be published as a
NUREG-0737 Supplement. You should make the. appropriate
modifications to the enclosure to make it suitable for
such publication. In particular, you need to include
the language proposed by OGC in their July 15, 1982
memorandum as modified in enclosure A. You also should
reflect that the document is Commission direction to*

licensees rather than a proposal for Commission review. (NRR)

8. Page 1 to the enclosure of SECY-82-lli should be modified
as attached (Enclosure B). (NRR)

9. The Commission has agreed that a Policy Statement be
issued reflecting the Commission's approval of the
enclosure to SECY-82-lli as a Supplement to NURIG-0737.
The proposed Policy Statement by OGC (July 15, 19 82

,

memorandum) should be revised a's attached (Enclosure C)-
with appropriate additional changes.to reflect that
SECY-82-lli is to be issued as a Supplement to NUREG-
0737'. (ELD)Q

10. NUREG-0696 should be revised, reviewgd by CRGR and
approved and issued as a Regulatory Guide. The Commission
should be advised of the progress and the final version
should be sent to the Commission for review (under
negative consent procedures) prior to issuance.

(2006 (SECY. Suspense: July 15, 19 83) -
(RES/IE)

-

.

O

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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O 11. Prior to sending 50.54 (f) letters to 1.icensees, you
should provide the Commission'with a draft for approval.

. (SECY Suspense: September 1,1982)
,

- . .s.. .
-

- ....

.. .
. . . . .

.

cc: Chairman Palladino
Commissioner Gilinsky - - ---

_.

- Commissioner Ahearne
'-Commissioner Roberts..

Commissioner Asselstine~

Commission' Staff Offices
ACRS
PDR (Advance) '

. DCS - 016 Phillips
*
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i~, ENCLOSURE A .*

* - --
.

.
.

e

t' Insert to SECY-82-lll Report
'

. .r . s
.

1
*

r

Add to page 2 of "NRC Staff Recommendations on the Requirements
for Emergency Response Capability" (Enclosure to SECY-82-lll) the

(]) following: -

.

The retommended requirements set forth in this document have
~

, , . ..
- . __.-

,

been re, viewed by the Codmission shd, at a meeting held June 21,

'1982, were approved by the Commission as appropriately clarifying
~

*

and providing greatur de^ tail with respect _to related TMI Action
.

Plan requirements contained ~.in'.NUREG-0737 for all operating-

.

license acolican'ts. These recommended requirements are,.

therefore, to be accorded the status of approved NUREG-0737, items

as . set forth in the Commission's " Statement of Policy: Further

- Commi'ssion Guidance for Power Reactor dperating Licenses" (45

Fed. Rec. 85236, Dec. ,24, 198k) . In this connection, the

,
provisions for scheduling set forth herein supersede any

,

schedules with respect to such items contained in NUREG-0737.
.

.
Accordingly,' the recommended requiredents should be used by the

staff and by adjudicatory boards as appropriate clarifications

and interpretation of the related NUREG-0737 items.
..

.- (
.

The recommended requirements set forth in this document are
.

believed to be consistent with the requirements regarding related ,

,

() items for construction permits and manufacturing licenses

contained in 10 CFR '50.34 (f) and 10 CFR Pa'rt 50, Appendix E.
F-t'c ,Accordingly, no change in such regulation is required.
'--"'d 'e

th:----r:-ccrr:nded r:quircrant: -centrinnd ir ''' #- "---' -

-

t-GC-4403 3 0 7Cid1ECO CC tC thO TOlndCs Of th -!Citir C ZtC-
*

.

.
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'This repor.t. was ' prepared as a result of A|rytew by the Co:xsittee to. .': . Rev4ew Generic Requirements TCRGR). The recommendations herein have
bee'n developed by the program offices and are supported by CRGR "The
re'pbrt represents the staff's attempt-to-distill-the fundamental . require:r

.

for nuclear plant Emergenc~i.' Response C'apability from the wide irange of-

~ ' . g0idance' documents that NRC has. issued. It is riot intended that these
-- guidance docuinents (NUREG reports and Regulatory Guides) be ignored;

~

.
. regarding acceatable m, sources of guidance for licensees and HRC staffthey hre still useful

eans for meeting the fundamental requirements
.

contained-in t1is document. -
' ~-

- -

. . .. .

..

.
- '

s r. ;.- : ,-~ -

[ . .. . .
... .

_,,. ..
' These~ fundamental requirements are further specification of the general
; guidance specified preYio651y by the Commission in its regulations,'

ord#s and policy statements on emergency planning and TMI issues. It
' is . intended that these fundamental requirements would be applicable to

.. licensees of operating 6uclear power plants and holders of construction.

permits.for nuclcar power plants. For applicants for a construction
..

permit {Cp) or manufacturing license (ML), the requirements described in*

rovisions in the .Q . this docum'ent must be supplemented with the specific p'and ML applitation
'

rdle specifying licensing requirements for pending ,CP
.Th0s'/ compliande with requirements in this document may not be sufficient t

~

| j meet' the related requirements in 10 CFR 50.34 (f) and Appendix E. -

In' liiis regard, it is expect'ed that the staff would review CP and ML
, applications against the cuidance in the , current Standard Review plan.-

~ '

) (which includes the provisions- of NUREG 0718)
~m

~

ano_inis m ght' lead to more detail,ed, requirements than prescribed in
j this[docum{nt,in order to satisfy the requirements of 50.35(f) and dppMd'

e
t :-

. .

.
-- . - . . . - - . . .

Based on discussions with licensees; the staff has learned that many of
the Commiss' ion approved schedules for emergency response facilities
probably will not be met. In recoghition of this fact and the difficult
of ' implementing generic deadlines, the staff proposes that plant-specifi
schedules be established which take into account the unique status of

is proposed
The following sequence /for developing implementation schedueach plant.

,

. , . . ,
. ,. , p : :. . . ./ , -

. s .

O
. . ,

,

, . : . . W-n: : V.: ;' * . ''

.. ..
< .

.

When'the basic requirements for emergency response capabilities and'
- facilities are finalized, they should be transmitted to licensees by a

generic letter from NRR,(promulgated to NRC. staff, and incorporated asregulatory requirements e.g., in the Standard. Review Plan or by regulat~

or Order, a's appropriate). De letter to licensees should request that*

licensees submit a proposed schedule for completing actions to comply
with the basic requirements. Each licensee's proposed schedules would*

then be reviewed by the assigned HRC Project Manager, who would discu,ss
the subject with the licensee and mutually agree on schedules and corrph
datch 39 imsleratsth dets would then be formalized into an enforet
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ENCLOSURE C - !~.
- ' ...

-
.

-

. . .

STATEMENT OF POLICY: FURTHER COMMISSION GUIDANCE :r-'-
,

-
,

ON EMERGENCY RESPONSE CAPABILITY F4R.

-TO CTOT,CTCT.'.!!NO LICINOCC

AGENCY: N~uclear Reculatory Commission*

Publication of Policy Statement .ACTION: -

,

'

SUMMARY: On December 24, 1980, the Commission published _a-

Statement of Polipy: "Further Commission Guidance to Power
'

~ Reactor-Operating Licenses" (45 FR 85236) modifying an earlier

~ Policy Statement on the same subject (45 FR 41736, June 23,
~

1980). The Commission's Policy Statement discussed the -

'

background of efforts to improve safety requirements in light of,

. experience resulting from the Three Mile Island ace'ident. The
.

- Commission in'dicated that operating license applications would be

measured by the Commission's regulations, as augmented by the
' requirements reflected in NUREG-0737, " Clarification of Action

Plan Requirements". The Commission.f,urther noted that it will
-

continue to monitor developments with regard to litigation of
.

action plan requirements and continue to offer guidance where

appropriate.

Since that time, the NRC staff has developed a number of

NUREG documents and other guidance documents which provide

O information and guidance as to methods of implementation and
'

other details concerning certain NUREG-0737 items relating to|
i

emergency response capability. The more important elements of
,

| these various staff documents have been identified in "NRC Staff..
.

f
Recommendations on the Requirements for Emergency Response

.

9' - - - - - _ _ _ _
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.

Capability", which the NRC staff has recommended be adopted by
.

O
e NRC in order to provide guidance clarifying and amplifyingth

the NUREG-0737 items relating to emergency response capability.
.. .

'

The commission has considered the staff secommendation and
s._ _ .. . .

~ ~

approved the requirements recommended in "NRC Staff Recommenda-
,

' tions on the Requirements for Emergency Response Capability" as
--. . .

appropriately clarifying and providing greater detail with
__ _

_ respect to the TMI Action 71an Requir'einents contained in N'UREG-
'

. .
.

0737 relating to' emergency response capability. The provisions

for scheduling set'forth in these recommended requirements
.

supersede the schedules with respect to related NUREG-0737 items.

() Accordingly, the Commission has concluded that these recom-

mended requirements s,hould be used by the staff and by adjudica-

.
tory. boards as appropriate clarification \s and interpretations of
'

related NUREG-0737 itecs and should be accorded the status of
,

approved NUREG-0737 items as set forth in the December 24, 1980
'

Statement of Policy. Litigation of the recommended requirements

set forth in NRC.S,taff Recommendations on the Requirements for

Emerge $cy Response Capability should be permitted in operating

license proceedings under the same c6nditions as those applicable

to NUREG-0737 items in accordance with the December 24, 1980 _.

, Statement of Policy. In this regard, it should be understood

th'at the Commission's December 24, 1980 Statement of' Policy is ,
.

acolicable to all operating license applications and that
,

therefore this new guidance 'on emergency response capability is

acolicable to all operating license applications.
!

.

,---r- . . , - --
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SECY-82-111March 11, 1982

O .....

POLICY ISSUE:

TheCommiss(ionersNotation Vote)For:

William J. DircksFrom: Executive Director for Operations

REQUIREMENTS FOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE CAPABII.ITY. Subject:
'

To request Commission approval of a set of basic re-Purpose:
quirements for emergency response capability and
approval for the staff to work with licensees to
develop plant-specific impleaentation schedules.

One of the first issues reviewed by the Comittee toDiscussion: Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) was the broad
area of emergency response facilities and capabilities"

at nuclear plants. The Committee found that imple-
Q -

mentation schedules were not being coordinated
within the NRC. In addition, existing NRC documents
published as guidance to licensees were sometimes

,

i

being used as fim requirements. Discussions with
industry representatives and the staff indicated
that some licensees had slowed down on work in this
area pending NRC clarification of its requirements. '

Some utilities have virtually stopped work on some
of the items, while others have proceeded and, in
some cases, completed some of the items. The Committee
recommended that steps be taken by the Office

.. Directors involved to clarify the requirements and
-

implementation schedules for the Safety Parameter|

Display System (SPDS), Control Room Design Review,
upgraded Emergency Operating Procedures, Regulatory

- Guide 1.97 Technical Support Center (TSC). Operational
Support Center (OSC), and Emergency Operacions
Facility (EOF). In my memo to the Commission dated.

December 31, 1981, I noted that the DEDROGR staff

O would work with the program offices to clarify the
basic requirements in this area and establish a

'

revised implementation plan.

Enclosed are the staff's recommendations for the
.

,

requirements in the broad area of emergency response-

l facilities and capabilities outlined above. The
requirements were developed by the program offices

; Contact:
| V. Stello, Jr., DEDROGR
I 49-29704

_ _ _ _
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The Commissioners -2- ,

O and are supported by CRGR. The enciosure represents
a distillation of fundamental requirements from the .

; broad range of guidance documents that NRC has
issued (principally NUREG reports and Regulatory
Guides). The staff intends that the guidance documents
referred to in the enclosure not be used to impose-

requirements on licensees, but rather that they be
used as sources of guidance for NRC reviewers and
licensees regarding acceptable means for meeting the
fundamental requirements . proposed..

In discussions with owners' groups and individual .

licensees, the staff has learned that the Comission
approved schedule of October 1,1982, for implementation
of the TSC and EOF probably cannot be met. In
recognition of this fact and the difficulty of
implementing generic deadlines, the staff is proposing
that plant-specific schedules be established which
take into account the unique status of each plant.
Each licensee would be requested to submit a proposed

O schedule for completing the actions to comply with
the fundamental requirements. The NRC Project
Manager for each plant should be knowledgeable of
the overall work effort going on at a plant and,
based on guidance received from NRC management, could
reach agreement with licensees on schedules which
optimize use of. utility and NRC resources. The

,

'.

agreed upon comp,letion dates would be formalized in .

an order. By this approach, future staff coordination
problems regarding implementation schedules will be
avoided.

'

Resource The costs to licensees to implemedt the requirements
'

Estimates: proposed in the enclosure were included in the
estimates set out in NUREG-0660.

I

Recommendation: That the Commission: -

e

1. Approve the fundamental requirements described
in the enclosure.

O 2. Approve the issuance of the requirements in the
enclosure by 50.54f letters as a revision to
NUREG 0737.

A3. Approve the method for establishing plant-
specific implementation schedules described in
the enclosure.
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The Commissioners -3-
l.

.

4. Approve the implementation of these requirements
,/ through plant-specific orders..

5. Note that the staff intends to use the previously
issued NUREG reports and Regulatory Guides as,

guidance documents only.'

.

Scheduling: Licensees,are currently required to establish a TSC
and EOF by October 1. Prompt action on this paper is
required in order to provide guidance to licensees.-

William J. Dircks
.

Executive Director for Operations

Enclosure:
NRC Staff Recommendation
on the Requirements forO Emergency Response Capability

,

Comissioners' coments should be provided directly to the Office of the
Secretary by c.o.b. Monday, March 29, 1982.

Comission Staff Office coments, if any, should be submitted to the*
Comissioners NLT Monday, March 22, 1982, with an information copy to
the Office of the Secretary. If the paper is of such a nature that it
requires additional time for analytical review and coment, the Comissioners
and the Secretariat should be apprised of when coments may be expected.

.

DISTRIBUTION
'

Comissioners
Comission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operations
Exec Legal Director
ACRS

, O ^s'se
l ASLAP

Secretariat
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE CAPABILITY
.

-

;

O.'

.

.

1. INTR DUCTION- . ,

This report was prepared as a result of a review by the Committee to
Review Generic Requirements (CRGR). The recommendations herein have

Thebeen developed by the program offices and are supported by CRGR.
_

report represents the staff's attempt to distill the fundamental requirements,

for nuclear plant Emergency Response Capability from the wide range of
'

guidance documents that NRC has issued. It is not intended that these
-

|guidance docuinents (NUREG reports and Regulatory Guides) be ignored;
they are still useful sources of guidance for licensees and NRC staff
regarding acce table means for meeting the fundamental requirements

.

containet in t is document. -

;
, ,

These fundamental requirements are further specification of the general
guidance specified previously by the Commission in its regulations,i Itcrders and policy statements on emergency planning and TMI issues. .'

is intended that these~ fundamental requirements would be applicable to
O licensees of operating nuclear power plants and holders of construction

Permits for nuclear power plants. For applicants for a construction,

| ~ . permit ICP) or manufacturing license (ML), the requirements described in;
this document must be supplemented with the specific provisions.in the
rule specifying licensing requirements for pending CP and ML applications.
In this regard, it is expected that the staff would review CP and ML

, applications against the guidance in the current Standard Review Plan,
.

-,

!

and this mi.ght lead to more detailed requi.rements than prescribed in
,

'

this document.

Based on discussions with licensees, the staff has learned that many of
the Commission approved schedules for emergency response facilities.

probably will not be met. In recognition of this fact and the difficulty
of implementing generic deadlines, the staff proposes that plant-specific

>

schedules be established which take into account the unique status of '

each plant. The following sequence for developing implementation schedules
is proposed.

When the basic requirements for emergency response capabilities and
'

facilities are finalized, they should be transmitted to licensees by a
O generic letter from NRR,(promulgated to NRC staff, and incorporated ase.g., in the Standard Review Plan or by regulationregulatory requirements,

'

or Order, as appropriate). The letter to licensees should request that
licensees submit a proposed schedule for completing actions to comply ;

'

with the basic requirements. Each licensee's proposed schedules would*

then be reviewed by the assigned NRC Project Manager, who would discu.ss
the subject with the licensee and mutually agree on schedules and completion
dates. The implem,entation dates would then b'e formalized into an enforceable
document

'

- .
'

:-. - - - _ . . _ - . ._ ._ . _ _
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O The basic requirements in this ' document do not alter previously issued
.

guidance, which remains in effect. This document does attempt to place
that guidance in perspective by identifying the elements that the NRC
staff believes to be essential to upgraded emergency response capabilities. '

.

The proposal to formalize implementation dates in an enforceable document
reflects the level of importance which the NRC staff attributes to these-

basic requirements. The NRC staff does not recomend that existing
guidance be imposed in this manner, but rather that it be used as guidance ;

to be considered in upgrading emergency response capabilities. This ;

indicates the distinction which the staff believes should be made between
'

the basic requirements and guidance.
.

> .

The following sections describe NRC staff recomendations on basic re-
quirements, their interrelationships, and NRC actions to improve manage-
ment of emergency response regulation. Reference documents are cited
with a description of content as it relates to specific initiatives.

.
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2. USE OF EXISTING DOCUMENTATION' .

O The NRC staff recommends that the following NUREG documents are intended to be .

used as sources of guidance and information, and the Regulatory Guides are to
be considered as guidance or as an acceptable approach to meeting formal.

The items by ' virtue of their inclusion in these documents shall.

I requirements.
not be misconstrued as requirements to be levied on licensees or as inflexible
criteria to be used by NRC staff reviewers.

NUREG
Report Titles

_,

.

Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities0696 -

Guidelines for Control Room Design Reviews0700 -

0799 Draft Criteria for Preparation of Emergency Operating Procedures'

-
*

Evaluation Criteria for Control Room Design Reviews0801 -

Methodology for Evaluation of Emergency Response Facilities .

0814 -

O+ Emergency Action Levels for Light Water Reactors .

0818 -

0835 Human Fa: tors Acceptance Criteria for SPDS
.

' *

Regulatory
Guides ,

, , _ ,

.

Meteorological Measurement Program for Nuclear Power Plants1.23 (Rev. 1) -

Instrumentation for Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants1.97 (Rev. 2) -

-
to Assess Plant and Environs conditions During and Following
an Accident

'

Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants1.101 (Rev. 2) -

~ Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power1.47 -

Plant Safety Systems
~

O -

e

.

. .

e

.

.

.

- - - ______________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _}! .
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3. COORDINATION AND INTEGRATION OF INITIATIVES

- 0 The design of the Safety parameter ois,ia , System (5,DS), desi ,n of1.
instrurpent displays based on Regulatory Guide 1.97 guidance, control room
design-review, development of symptom oriented emergency operating proce- !

dures, and operating staff training should be integrated with respect to
the overall enhancement of operator ability to comprehend plant conditions,

and cope with emergencies. Assessment of information needs and display |
formats and locations should be performed by individual licensees. The
SPDS could affect other control room improvements that licensees may
consider. In some cases, a good SPDS may obviate the need for large-scale
control room modifications. However, installation of the SPDS should not-

be delayed by slower progress on other initiatives. The SPDS should not
be contingent on completion of the control room design review. NRC does
not plan to impose additional requirements on licensees regarding SPDS.

2. Implementation of part or all of Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2) represents
a control room improvement. The implementation of control room improve- *

ments is not contingent on implementing Technical Support' Center (TSC) and
Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) requirements.

-

The Technical Support Center (TSC) and Emergency Operations Facility (EOF)
O 3.

are dependent on control room improvements in, terms of communication and
instrumentation needs among the TSC, EOF, and control room. TSC and EOF

,.

- facilities are not necessarily dependent on each other. The Operational-
Support Center (OSC) is independent of TSC and EOF.

. 4. The three groups of initiatives--SPDS, control room improvements, and
emergency response facilities (TSC, EOF, OSC)--should have the following
interrelationships: -'

'

a. The SPDS is an improvement in the control room ~ because it enhances
operator ability to comprehend plant conditions and interact in

. -

situations that require human intervention. The SPDS could affect
o'ther control room improvements that licensees may consider. In some
cases, a good SPDS could obviate the need for extensive modifications
to control rooms.

.

b. New instrumentation that may be added to the control room should be
considered a requirement for inclusion in the design of the TSC and
EOF only to the extent that such instrumentation is essential to the

O performeace of Tsc ae cor ruactica=- -

.

The SPDS and control ' oom improvements are essential elements inrc.
operator training programs and the upgraded plant-specific emergency i

.

. ' * operating procedures.

d. Acquisition, processing, and. management of data for SPDS, control- ('

room improvements, and emergency response facilities should be !

coordinated but need not be centralized.
.

.

. _ _
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Specific implementation plans and reasonable. Tchievab1I schedules should|

be established by agreement between the NRC 'oject Manager and eachThe NRC office responsible for implementing each
'

f 5. !
.

O-
requir,ement should develop procedures identifying the following:individual licensee. ,

;

The respective rol'es of NRR, IE, and Regional Offices in managing
,

.

implementation, checking licensee rate of progress, and verifyinga.

compliance, including the extent to which NRC review and inspection!

is necessary during implementation.
-

Procedural methods and enforcement measures ttiat could be used toensure NRC staff and lice'nsee attention to meeting mutually agreedb.

upon schedules without significant delays and extensions.
'

The NRC Project Manager for each nuclear power plant is assigned program
,

management responsibility for NRC staff actions associated with imple-The NRC Project Manager is the6.

menting emergency response initiatives. principal contact for the licensee regarding these initiatives.
-

,

'

NRC will make allowances for work already done by licensees in a good-For each case
faith effort to meet requirements as they understand them.7.
in which a licensee would have to remove or rip out emergency response
facilities or equipment that was installed in good fai,th to meet previous

',

guidance ir order to meet the basic. requirements described in this docu-ment, the Director of the Office of ~ Nuclear' Reactor Regulation or Inspec-
-

i hether

. tion and Enforcement will review the circumstances and determ ne wremoval is necessary or existing facilities or equipment represent anAny regulatory positio'n that would require thei
acceptable alternative. removal or major modification of existing emergency response facilit es or
equipment requires the specific approval of the Office Director.-

NRC recognizes that acceptable alternative methods of phasing and inte-Each licensee
grating emergency response activities may be developed.8. the
needs flexibility in integrating these activities, taking into accountd

varying degree to which the licensee has implemented past requirements anAn example of a way in which these activities could be inte-
Other ' methods of integration proposed byguidance.

grated is discussed below. licensees would be reviewed considering licensees' progress. on each-
i. nitiative.

'

.

a. SPDS

Review the functions of the nuclear power plant operating staffO that are necessary to recognize and cope with rare events that(1)
(a) pose significant contributions to risk, .(b).could cause
operators to make cognitive errors in diagnosing them, and

*
.

(c) are not included in routine operator training programs.- . ,

Combine the results of this review with accepted human factorsprinciples to select parameters, data display, and functions to(2)
be incorporated in the SPDS.

. - .

.

.,-- - - , . - - - - - - - , . . - , , . - - , . . -
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(3) Design, build, and install the SPDS in the control room and
([) train its users.

b. To be done parallel without delaying SPDS, complete emergency opera-
ting procedure technical guidelines that will be used to develop
plant-specific emergency operating procedures.''

,

c. Using these E0P technical guidelines, the SPDS design, and accepted
human factors principles, conduct a review of the control room
design. Apply the results of this review to:

_

(1) Verify SPDS paramete'r selection, data display, and functions.'

(2) Develop plant-specific E0Ps.
,

(3) Design control room modifications that correct conditions'

adverse to safety (reduce significant contributions to risk),
and add additional instrumentation that may be necessary to
implement Regulatory Guide 1.97.

(4) Train and qualify plant operating staff regarding E0Ps and
~

modifications.

d. Verify, prior to finalization of designs for modifications and of
(]) procedures 'and training, that the functions of control room operators

in emergencies can be accomplished (i.e., that the individual initia- -
tives have been integrated sufficiently to meet the needs of control
room operators and provide adequate emergency response capabilities).

'

Implement E0Ps and install control room modifications coincident withe.
scheduled outages as necessary, and train operators in advance of '

these changes as they are phased into operation.
a

.

.

.

.

(:)~
'

.
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SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY SYSTEM (SPDS)
'

4.

.O Current Regulatory Requirements. .

' ,

! No licensee action is required.
~

'

,

.

Functional Statement

The SPDS should provide a concise display-of critical plant variables to the
control room operators to aid them in rapidly and reliably determining theAlthough the SPDS will be operated during normal
safety status of the plant.
operations as well as during abnorm'al conditions, the principal purpose andfunction of the SPDS is to aid the control room personnel during abnormal and? '

emergency conditions in determining the safety status of the plant and in
assessing whether abnormal conditions warrant corrective action by operators toThis can be particularly important during anticipatedavoid a degraded core.
transients and the 1,nitial phase of an accident. *.

. ,

Recommended Requirements

Each operating reactor shall be provided with a Safety Parameter Display
.

This
System that is located convenient to the control room operators.1.

system will continuously display infomation from which the plant safetystatus can be readily and reliably assessed by control room personnel whoQ.
are. responsible for the avoidance of degraded and damaged core events.-

2. ' The control room instrumentation required (see General Design Criteria 13
'

and 19 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50) forms the basic safety components
required for safe reactor operation 'under normal, transient, and accident

,

The SPDS is used in addition to the basic components andrequirements applicable
,

conditions. Thus
serves to aid and augment these components.

-

to control room instrumentation are not needed for this augmentation (e.g. , GDC 2, 3, 4 in Appendix A; 10 CFR Part 100; single-failure require-i.
ments).. The SPDS need not meet requirements of the single-failureThe

criteria and it need not be qualified to meet Class 1E requirements.SPDS shall be suitably isolated from electrical or electronic interference
,

|
i

The SPDS
with equipment and sensors that are in use for safety systems.!

need not be seismically qualified, and additional seismically qualifiedf
indication is not required for the sole purpose of being a backup for

After the SPDS has been installed, operating procedures should be
'

available that will allow timely and correct safety status assessment whenSPDS.

the SPDS is not available.

There is a wide range of useful information that can be provided byThis information is reflected in such staff documents as
j

3.
vari'ous systems.
NUREG-0696, NUREG-0835, and Regulatory Guide 1.97.<

-

Prompt implementation of an SPDS can provide an important contribution to
The selection of specific-information that should be

provided for a particular plant shall be based on engineering judgment ofplant safety.
individual plant licensees, taking into account the importance of prompt

* implementation. ,
- .,

__ _ , - - . . - _ . _ . - - - - -.
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The SPDS display shall be designed to incorporate accepted. human factors4.

|. Q principles so that the displayed information can be readily perceived and -

.e.
comprehended by SPDS users.

.
.

. -

.
-

,. ;

Minimtim information to 'be provided shall be sufficient to provide informa-
-

5.
tion to plant operators about:

..

Reactivity controla.
b. Reactor core cooling and heat removal from the primary system

Reactor coolant system integrityc. -

d. Radioactivity control , -

Containment conditions' e.

The specific parameters to be displayed shall be determined by the
licensee.

The licensee shall prepare a written safety analysis describing the basis6. on which the selected parameters are sufficient to assess the safety
status of each identified function for a wide range of events, which

-

Such analysis, along with the -

inclu.de symptoms of severe accidents.
specific implementation plan for SPDS shall be reviewed as described,

O 6 'aw-
. .

.
. .

7. . The licensee's ' proposed implementation of an SPDS system shall be reviewed
. ~ in accordance with the licensee's technical specifications to determine .

!

- whether the changes involve an unreviewed safety question or i:hange of4

- - .

technical specifications. If they do, they shall be processed in the.
'

If the changes. do not involve an .

normal fashion with prior NRC review.
unreviewed safety question or a change in the technical specifications,
the licensee may implement such change's without prior approval by NRC.

| .' However, the licensee's analysis shall be submitted to NRC promptly onBased on the
completion of review by the licensee's offsite committee.
results of NRC review, the Director of IE or the Director of NRR cay

-

request or direct the licensee to cease implementation if a serious safety
~

question is posed.by the licensee's proposed system, or if the licensee's
-

analysis is seriously ina,dequate. .
. . .. ,

,

'

. . - . . . .
'

. ,

Integration.

Prompt implementation of an SPDS is a design goal and of primary importance.

O The schedule for implementing SPDS should not be impacted by schedulesfor the control room design review and development of symptom-oriented,

For this reason, licensees should .

emergency operating procedures. develop and propose an integrated schedule for implementation in which
,

'If reasonable,
the SPDS design is an input to the other initiatives. |

' this schedule should be accepted by NRC.
-

1
-

- .

.

Reference Documents _
-

.

-- Need for SPDS identified
NUREG-0660

,

.

-
'

.
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Specified SPDSNUREG-0737
--

O NuREG-Osss
'raactiaa ' arit ri far 5'oS--

,
NUREG-0835 , Specific acceptance criteria keyed to 0696- --

,

Instrumentation for Light-Water Cooled NuclearReg. Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2) --

Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs
Conditions During and Following an Accident

'
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5. DETAILED CONTROL ROOM DESIGN REVIEW

O '

;Current Regulatory Requireme6ts

As specified in Item I.D.1 in NUREG-0737, the ' implementation scheduie is still |

to be developed. |
i

Functional Statement .

.

The objective of the control room design review is to " improve the ability of !

nuclear power plant control room operators to prevent accidents or cope with
i ~' accidents if they occur by improving the information provided to them" (from'

NUREG-0660, Item I.D.1). As a complement to improvements of plant operating
staff capabilities in response to transients and other abnormal conditions that
will result from implementation of the SPDS and from upgraded emergency opera-
ting procedures, this design review will identify any modifications of control
room configurations that would contribute to a significant reduction of risk
and enhancement in the safety of operation. Decisions to modify the control
room would include consideration of long-term risk reduction a'nd any potential
temporary ' decline in safety after modifications resulting from the need to
relearn maintenance and operating procedures. This should be carefully

([) reviewed by persons competent in human factors engineering and risk analysis.
- .

. .
,

Recommended Requiremants .

Conduct a control room design review to identify human engineering dis-
I

.

1.
crepancies. The review shall consist of:

.

The establishment of a qualified multidisciplinary review team and aa.
review program incorporating accepted human engineering principles.'

-

The use of function and task analysis (that had been used as theb. basis for developing emergency operating procedure Technical Guide-.

lines) to identify control room operator tasks and information and
~ This analysis hascontrol requirements during emergency operations.

multiple purposes and should also serve as the basis for developing
training and staffing needs and verifying SPDS parameters.

.

A comparison of the display and control requirements with a controlc.
room inventory to identify missing and surplus (distracting) displays

j and controls.
~ -

[])
( d. ' A control room survey to identify deviations from accepted human

This survey will include, among other things,factors principles.
assessment of control room layout, the usefulness of audible and
visual alarm systems, information recording and recall capability,

.

..
-

i

and control room environment.

Asses's which human engineering dis'crepancies are significant and should be2. Select design improvements that will correct those discrep-corrected.
ancies. Improvements that can be accomplished with an enhancement program

* (paint-tape-label) should be done promptly.
.

. - - - - - _ .- - __ __ _ - _ _ _ _ _ .
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Verify that each selected design improvement will provibe the necessary
|,

|
*

correction, and can be introduced in the control room without creating any
j'

3.

unacceptable human engineering discrepancies because of significantcontribution to increased risk, unreviewed safety questions, or situations|
O

.

t

Improvements that
in which a temporary reduction in safety could occur. '

are introduced should be coordinated with changes resulting from other
,

.

improvement programs such as SPDS, operator training, new instrumentation
(Reg. Guide 1.97, Rev. 2), and upgraded emergency operating procedures.

Documentation and NRC Review

All licensees shall submit a p'rogram plan within two months of the start
of the control room review that describes how items 1, 2 and 3 above will1.

NRC approval is not required before licensees conductbe accomplished.
their reviews.
Selected licensees will undergo an in-progress audit by the NRR human'

factors staff based on the program plans and advice from, resident
-

2.
*

inspectors. ,

All licensees shall submit a summary report outlining proposed control
.

The report will also provide a summary justification for3.

O human engineering discrepancies with safety significance to be left
room changes.

uncorrected or partially corrected.
j

4. . Within two weeks after receipt of the licensee's summary report, the NRC
,

will inform the licensee whether it will conduct a pre-implementation
The decision will be based on the content of the program

plan, summary report, and results of NRR in progress audits, if any. Theonsite audit.
licensee selection for pre-implementation audit may or may not includeI

licensees selected for in-progress audits under paragraph 2.

For control rooms selected for pre-implementation onsite audit, within one
month after receipt of the summary report, the NRC will conduct:5.

A pre-implementation audit of proposed modifications (e.g., equipment
additions, deletions and relocations, and proposed modifications).a.

An audit of the justification for those human engineer'ing discrep-
ancies of safety significance to be left uncorrected or onlyb.

'

partially corrected.

The audit will consist of a review of licensee's record of the controlO
room reviews, discussions with the licensee review team, and usually aWithin a month after this onsite audit, NRC will
control room visit.
issue its safety evaluation report (SER).*

For control rooms for which NRC does not perform a pre-implementation
onsite audit, NRC will conduct a review and issue its SER within two6.

,

'
. . ..

1
--. .--
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months after receipt of the licensee's summary report. The review shall
Q be similar to that conducted for pre-implementation plants under para-

graph 5 above, except that it may or may not include a specific audit. -

|

The SER shall indicate whether, based on the review carried out, changes '

in the licensee's modification plan are needed to assure operational
safety. Flexibility is considered in the control room revies, because.

..

certain control board discrepancies can be overcome by techniques not
involving control board changes. These techniques could include improved
procedures, improved training, or the SPDS. .

,

I

7. The following approach will be used fo'r OL review. For OL applications
with SSER dates prior to June 1983, licensing may be based on either a-

Preliminary Design Assessment or a Control Room Design Review (CRDR) at
the applicant's option. However, applicants who choose the Preliminary
Design Assessment option are required to perform a CRDR after licensing.+

! For applications with SSER dates after June 1983, Control Room Design *

Review will be required prior to licensing. -
,

.
.

Integration - " ~ - ~ ~ -

.

,. .

Prompt im'lementation of an SPDS is a design goal and of primary importance.
'

p

O The sch d=1 <ar 4=9'a= atias seos sha=id aat 6 $= Pact d 67 sch dui =
for the control room design review and development of symptom-oriented "

.
,

|
- emergency operating procec;ures. For this reason, licensees should

.

develop and propose an integrated schedule for implementation in which
tne $POS design is an input to the other initiatives. . If. reasonable.

.
:

this schedule should be accepted by NRC.| *

.
-

.

Reference Documents
__ .

t

States that licensees should conduct review.NUREG-0585 --

*

.- .

NUREG-0660, Rev. 1 States that NRR will require reviews for operating--

; reactors and operating licensee applicants.
,

Final guidelines for CRDR.NUREG-0700 --

'

States that requirement was issued June,1980, final '.NUREG-0737 --

guidance not yet issued.
! Q NUREG-0801 October 1981 draft for comment; staff evaluation--

.

criteria.
,

. .

.

.. .

.
.

-

,

'
.

*
' -

| .
,
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REGdLATORY GUIDE 1.97 -
,

O APPLICATION TO EMERGENCY RESPONSE FACILITIES'

6.

Current Regulatory Requirements*

-
.

No licensee action is required.

Functional Statement

Regulatory Guide 1.97 provides data to assist control room operators in pre-
!

venting and mitigating the conseque'nces of reactor accidents.

Recommended Requirements _

.

Control Room1.
Provide measurements and indication of Type A, 8, C, D, E variables listed-

,

i ,

~ Individual licensees may take excep-
in Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2).

*

tions based on plant-s'pecific design features. .BWR incore thermocouples
and continuous offsite dose monitors are not required pending their

.

It is acceptable
further development and consideration as requirements.
to rely on currently installed equipment if it will measure over the range
indicated in Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2), even if the equipment isEventually, all the equipmentO
presently not environmentally qualified. ld be environmentally

, required to monitor the course of an accident wouqualified in accordance with the pending Commission rule on environmenta
l

-

i '
,

qualification.
Provide reliable indication of the meteorological variables (wind direc-

, ,

tion, wind speed, and atmospheric stability) specified in RegulatoryNo changes in existing meteoro-
Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2) for site meteorology.
logical monitoring systems are necessary if they have historicallyi f

provided reliable indication of these variables that are representat ve oInformation
meteorological conditions in the vicinity of the plant site.

;

td
on meteorological conditions for the region in which the site is loca ei
shall be available via communication with the National Weather Serv ce.
Technical Support Center (TSCl

The Type A, 8. C, D, E variables that are essential for performance of TSC
2.

functions shall be indicated in the TSC.O- BWR incore thermocouples and continuous offsite dose monitors are noti s

required pending their further development and considerat on a
,

a.
-

requirements,

The indicators and associated circuitry shall be of reliable designbut need not meet Class 1E, single-failure or seismic qualification
-

b.
-

requirements.

* .

! .
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3. Emeroency Operations Facility (EOF) -

O Those primary indicators needed to monitor containment conditions anda.
releases of radioactivity from the plant shall be provided in the
EDF.

,

~

b. The EOF data indications and associated circuitry shall be of
reliable design but need not meet Class 1E, single-failure or seismic
qualification requirements.

Documentation and NRC Review -

,

.

NRC review is not a prerequisite for implementation. Staff review will be in
the form of an audit that will include a review of the licensee's method of
implementing Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2) guidance and the licensee's sup-
porting technical justification of any proposed alternatives.

The licensee shall submit a report describing how it meets these requirements.
The submittal should include documentation which may be in the' form of a table
that includes the following information for each Type A, B, C, D, E variable
shown in Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2): -

,
.

O (a) instrument raase '

(b) environmental qualification (as stipulated in. guide or state criteria).

(c) seismic qualification (as stipulated in guide or state criteria) --

(d) quality assurance (as stipulated in guide or state criteria). -

*

(e) redundancy and sensor (s) location (s)
(f) power supply (e.g., Class 1E, non-Class IE, battery backed) .

(g) location of display (e.g. , control room board, SPDS, chemical laboratory)
(h) schedule (for installation or upgrade) - <

,

t

| Deviations from the guidance in' Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2) should be
.

explicitly shown, and supporting justification or alternatives should be -
t-

presented.
,

.

e 9

a . .

.

.
.

|
-

.

:

|

.
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7. UPGRADE EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE.S (EOPs)
'

O Current Regulatory Requirements ,

' NUREG-0737,'-Item I.C.1, which has been approved by the Commission for imple-
*.

mentation.

Functional Statement

Symptom-based emergency operating procedures will improve human reliability and
the ability to mitigate the consequences of a broad range of initiating events
and subsequent multiple failures or operator. errors.

Recommended Requirements

In accordance with NUREG-0737, Item I.C.1, reanalyze transients and
,

1.
accidents and pr,epare Technical Guideliras. These analyses will identifyThe analyses also -

operator tasks, and information and control needs.
serve as the basis for integrating upgraded emergency operating procedures

-

and the control room design review and verifying the SPDS design.

Upgrade E0Ps to be consistent with Technical Guidelines and an appropriate2.
Oe procedure Writer's Guide.

Provide appropriate training of operating per'sonnel on the use of upgraded
~

3.
. E0Ps prior to implementation of the E0Ps. . . ,

t

.

4. Implement upgraded E0Ps.. .

..

Documentation and NRC Review
- <

NRC will perform a pre-
Submit. Technical Guidelines to NRC for review.

~

implementation review of the Technical Guidelines and the Writer's Guide.
1.

Within two months of receipt of the Technical Guidelines and. Writer's
Guide, NRC will advise the licensees of their acceptability.

Each licensee shall submit to NRC a procedures generation package at least
-

three months prior to the date it plans to begin formal operator training2.

on the upgraded procedures. NRC approval of the submittal is not
necessary prior to upgrading and implementing the gps. The procedures

i generation packtge shall include:

Plant-Specific Technical Guidelines -- plant-specific guidelines forFor plants :: singa.
plants not using generic technical guidelines.
generic technical guidelines, a description of the planned method for
dev. eloping plant specific E0Ps from the generic guidelines, including

-

-

plant specific information. .

A Writer's Guide that details the specific methods to be used by theb.
l. icensee in preparing E0Ps based on the Technical Guidelines.

*
.

. .
.
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c. A description of the program for validation of the E0Ps.

d. A brief description of the training program for the upgraded E0Ps.

3. All precedures generation packages will be reviewed. Onanaubitbasis
for selected facilities, upgraded E0Ps will be reviewed. The details and

,

extent of this review will be based on the quality of the procedures
generation packages submitted to NPC. A sampling of ugpraded E0Ps will be
reviewed for technical adequacy in conjunction with the NRC Reactor
Inspection Program.

.

*

- Reference Documents
"

NUREG-0660, Item I.C.1,.I.C.8, I.C.9 .

NUREG-0799

.

O - -
.

. .
.

_

-
.

,

* * e
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8. EMERGENCY RESPONSE FACILITIES

O Current Regulatory Requirements ,

.

10 CFR 50.4f(b)(6) (for Operating License applicants) -- Requirement for prompt'

communications among pr'incipal response organizations and to emergency.

personnel and to the public.

10 CFR 50.47(b)(8) -- Requirement for emergency facilities and equipment to
support emeroency response.

.
10 CFR 50.47(b)(9) -- Requirement that adequate methods, systems and equipment-

for assessing and monitoring actual or potential offsite consequences of a
radiological emergency condition are in use.

10 CFR 50.54(q) (for Operating Reactors) -- Same requirement as 10 CFR 50.47(b)
plus 10 CFR 50, Appendix E.

,

-

.

10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Paragraph IV.E
Requirement for:

'

.

"1. Equipment at the site for personnel monitoring;

"2. Equipment for determining the magnitude of and for continuously
assessing the impact of the release of radioactive materials to-

.

the environment, -

.
,

.

! "3. Facilities and supplies at the site for decontamination of '

t
l . onsite i.ndividuals;

. . . ,,

"4. Facilities and medical supplies at the site for appropriate'

.
emergency first aid treatment;*

|

"5. Arrangements for the services of physicians and otner medical j
personnel qualified to handle radiation emergencies on site; l

,

"6. Arrangements for transportation of contaminated injured individ-*

uals from the site to specifically identified treatment facili-
ties outside the site boundary; -

.

"7. Arrangements for treatment of individuals injured in support of

O licensed activities on the site at treatment facilities outside
the site boundary;

* "B. A licensee'onsite technical support center and a licensee
near-site emergency operations facility from which effective

.

-

direction can be given and effective control can be exercised.

during an emergency;

"9. At ieast one onsite and one offsite communications system; each
system shall have a backup power source.

\ '. .
.

,
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All communication plans shall have arrangements for emergencies,
including titles and alternates for those in charge at both ends,

(]) of the communication links and the primary and backup means of.

Where consistent with the function of thecommunication.
governmental agency, these arrangements will include:!

Provision for communications with contiguous State / local"a."

governments within the plume exposure pathway (emergency
planning zone) EPZ. Such communications shall be tested
monthly.

.
.

Provision for c'ommunications with Federal emergencySuch communications systems shall"b.~~

response organizations.
be tested annually.

Provision for communica'tions among the nuclear power 1"c. reactor control room, the onsite technical support center, |
and the near-site emergency operations facility; and among '

the nuclear facility, the principal State 'and local emer-
gency operations centers, and the field assessment teams.
Such communications systems shall be tested annually.. ,

Provision for communications by the licensee with NRC
i

.

"d.
Headquarters and the appropriate NRC Regional Office
Operations Center from the nuclear power reactor control -
room, the onsite technical support center, and the near-

.

site emergency operations facility.' Such communications
shall be tested monthly."

.-

Within this section on emergency response facilities, the Technical Support
Center (TSC), Operational Support Center (OSC) and Emergency Operations

~

-

Facility (EOF) are addressed separately in terms of their functional statements
The subsections on Documentation and NRC Review|.

and recommended requirements.and Reference Documents that follow the EOF discussion apply to this entire
.

section on' emergency response facilities.
|

l
.

.

.

(:)~
.

,

.
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Technical Support Center (TSC)

O unctional StatementF ,

,

.' The TSC is the onsite technical support center for emergency response. When
activated, the TSC is staffe'd by predesignated technical, engineering, senior i

management, and other licensee personnel, and five predesignated NRC personnel. I
l

During periods of activation, the TSC will operate uninterrupted to provide
plant management and technical support to plant operations personnel, and to
relieve the reactor operators of peripheral duties and communications not
directly related to reactor system manipulations. The TSC will perform EOF
functions for the Alert Emergency c' lass and for the Site Area Emergency class
and General Emergency class until the EOF is functional.

Recommended Requirements
.

'

The TSC will be: , .
'

.

1. Located within the site protected area so as to facilitate necessary
interaction with control room, OSC, EOF and other personnel involved
with the emergency. .

.O 2. Sufficient to accommodate and support NRC and iicensee predesignated
-

personnel, equipment and documentation in the . center.
.

3. . Structurally built in accordance with the National Uniform Building Code.

4. Env.ironmentally controlled to provide room air temperature, humidity and ,
'

cleanliness appropriate for personnel and equipment.-

- -

5. Provided with radiological protection and monitoring equipment necessary
to assure that radiation exposure to any person working in the TSC would
not exceed 5 rem whole body, or its equivalent to any part of the body,
for the duration of the accident. .

6. Provided with reliable voice and data communications with the control room
and EOF and reliable voice communciations with the OSC, NRC Operations
Centers and state and local operations centers.

i

7. Capable of reliable data collection, storage, analysis, display and'

communication sufficient to determine site and regional status, determine

Q changes in status, forecast status and take appropriate actions. The
following variables shall be available in the TSC:

(a) ' the variables in the appropriate Table 1 or 2 of Regulatory
Guide .1.97 (Rev. 2) that are essential for performance of TSC-

j functions; and
|

,

(b) the meteorological variables in Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2) for
site vicinity and National Weather Service data available by voice
communication for the region in which the plant is located.

'

. .
-

.
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Principally those data must be available that would enable evaluatingiacident seaueace. deter inias itisatins actions, evaivatias da ases aad.O determining plant status during. recovery operations.

Providedwithaccurate,completeandcurrentplantrecords(drawings, schematic diagrams, etc.) essential for evaluation of the plant under8.

accident conditions.
.

Staffed by sufficient technical, engineering, and senior'designatedlicensee officials to provide needed support, and be fully operational9.

within approximately 1 hour af,ter activation.

Designed taking into account good human factors engineering principles.
_,

10.
.

.

.

.

' '

O
' '

-

.
.

O
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O
perational Support Center (OSC)

'

O

.

Functional Statement

When riivated, the OSC will" be the ensite area separate from the control room'

where ,/edesignated operations support personnel will assemble. A

predesignated licensee official shall be responsible for coordinating and
assigning the personnel to tasks designated by control room, TSC or. EOF
personnel.

*

.
Recommended Requirements

The OSC will be:

Located onsite to serve as an assembly point for support personnel and to1.
facilitate performance of support functions and tasks.,

.

.

Capable of reliable voice communications with the control room, TSC and2.
EOF.

.

O. .

.

e
.

.

* ~

,
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Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) ||
I-

Functional Statement The EOF provides for
.

The EOF is "a licensee controlled and operated facility.i f radiological.

management of overall licensee emergency response, coordinat on od public protective
and environmental assessment, determination of recommendeactions, and coordination of emergency response activities w t

i h Federal, State,
-

and local agencies. y
When the EOF is activated, it will be staffed by predesignated emergencA designated senior licensee
personnel identified in the emergen'cy plan. official will manage licensee activities in the EOF.'

d

Facilities shall be provided in the EOF for the acquisition, display, anti ent conditions
evaluation of radiological and meteorological data and con a nmThese facilities will be used to

dioactive releases
necessary to determine protective measures. evaluate the magnitude and effects of actual or potential ra.

from the plant and to determine dose projections.
.

Recommende'd Requirement _s .

O
- . .

,'

The EOF will be: ibed in -

Table 1 (previous guidance approved by the Commission) and withLocated and provided with radiation protection features as descr
,

,

' ~ 1. '

appropriate radiological monitoring systems. .

licensee
Sufficient to accommodate and support Federal, State, local andin the EOF.

.
-

-predesignated personnel, equipment and documentation2.
i Code.

Structurally built in accordance with the National Uniform Build ngity and
Environmentally controlled to provide room air temperature, humid

3.
.

cleanliness appropriate for personnel and equipment.4.
i to the TSC

Provided with reliable voice and dat'a communications facilit es| ii to OSC and

and control room, and reliable voice communication facil t es
,

S .-

to NRC, State and local emergency operations centers.d communica-

Capable of reliable collection, storage, analysis, displays anl i l releases and
tion of information on containment conditions, radio og cat determine6.Q meteorology sufficient to determine site and regional sta us,tions.
changes in status, forecast status and take appropriate acEOF

Variables from the following categories that are essential to
functions shall be available in the EOF: Guide 1.97

.

..

variables from the appropriate Table 1 or 2 Regulatory
-

(a) (Rev. 2), and
.

.

.__.__m_ _ . . --.r-,.-----r- --- ----+---aw --
-
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(b) the meteorological variables in Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2) for
,

O site vicinity and regional data available via communication from the
National Weather Service.

.

-

Provi ed with up to date plant records (drawings, schematic diagrams,*

7.
etc.), procedures, emer'gency plans and environmental information (such as

<

.

geophysical data) needed to perform EOF functions.
~

Staffed in accordance with Table 2 (previous guidance approved by the8. Reasonable exceptions to the 30-minute and 1-hour timeCommission).
limits for staffing should be justified and will be considered by NRC
staff. .-

.

Provided with industrial security when it is activated to exclude9. unauthorized personnel and when it is idle to maintain its readiness.
!

'

10. Designed taking ,into account good human ' factors engineering principles. *

. ,

Documentation and NRC Review

The conceptual design for emergency response facilities (TSC, OSC, and EOF)
.

have been submitted to NRC for review.
In many ceses, the lack of detail in

O these submittals has precluded an NRC decision of acceptability.
Some designs

have been disapproved because they clearly did not meet the intent of the
-

NRC does not intend to approve each design prior toapplicable regulations.
implementation, but rather has provided in this document those "r.ecommended
requirements" which should be satisfied. These recommended requirements

provided a degree of flexibility within which licensees can exercise management
. prerogatives in designing and building emergency response facilities (ERF)'thatThe foremost consideration regardingsatisfy specific needs of each licensee.
ERFs is that they provide adequate capabilities of licensees to respond to

NUREG guidance on ERFs has been intended to address specificemergencies..
issues which the Commission believes should be considered in achieving improved
capabilities.
Licensees should assure that the design of ERFs satisfies these basic,

Exemptions from or alternative methods of implementing theserequirements.
requirements should be discussed with NRC staff and in some cases could require

Licensees should continue work on ERFs to complete themCommission approval. NRC
according to schedules that will be negotiated on a plant-specific basis.
will conduct appraisals of completed facilities to verify that these,

requirements have been satisfied and that ERFs are capable of performing theirLicensees need not document their actions on each specific
'

n/\
| intended functions.

item contained in NUREG-0696 or 0814. '

:
Reference Documents (Emergency Response Facilities)

10 CFR 50.47(b) -- Requirements for emergency facilities and equipment- for OLs.: ,

10 CFR 50.54(q) and Appendix E, Paragraph IV.E -- Requirements for emergency
facilities and equipment for ors.

!
_ - - - - - - -- _ __ _- _
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NUREG-0660 -- Description of and implementation schedule for TSC, OSC and E0F.

O-

Eisenh: tter to power reactor licensees 9/13/79 -- Request for commitment to'
#
.

meet requirpments. .

Denton' letter to power reactor licensees 10/30/79 -- Clarification of
requirements -

and implementation sche:lule.

Eisenhut letter to power reactor licensees 4/25/80 -- Clarification of
requirements. . .-

,

_. .

NUREG-0654 -- Radiological Emergency Response Plans

NUREG-0696 -- Functional criteria for emergency response facilities.

.
NUREG-0737 -- Guidance on meteorological monitoring and dose assessment. ,

'

Eisenhut letter to power reactor license 2/18/81 -- Commission' approved
guidance ,

'' on location, h'abitability and staff for emergency facilities. Request and
deadline for submittal of conceptual design of facilities.>

N REG-0814 (Draft Report for Comment) -- Methodology for evaluation of
- ' -

-
'

emergency
r.esponse facilities. . - - - . ,

,

NUREG-0818 (Draft Report for Comment) -- Emergency Action Levels ,

,

.

Reg. Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2) -- Guidancesfor variables to be used in selected-

emergency response facilities.

COMJA-80-37, January 21, 1981 -- Commission approval guidance on EOF location
-

! and habit, ability. ,

Secretary memorandum S'81-19, February 19, 1981 -- Commission approval of
j NUREG-0696 as general guidance only.

.
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TABLE 1
.

.

>
- .

-

EMERGENCY OP'ERATIONS' FACILITY
. -

.

. . ,

' *

|Option 2 -
''

Option 1 .

,

Two Facilities
'

.
One Facility

C1csb-in Primary: Reduce Habitability * o At or Beyond 10 miles. ,,'

,

o No special protection factor.
o within 10 miles o If beyond 20 miles, specifico protcction-factor = 5 approval required by the'

o vzntilation isolation Commission, and some provi-
with HEPA (no charcoal) sion for NRC site team closer

to site. ' ~

o Strongly recommended location
be coordinated with offsite
authorities. -

*
.

Backup EOF ,

m
o b2 tween 10-20 miles

' ~

"'
4

o no separate, dedicated
facility

', o arrangements for portable
backup equipment .

o strengly recommended location
be coordinated with offsite
authorities

o cantinuity of dose projection '

end decision making capability .

For both Options:
9- located outside security boundary

|
- space for about 10 NRC employees

none designated for severe phenomena, e.g , earthquakes
-

'

iitability requirements are only for the part of the EOF in which dose assessments communications and '

isien making take place.
.

s utility has begun construction of a new building for an EOF that is located with 5 miles, thet new
-

111ty is acceptable (with less than protection factor of 5 and ventilation isolation and HEPA) provided
.

EabackupEOFsimilarto"B"inOption1isprovided.
.

.

.

_ _ _ __
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TABLE 2 , ,.

,

-, -
. .

* -

MINIMUM STAFFIMG REQUIREMENTS FOR NRC LICENSEES -
-

-_

FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT EMERGENCIES
. .

.. ,

.

Capability for Addi_tions
Position Title On

'

-

Major Functional' Area Major Tasks or Expertise Shift * 30 min. 60 min.

Pltnt Operations and Shift supervisor (SRO) 1 ----

*

Shift. foreman (SRO) 1 -- --

Ass:ssment of
! Operational Aspects Control-room operators 2 -- -- -

Auxiliary operators .2' -
, , , , . .

'

Emrg ncy Direction and - Shift technical advisor, 1** -- --

Centrol (Emergency ' shift supervisor, or
Ccerdinator)*** designated facility

manager

1 1 '2 m
Mstification/ Nofity licensee, state *

Communication **** local, and federal
personnel & maintain
communication ,

1
Rrdiolcgical Accident Emergency operations Senior manager -- --

Assesszent and Support facility (EOF) director
1

of Operational Accident Offsite dose Senior health physics ----

Asssssment assessment (HP) expertise-

'

2 2 .--

Offsite surveys
1 1Onsite (out-of plant)- --

Inplant surveys HP technicians 1 1 1
1Chemistry / radio- Rad /ches technicians 1 --

,

chemistry ,,

,
- ..

Source of this table is NUREG-0654, " Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facil.ities."NOTE: .

G

* e

-

.

.
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TABLE 2 (Centinued) - ..

'

!
.

.
*

- -
.. .

'

. . ' . 'Capability for Additions-

-

- Position Title On

Major Functional Area Major Tasks or Expertise Shift * 30 min. 60 min.
.

'

Plant System Technical support Shift technical advisory 1 . . - ---

1Core / thermal hydraulics ----

Engineering, Repair
' *

l

1
cnd corrective Actions Electrical -- --

1Mechanical -- --

.

1Repair and corrective Mechanical maintenance / 1** --

1actions Radwaste operator
Electrical maintenance / 1** 1 1 -

.

,.
~ instrument and control 1 --

*

1(I&C) technician
----

,

Pratcctive Actions Radiation protection: HP technicians 2** 2 2.

-

(In-Plent) !3
a. Access control
b. HP Coverage for

*repair, correc- ,

tive actions,

search and rescue'

,

first-aid, & .

firefighting
*

c. Personnel monitor-
ing

,

d. Dosimetry -
.

Fire ocal--Firafighting brigade support
--

''

per
techni-

' cal. **:specifi- .

cation'

*

i*
2** Local i-- - --

Rascue Operations support
and First-Aid

.

.

.
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TABLE 2 (Crntinued) ,-
. ..

'

., .

I. ... ,

. .

Capability for Additions .- *
' '~

Position Title On

M3]cr Function'al Area Major Tasks or Expertise Shift * 30 min. 60 min.

Site Access Control Security; fir,efighting Security personnel All per .*.

cnd Personnel communications, per- security
Acccuntability sonnel accountabil,ity plan

,
,

Total 10 11 15
*

I ,

|
'

-
-

. ,

i -

.

"For each unaf fected nuclear unit in operation, maintain'at least one shift foreman, one control-room
~

cperator,'and one auxiliary operator except that units sharing a control room may share a shift foreman
-

if all functions are covered. . g.

ASMay be provided by shift personnel assigned other' functions.
Director***0verall direction of facility response to be assumed by EOF director when all centers are fully manned.

of minute-to-minute facility operations remains with senior manager in technica~1 support center or contr61 room.

|neccMay be performed by engineering aide to shift supervisor.'

,

*
.

.
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STATEMENT OF. PRDFESS10!4AL QUAL 1FICAT10ftS.

0
'

CHARLES E. ROSSI.

I have beentwith the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) since -

Since Augu' t 1981 I have been a Section Leader in the |October ~19,80. s .

Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch, Division of Systems Integration.

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. I am responsible for supervising the

review of nuclear power plant instrumentation and control system hesigns for

compliance with regulatory criteria. From October 1980 to August 1981 I was

a Principal Reactor Engineer in the Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch.

I performed the operating license review of the Callaway and Wolf Creek.

instrumentation and control system designs, the review of construction permit

applicant responses to Three Mile Island Lessons Learned Items related to

instrumentation and control systems, and the review of licensee responses to

recomendations made by Babcock and Wilcox resulting from failure modes and

effects analyses of the Integrated Control System.

I have a Ph.D degree (1969) and M.E degree (1967) in Applied Physics from

| Harvard University, a M.S degree (1962) in Physics from George Washington
!

University and a B. A degree Magna cum Laude Highest Honors (1958) in Engineeringl'

and Applied Physics from Harvard University. I have a certificate from a

six month reactor engineering course given by the Bettis Atomic Power

Laboratory (1960). I was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in 1958 and Sigma Xi in 1962.

(
| O From June 1958 to July 1962 I served as a commissioned officer in the

'

United States Navy. I was assigned to Naval Reat, tors, U. S. Atomic Energy

Comission, where I reviewed and approved test and operating procedures for
,

submarine nuclear power plant fluid systems and reactor instrumentation and

control systems designs for the pressurized water reactor at Shippingport, PA.

- _ _ . - - . _ - - - - _ - . ._ . _ _
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! Professional Qualifications -2- Charles E. Rossi
.

From September 1966 to November 19771 held professional and management

positions in.the Nuclear Energy Systems division of the Westinghouse

O
~ -

-

Electric Cor ration. As a manager I supervised the pnparation of system

functional design requirements for nuclear reactor plant systems which affect

plant control, protection, and transient performance. In addition to reactor

control and protection systems, these systems included emergency feedwater

systems, emergency boration systems, and steam dump systems. For four years

I was the lead engineer responsible for establishing functional mquirements

for reactor control and protection systems used in the Westinghouse 3 loop

nuclear reactor plants and for perfoming transient and accident analyses of

these plants for safety analysis reports submitted to the Atomic Energy

Comission.

O
From November 1977 to October 1980 I was Systems and Civilian Applications

Program Manager in the Office of Inertial Fusion at the U. S. Department of

Energy. In this position. I provided technical and administrativ.e direction

for studies of the commercial applications of inertial confinement fusion.

l' I am a member of the American Nuclear Society.and past member of the IEEE Nuclear

Power Engineering Comittee Standards Subcommittee (SC-6) on Safety Related

Systems. I have authored or cc-authored over ten technical articles for

presentation at conferences or publication in journals.

| ,

,

|

|

|

|
- . _ - . . _ . . .--_-----
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
.

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

1
In the Ma~tter of -

LONG ISL'AND LIGHTING COMPANY Docket No. 50-322
(0L)

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Unit I)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of "NRC STAFF REPLY TESTIMONY OF CHARLES E.
ROSSI AND JERRY L. MAUCK ON INSTRUMENTATION FOR POST-ACCIDENT MONITORING
(SC 27/50C 3)" in the above-captioned proceeding have been served on the
following by deposit in the United States mail, first class, or, as

! indicated by an asterisk, through deposit in the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's internal mail system, or, as indicated by a double asterisk,
by hand delivery, or, as indicated by a triple asterisk, by Express Mail,
this 10th day of August, 1982:

Lawrence Brenner, Esq.** Ralph Shapiro, Esq.
O Administrative Judge Camer and Shapiro

f* Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 9 East 40th Street
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission New York, NY 10016
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. James L. Carpenter **
Administrative Judge Howard L. Blau, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 217 Newbridge Road
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Hicksville, NY 11801
Washington, DC 20555

.. Dr. Peter A. Morris ** W. Taylor Reveley III, Esq.
Administrative Judge Hunton & Williams
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board P.O. Box 1535
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Richmond, VA 23212
Washington, DC 20555

Cherif Sedkey, Esq.
Matthew J. Kelly, Esq. Kirkpatrick, Lockhart, Johnson
Staff Counsel & Hutchison
New York Public Service Commission 1500 Oliver Building
3 Rockefeller Plaza Pittsburgh, PA 15222pU Albany, NY 12223
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Stephen B. Latham, Esq.
John F. Shea, III, Esq. Herbert H. Brown, Esq.**
Twomey, Latham & Shea Lawrence Coe Lanpher, Esq.

O Attorneys at Law Karla J. Letsche, Esq.
P.O. Box-398 Kirkpatrick, Lockhart, Hill, 1
33 West Second Street Christopher & Phillips ~

Riverhe(d, NY 11901 1900 M Street, N.W.
8th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20036

Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel * Docketing and Service Section*

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Office of the Secretary
Washington, D.C. 20555 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission

Washington, D.C. 20555
Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Board Panel *
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

M
Bernard M. Bordenick

| Counsel for NRC Staff
|
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General. Counsel Shoreham Nuclear Power Station -

Long Island Lighting Company P.O. Box 618
250 Old" County P,oad North Country Road
Mineola, NY 11501 Wading River, NY 11792

Mr. Brian McCaffrey MHB Technical Associates ***
Long Island Lighting Company 1723 Hamilton Avenue
175 East Old Country Road Suite K
Hicksville, New York 11801 San Jose, CA 95125

Marc W. Goldsmith Hon. Peter Cohalan
Energy Research Group, Inc. Suffolk County Executive
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7.5 Safety-Related Display Instrumentation
. Y.

The safety-related display instrumentation provides the operator with information
on the status of the plant to allow manual safety actions to be performed whenever
necessary and to assess the status of the facility during post-accident conditions.

,

The objectives of our review were to determine that the various design aspects
of the safety-related display instrumentation conform to all applicable acceptance
criteria set forth in Section 7.1 of this report and will perform as intended
during all plant operating and accident conditions for which their function is
required.

Our review of the safety-related display instrumentation included:

(1) Status monitoring of the reactor trip system and engineered safety feature
systems.

,

(2) Design provisions in the event of loss of habitability of main control
room.

[]% (3) Systems having instrumentation and controls outside the main control room.
|

(4) Design of system level automatic bypass indication.

(5) Post-accident monitoring display instrumentation.
|
'

Our review of the post-accident monitoring display instrumentation channels
noted that the initial design did not satisfy our position set forth in Branch
Technical Position ICSB 23, " Qualification of Safety-Related Display Instrumenta- -

tion for Post-Accident Condition Monitoring and Safe Shutdown," with regard to
having redundant and power independent channels for each parameter monitored. -

The applicant has implemented our positions in the design and we concluded that
it is acceptable.

The scope of the review included the descriptive information, functional logic
diagrams, functional piping and instrument diagrams and physical arrangement
drawings pertaining to the various design aspects of the safety related display
instrumentation. The review has included the applicant's design bases and their
relation to the proposed design criteria for the safety related display instru- |Q mentation and the applicant's analyses of the adequacy of those criteria andV bases.

;

| We requested that the applicant review the adequacy of emergency operating proce- 3'

dures to be used by control room operators to attain safe shutdown upon loss i
of any Class 1E or non-Class 1E buses supplying power to safety or non-safety [

p
a

7-12 ]
a
r
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.

||

related instruments and to control systems. (This issue was addressed for ['
operating reactors through I&E Bulletin 79-27.) The applicant has not yet p'>

responded. We-will report on the resolution of this issue in a supplement to (
this report. !L

'

Y

The applicant will be expected to upgrade poct eccident monitoring instrumenta- |

tion in accordance with Revision 2 to Regulatory Guirle 1.97, " Instrumentation j[.for Light Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants To Assess Plant And Environs Condi- |
tions During And Following An Accident." The schedules and specific implementa- p
tion requirements for this upgrading are discussed in NUREG-0737 and Commission i

j I

Memorandum and Order (CLI-80-21). An evaluation of the applicant's new instru-
mentation to meet these requirements will be issued upon submittal of an accept- !.

able design but not necessarily as a supplement to this report. -

o

..L

4

(m
'

.
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(]) 1 MR. BLACK: With that, Judge Brenner, I would

2 also like to indicate that by and large the initial

3 Staff filing on this testimony, which is the testimony
O

,

|

4 Jerry L. Mauck which was filed on May 25, 1982, has been

5 superseded almost 100 percent by the combined testimony

6 of Mauck and Rossi. However, since the combined

7 testimony of Mauck and Rossi did refer back to the

8 original filing of Hauck, we decided to go ahead and use

9 that and incorporate it in the record for consistency.
;

10 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. You propose to

11 have them summarize th e te stimon y?

12 ER. BLACKS I believe --
,

|
13 JUDGE BRENNER You don 't have to. )

f} |,

'

14 MR. BLACK 4 Usually I wocid do that, but I
i

15 believe the outline of the testimony is sufficient for
,

16 that purpose.,

17 (Pause.)

18 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, I guess we are -

19 prepared to proceed with the County's

20 cross-examination.

21 CROSS-EXAMIN ATION ON BEHALF OF SUFFOLK COUNTY

| 22 BY HS. LETSCHE:
1

23 0 Mr. Mauck, what is, in your position in the

() 24 Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch with the NRC

25 Staff -- what work have you done with respect to

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. C.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345

-- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - --
- _ _
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() 1 compliance by any utility with Reg Guide 1.97, Revision

2 2?

3 A (WITNESS MAUCK) We have not looked a t any --

4 I myself have not looked at any particular plant as

5 regards compliance with Reg Guide 1.97.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: Excuse me, Mr. Mauck. I can't

7 hear you. I don't know if that microphone is not

I 8 working correctly.

9 BY HS. LETSCHE: (Resuming)

10 0 Mr. Mauck, I take it, then, that you have not

11 reviewed any information submitted by LILCO with respect

12 to their compliance with Reg Guide 1.97, Rev. 2; is that>

13 correct?
!

14 A (WITNESS MAUCK) That's true.

15 0 Mr. Rossi, have you done any work with respect

16 to Reg Guide 1.97 compliance with Rev. 2 by any plant?

17 A (WITNESS ROSSI) I have not done any with

18 respect to any operating plant. However, I was involved '

19 in reviews . that were carried out with regard to the

20 construction permit rule that related to the

21 post-acciden t monitoring instrumentation, and I was the

22 -- either the reviewer in some cases or I supervised the

23 review for post-accident monitoring for several

() 24 construction permit applications in the last

25 approximately year to year and a half.

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINlA AVE., S.W., WASHlhGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345

- _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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() 1 0 Did those reviews involve compliance with the

2 requirements stated in Reg Guide 1.97, Rev. 2?

3 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Those reviews basically
)

4 involved a review of commitments of applications for

5 construction permits to eventually either meet the

6 provisions of the Begulatory Guide or to provide

7 appropriate justifications for alternatives. And it

'
8 also involved some clarifications as to particular items.

9 into how they apply to particular plants.

10 0 I take it you have not reviewed any materials

11 submitted by LILCO with respect to Reg Guide 1.97, Rev.

12 2, compliance; is that correct?

13 A ('d 7'*. NESS ROSSI) The only material I reviewed

! () 14 is the material that is in the LILCO testimony.

i
|

15 0 Did either one of you have any involvement in

16 the preparation of SECY 82-111?

17 A (WITNESS MAUCK) I didn't, no.

18 A (WITNESS ROSSI) SECY 82-111 was prepared over

19 a period of several months, and I'm not sure of the

20 precise date that work began. I was involved in

21 numerous discussions Within the Instrumentation and

22 Control Systems Branch as to the method tha t should be

23 reviewed for the eventual review of Regulatory Guide

() 24 1.97, Rev. 2.

25 These discussions were eventually passed back

O
|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W WASHINGTON. O C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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() 1 to the people who were doing the actual preparation of

2 the SECY 82-111. However, my involvement was through

3 those discussions, and I also supervised -- or I

4 supervise one person in my section who was more closely

5 involved with commenting on information that eventually

6 went into SECY 82-111.

7 0 Mr. Rigert, do you have -- in your position

8 with LILCO, have you had any responsibility with respect

9 to any of the four items that remain in this litigation

10 on Suffolk County contention 27?

11 A (WITNESS RIGERT) I have been involved as a

12 member of the Nuclear Engineering Department in

13 reviewing Reg Guide 1.97, coming to positions on the

O 14 applicability to Shoreham, the appropriate actions to be

15 taken by LILCO, and basically the positions we took in

16 this testimony.

17 Q From your description, it sounds like your

18 involvement was primarily in policy matters, iether or '

19 not LILCO was going to -- whether or not they thought

20 they would comply with requirements, either because they

21 were or were not applicable, or because you had

22 something else. Is that a correct characterization?

23 A (WITNESS RIGERT) Well, this is fairly

() 24 detailed work. It's not what I would call

25 policymaking. One of my jobs as the section head of

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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(]) 1 systems engineering in the Nuclear Engineering|

2 Department is to review systems and the instrumentation

| 3 associated with those systems, and it is a detailed
I ()

4 level, I would say. I wouldn't call it policymaking.:

|

5 0 Have you personally been involved in decisions

6 with respect to the installation or the non-installation

7 of flow meters that are discussed in the contention?

8 A (WITNESS RIGERT) Yes.

9 0 And how about with respect to the radiation

10 monitors of the type discussed in the contention? Is

11 that within your scope of work?

12 A (WITNESS RIGERT) To a lesser deg ree . I am

13 not a radiation monitoring expert by any means.

O .

14 0 Did you participate at all in the preparation

15 or revie s of information contained in Hr. Mc Affrey's

16 affidavit which was attached to a motion for summary

17 disposition in 1981 relating to this conten tion, that

18 set out LILCO's position with respect to compliance with

19 Reg Guide 1.97, Rev. 2?

I 20 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Yes, I was involved with

21 that.

22 0 Mr. Baron, you indicate at page 4 of your

23 p'rofessional qualifications that part of your

() 24 responsibilities at Shoreham is to secure a workable and

25 callibrated radiation monitoring system.

O
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O 1 ^ <W1ratss 8^aoa) re -

2 0 Does that work include the radiation monitors

3 that are the subject of parts A and D of Suffolk County

4 contention 27?

5 A (WITNESS BARON) Well, as no monitors were

6 purchased, it's sort of an academic question, but

7 involved for all monitors that are obtained. I have

8 been involved in terms of the callibration and

9 procurement and delivery.to site.

10 Q I gather you have only been in that position

| 11 since May of 1981. Is that.true??

12 A (WITNESS BARON) No. I have been involved inj

!
'

13 it since December of '81.

O
14 0 December of '81?

15 A (WITNESS BARON) I've been involved on

16 Shoreham since May of '81.

17 0 But in this position since December of '817

18 A (WITNESS BARON) Yes, December of '81. '

19 Q I take it the decision not to acquire the

20 types of monitors referenced in subparts A and D was

21 made prior to your obtaining that position?

22 A LWITNESS BARON) Yes.

23 0 Have you had any involvement with the BWR

/~'%
V 24 owners group work, studies being performed relative to

i

25 Reg Guide 1.97, Rev. 2?

O
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() 1 A (WITNESS BARON) I reviewed a draft copy. I

2 have not been involved or participated with any input

3 into that study.

4 Q You say you reviewed a draf t copy. A copy of

5 what?

6 A (WITNESS BARON) Of the BWR owners group

7 position on various items. It wasn't a review for

8 comment. It was for my own personal information.

9 0 Have you had -- let me go back for a second to

10 Mr. Rigert. Have you been involved, Mr. Rigert, in the

11 BUR owners group work related to Reg Guide 1.97, Rev. 2,

12 compliance?
s

13 A (WITNESS RIGERT) Yes, I have.

O 14 Q Are . you f amiliar . with this owners group
|

| 15 position paper that Mr. Baron mentioned ?

16 A (WITNESS RIGERT) Yes.

17 0 Does.that position paper deal with any of the

18 remaining items in the Suffolk County contention 27? '

19 A (WITNESS RIGERT) It covers them all.

20 Q Has that position paper been submitted to the

21 NRC Staff?

22 A (WITNESS RIGERT) No, it hasn't at this time,

23 and I'm not sure exactly how the owners group will

() 24 handle it. It is approaching its completion and has not

25 been issued to the NRC at this time.

O

|
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() 1 0 You say it's approaching its completion. You

2 mean the study is not complete yet?

3 A (WITNESS RIGERT) The study is complete. It

4 is in the final. writing stages, and I believe it should

5 be submitted formally to the owners from the committee

6 within the next couple of weeks.

7 0 Does it then have to be approved by the owners

8 group by a vote or something before it becomes the

9 owners group position?

10 A (WITNESS RIGERT) Well, from what I understand

11 -- I missed the last meeting, but the owners group has

12 decided that they approve it as it exists, but it will

13 not be submitted generically from the owners group to
j

14 the NRC. So it's going to be submitted to the owners.

15 I can't explain why, because I disagree with that

16 approach, but they decided that they would not send it

17 under owners group cover letter to the NRC. It would be

18 up to each utility to send it with their own submittal.-

19 0 Does LILCO intend to adopt the owners group

20 position and submit that to the NRC Staff?

21 A (WITNESS RIGERT) On these particular' issues

22 that we are talking about now, I would say that our

I 23 position is the same as the owners group position. *

| () 24 0 Well, does that mean you aren't going to

25 submit the owners group study to the NRC Staff?

l
(2)
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0 ' > (*1rarss arcrer) ve11, 1 don t ta1 x e a ve

2 decided from a licensing point of view now what we're
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() 1 Q Well, does that mean you are going to submit.

2 the Owners' Group study to the NRC Staff?

3 A (WITNESS RIGERT) Well, I don't think we have

4 decided from a licensing point of view now what we are

5 going to do as far as submittal to the NRC.

6 0 I'll come back in a minute to the substance of

I
' 7 what the Owners' Group position is on each of these

8 issues, but let me talk for just a minute more to the

9 other members of the panel.

|

|
10 Mr. Schmitt, in your position at LILCO, have

I

'

11 you had any involvement with sny of the Reg. Guide 1.97

| 12 issues that are remaining in Suffolk County Contention

13 27?

14 A (WITNESS SCHMITT) Yes. On the radiation

15 monitors, my role at the plant is to maintain a

16 radiation monitoring system and make sure that it is

17 performing as it is intended to perform at the station.

18 Due to that, I have been involved in discussions, you -

19 kow, whenever items concerning the radiation monitoring

20 capability at the plant come up. I have been involved

21 in discussions, making input more or less depending on

| 22 the particular issue, to make sure that we have a good

23 operating situation to protect the people and the

( 24 environment by a properly installed radiation monitoring
|

25 system.
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() 1 Q Were you involved -- you said you were
,

2 involved in maintaining . the system.

() 3 Did you have any involvement in the decision

4 not to install the radiation monitors of the type that

5 are mentioned in Parts A and D of this contention?,

!
l

6 A (WITNESS SCHMITT) I was involved in review of
|
(

7 some early reports on the subject, made input via

| 8 meetings, nothing beyond tha t, input at meetings and

9 general discussions.

10 0 What reports are they that you are referring

11 to relating to this?

( 12 A (WITNESS SCHMITT) There was -- I'm not

13 involved in the project so, you know, these become a

O
14 little vague to me, the people who are involved in

15 design reviews and such, you know, I don't do that

16 specifically, but when Reg. Guide 1.97, Rev. 2 came out,

17 and 0737, all of those become somewhat muddled to me,,

l

18 exactly when they came out, because I'm not into -

19 design.

|
| 20 But a study or a review of what they meant was

21 asked for by LILCO of Stone and Webster, and I saw some
,

22 preliminary documents that came out of that review.

23 0 Are you familiar with any of the Owners' Group

( 24 work that has been done on the radiation monitor

25 issues?

O
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() 1 A (WITNESS SCHMITT) I have seen the report just

2 recently.

3 0 This is the report tha t Mr. Rigert had?

4 A (WITNESS SCHMITT) Yes, I guess actually it is -

5 a draft report.

6 0 Mr. Keeps, have you had any participation or

7 any involvement in work relating to the issues left in

8 Suf folk County Contention 277

9 A (WITNESS KREPS) Not from the standpoint of

10 making any policy decision. By only involvement has

11 been to look at the Reg. Guide and the equipment we have

12 in the plant and at our procedures to make sure they are

13 co m pa tible.

O 14 0 Dr. Rossi and Mr. Mauck, I would like to ask

15 you some questions about your reply testimony that was -

16 recently filed.

17 You state on page 3 of that testimony in the

18 answer to Question 4 that there is not sufficient
'

19 information available at the present time for the staff

20 to make a decision on the ultimate acceptability of the

21 Applicant's position with respect to the specific items

22 listed in Suffolk County Contention 27 and SOC

23 Contention 3.

() 24 Has the Staff asked for any such information

25 from LILCO?

O
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() 1 A (WITNESS HOSSI) No.

2 Q Why not?

3 A (WITNESS ROSSI) As we point out in our

4 testimony, Hegulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2 implementation

5 will be done in accordance with SECY-82-111. We have

6 not asked for this information f rom LILCO because we

7 were awaiting the completion of Commission action on

8 SECY-82-111 to give us the guidance as to exactly how we

9 vere going to implement Reg. Guide 1.97, Rev. 2, and I

10 believe our testimony describes that implementation on

11 page 4 at the bottom. It is quoted from SECY-82-111.

12 0 And that is the procedure where there will be

13 a generic letter sent out to the licensees, and the

O 14 licensees will then provide a schedule, and then

15 ultimately they will submit --

16 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Correc t , tha t's the

17 procedure.

18 0 Has there been any indication to date by LILCO

19 that information the staff would require in order to

20 determine compliance with Reg. Guide 1.97, Rev. 2 is not

21 available?

22 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Has there been indication

23 that that information is not available?

() 24 0 That's right.

25 A (WITNESS ROSSI) No, I have no indication as

O
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( 1 to whether it either is or is not available. I think

2 that at the current time we would have to wait until we

3 have written the generic letter to better define

4 precisely what information, in what format it is that we

5 are going to want that in' formation in before LILCO could

6 make any such statement as to whether all that

7 information is available or not.

8 0 Can you explain, Dr. Rossi, what it is that

9 the staff is going to want other than a statement by the

10 Applicant as to whether or not it is going to install

11 equipment meeting the descriptions that are set out in

12 Reg. Guide 1.97 by a particular date, or a statement as

13 to why they are no t if they don ' t in tend to? >

O 14 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Basically what we are going'

15 to ask for is outlined on page 14 of the enclosure to

16 SECY-82-111. What our plans at this time are is to ask

17 each licensee to submit a report that gives us a table

18 lis ting the key items for each particular variable in

( 19 Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2 that we would like to look

20 at to assure ourselves that he does indeed meet

21 precisely the requirements of Regulatory Guide' 1.97,

22 Rev. 2. Our intent is to get that table, get a clear

23 statement from the licensee tha t he will meet Reg. Guide

() 24 1.9 7, R ev. 2 on an instrument-by-instrument basis for

25 those instruments.where he can make such an unequivocal

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 statement, and then we will spend our effort reviewing

2 the justifications for any areas where he does not

3 precisely meet the Reg. Guide. That's the intent, basic)
4 intent of what we intended to do.

5 0 Well, does the staff know whether or not LILCO

6 has that information now?

7 A (WITNESS ROSSI) I don 't know. I don't think

8 anyone on the staff knows whether they have that.

9 information at this particular point in time.

10 0 When do you expect this generic letter that is

11 mentioned in the SECY document to go out?

12 A (WITNESS ROSSI) I cannot answer that

13 question. SECY-82-111, action was.taken by the

O 14 Commission in the letter from Mr. Chuck to Mr. Dirks was

15 only written on July 20, and so far as I know, no

18 schedules have been established for that generic

17 letter.

18 0 Who is going to be preparing a generic '

19 letter? I seem to recall that it says it somewhere in

20 here.

21 A (WITNESS BOSSI) The generic letter, it is in

22 here, I believe. I don 't remember there being a

23 schedule in here anywhere. What I remember is that it

24 states that the project managers will do that.

25 0 That is not something that you are going to be

O
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() 1 responsible for?

2 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Our branch will not write

3 that letter, no.

4 If you would like, I will see if I can find

5 the reference to precisely who is going to write it

6 since I am reasonably certain it is here.

7 I'm not sure it is clear on who writes the

8 letter. If you look at the last paragraph on what I

9 guess is page 1 to the enclosure to SECY-82-111, it

10 talks about each lic'ensees proposed schedules would then

11 be reviewed by the assigned NRC project manager who

12 would discuss the subject with the licensee and mutually

13 agree on schedules and completion dates.

O 14 Just above that it talks about th e letter.

15 0 It says they will be from NRR?

16 A (WITNESS ROSSI) From NRR, yes. As a matter

17 of fact, I suspect that the letter may ver well be a

| 18 letter coming from a division director level rather than
1

19 from each individual project manager, but the only

20 information that I know of as to who is going to write'

21 tha t letter is what is in this paragraph here.

22 0 You state on page 4 of your reply testimony in

i
23 the answer to Questin 5 that the staff plans to perform'

() 24 an audit review of the Shoreham plant, and that is in

25 conformance with SECY-82-111.

O
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() 1 When will that audit review be performed?

2 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Again there is no schedule
,

3 for that audit review. That schedule will be dependent

4 upon the schedule that is used f or writing the generic

5 letter.

6 Q So you are talking about something at the

7 generic level and then --

8 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Negotiations on the schedule,

9 and the schedule will be established, and in fact, I

10 don't recall there being a specific time period during

11 which the staff will respond in here in SECY-82-111.

| 12 0 No, I don't think there is a time period.

| 13 That's why I was !g you.

| C)
14 Who wil. be performing the audit review?

15 A (WITNESS RO SI) On Regulatory Guide 1.97,

16 Rev. 2, the audit review will be basically performed by

17 the Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch. It

18 hasn't been finally assigned to a particular reviewer. -

|
19 However, I would anticipate tha t it would be in the

1

20 section for which I am responsible. Instrumentation and

21 Control Systems Branch will review such things as power

22 supply assignments, ranges, that type of thing. They

23 vill review the table that I discussed before to

) determine which variables the licensee intends to24

25 exactly meet the Regulatory Guide requirements, and then

|
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() 1 they will coordinate with other appropriate branches

2 within the NRC reviews and decisions related to any

3 alternates that migh t be proposed by licensees to the

4 requirements in the Regulatory Guide.

5 0 You state f.n your. testimony that the audit

6 review is not a prerequisite for implementation of Rec.

7 Guide 1.97, Rev. 2, and you referred to the SECY paper.

8 Why isn't it?

9 A (WITNESS ROSSI) One of the reasons that

10 SECY-82-111 was done was to make sure that all of the

11 items that are covered by SECY-82-111 are done in an

12 orderly fashion and are done on a schedule which is

13 reasonably prompt within the limits of still being

O 14 orderly, and the conclusion was reached on some of these

I 15 items, the applicant could go ahead, or the licensee

16 could go ahead and install the equipment, and perhaps he

17 could get equipment in more rapidly that way than if he.

18 vere to wait for the NBC to complete its audit review.

19 Q Well, do you anticipate that applicants are

20 going to go out and comply.vith this Reg. G uide when the

21 staff hasn't told then yet or hasn't reviewed yet what

22 it is they are proposing -- what incentive is there for

23 an applican t to go out and do that?

() 24 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Well, as I indicated, they

! 25 are going to receive a generic letter which basically

'\

(d1

l

!
l
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() I tells them that they should implement all the items that

2 are covered by SECY-82-111. We will then negotiate the

3 schedules with them. Those schedules will -- I mean,

4 they are going to be asked to do it. There will be a

5 schedule negotiated with them. The intent is to get a

6 schedule that is as rapid as possible, again within the

7 limits of making sure that whatever is done is done in

8 an orderly way.

9 I guess the incentive is that they are

10 expected to comply with our requests.

'

11 0 Okay. And the request that is in 62-111, with

12 the possible exception of the thermocouple and the fixed

13 location radiation monitors, is that the requirements of

O 14 R eg. Guide 1.97, Rev. 2 be met or that information be

; 15 provided as to deviations, is that right?
I

| 16 A (WITNESS ROSSI) That it either be met or
l
l 17 information and justification be given for appropriate

18 alternatives.

19 0 Has the staff reviewed the affidavits that

20 were attached to the motion for summary disposition of

21 SOC Contention 3 back in 1981 that contained LILCO's
!

! 22 status of compliance at that time with the Reg. Guide

i 23 1.97, Rev. 2 requirements?

| () 24 A (WITNESS ROSSI) I don't recall reviewing it.

1

l 25 I may have a t one time or another referred to it or have

O
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() 1 possibly read it. I don't know. Mr. Mauck will ha ve to.

2 answer for himself.

3 A (WITNESS H AUCK) I have just taken a quick{}
4 clance at it. I don't think review is the right word.

5 0 I guess one thing I an a little confused about

6 is why is this procedure that the staff is gong to

7 follow here with this generic letter and the

8 negotiations and all of this stuff down the road more

9 orderly than having told the applicants back right after

10 December of '80 when this Reg. Guide came out, or

11 sometime subsequent to that, tell us whether or not you

12 comply with all these things?

13 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Well, I think the concern has

O 14 been, and what we are trying to avoid is a unilateral

15 letter that goes out and tells licensees that they have

16 to go instsll equipment to meet Regulatory Guide 1.97,

17 Rev. 2 by a certain date, just coming from the NRC

18 saying go do it by this date without any consideration

19 given to*other things that the applicant or licensee

20 might be involved in doing over that same time period,

21 and it is felt that'it is more appropriate to establish

22 a schedule that is reasonable and takes into

23 consideration the other things tha t the licensee might

| () 24 be doing, other workload that he might have, and that

25 tha t will be a more orderly procedure.

O
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() 1 0 So the staff 's concern is just with the

2 scheduling of when these things get in or when the

3 applicants are required to do them? Is tha t the main

4 concern that the SECY paper is designed to address?

'
5 A (WITNESS ROSSI) I'm not sure that I can

6 answer that question. I'm not sure I even understand

7 exactly the question.

h 8 0 It really wasn't a very good question.

9 Did the staff do any review of the Shoreham

10 plant as to compliance with Reg. Guide 1 97, Rev. 17

11 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Well, the Shoreham plant has

12 been reviewed in accordance : with the standa rd review

13 plan, and the Safety Evalua tion Report, Section 7.5,

O 14 does indicate to some extent what it was reviewed to.

15 Let's see if I can find th a t .
,

I
'

16 If you look on page 7-12 of Section 7.5, it
i

17 references the fact that there was a review of the

18 post-accident monitoring display instrumentation '

19 channels, and it was done in accordance with the branch

20 technical position that was in effect at that time,

21 which is Branch Technical Position 23, qualification of

22 saf ety-rela ted display instrumentation for post-accident

23 coindition monitoring and safe shutdown.

() 24 Now, that branch technical position is more

25 concerned with the criteria that is used for the

() - |
!
|

I
,
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h 1 instrumentation than is used for post-accident

2 monitoring. That is referred to here and indicates the

ggg 3 kind of review that was done. ,
,

4 How, in addition to that, the normal review of

5 each section of the FS AR vould take into consideration

6 for each particular review branch those items that might

7 be related to post-accident monitoring. I have not

8 personally been involved in that review because it is

9 done by many branches, but I am generally familiar that

10 that is done as part of the review.

11 JUDGE CARPENTER: Hs. Letsche, may I ask one

12 question?

13 MS. LETSCHEs Certainly.

O
14 JUDGE CARPENTER 4 Dr. Rossi, you have

15 expressed several times, using different words,

16 something about orderly schedule.

17 Can you give me a numerical value for that in

18 your mind? Are you talking about a year, two years,
'

19 five years?

20 What are staff's goals?

21 WITNESS ROSSI4 I don't know that we have a

22 goal that I know of, but I would -- I'll give you my

23 personal opinion of what I think that means with respect

24 to Regulatory Guide 1.97, R ev. 2. I think we are

25 talking on the order of one to two years for essentially

O
l
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O i vravoing up the entire review and the 1m 1ementation of
.

.

2 the Regulatory Guide.

! 3 Now, it ~is my belief, based on what I know

4 about plants in general, that we are going to find that

5 most plants substantially meet.the Regulatory Guide :

6 today, and what we are talking about is looking for the

7 additional things that they may have to either modify or

1
8 add in order to fully address everything that is in the

9 Regulatory Guide. And so it is that part I am talking

10 about taking one to two years.

11 JUDGE CARPENTER Thank you.

12 BY MS. LETSCHEs (Resuming)

13 Q Hr. Rossi, you indicated that you have done a

O'

14 review of Reg. Guide 1.97, Rev. 2, compliance review of

15 commitments made by plants applying for construction

16 permits or construction. licenses.

17 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Yes, I was involved in some

18 of those reviews. '

19 0 Why couldn't the same method that you used for

20 those reviaws be used in reviewing the Shoreham plant's

! 21 ccmpliance a t a tima earlier than the schedule you

22 described?

23 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Well, I think that all we are

O 24 interested in at the construction permit stage is

25 getting a commitment from the Applicant that he will

O
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h 1 eventually do the detailed work te implement the

2 Regulatory Guide, and it is much less of -- much less

3 detail involved in that than asking them to submit theg
4 table and so forth that we are going to ask for here.

5 0 You note on page 6 of the reply testimony in

8 answer to Question No. 7 that Shoreham was reviewed in

7 sccordance with the standard review plan, as you

8 mentioned before, to ensure that sufficient indications

9 are available for the operator to cope with design bcsis

to events, and you then note that Reg. Guide 1.97, Rev. 2

11 recommenda tions indica tions and ranges for severe

12 accident scena rios that may go beyond the design basis

13 events.

O
14 That means, then, that it is the staff's

15 position that it would be all right to license this

16 plant without having done any review of available

17 indications for severe accident scenaries, is that

18 right? -

19 A (WITNESS ROSSI) The staff 's position is that

20 if the plant has been reviewed in accordance with the

21 standard review plan, that that is adequate for safe

22 operation of the plant.

23 JUDGE MORRIS: Ms. Letsche, I don't like to be

24 picky on words, but reading a cold record, it might not

25 have been clear, the distinction between a design basis

O
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() 1 accident and a serious accident. You used both terms, I

2 think, in phrasing your question, or at least in your

3 preamble to it.

4 MS. LETSCHEs Judge Morris, your statement is

5 accurate. I was quoting the staff's testimony, however,

6 where they were contrasting the standard review plan as

7 applying to indications relating to design basis events

8 and Reg. Guide 1.97 which indicates recommendations and

9 ranges for what staff refers to as severe accident

10 scenarios.

11 I guess I should amend my question to refer to

12 those referenced in Reg. Guide 1.97.

13 JUDGE MORRISs The last sentence you didn't

O
14 quite finish severe accident scenarios that may go

15 beyond the design basis accident.

16 MS. LETSCHE: That's correct.
>

17 JUDGE MORRISs I hate to be picky on that, but

18 I think we have to be careful.
'

19 BY MS. LETSCHE: (Resuming)

20 0 Dr. Rossi, what is the basis for the staff's

21 position that it is not necessary to make a

22 determination prior to licensing concerning the

23 availability of indications and ranges for severe

() 24 accident scenarios that may go beyond design basis

25 events?

O
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1 A (WITNESS ROSSI) Well, the design basis events

2 that are referred to here -- and this applies in part to

3 Judge Morris ' commen t -- would be those tha t are

4 normally analyzed as part as the licensing review, would

5 be the accidents that are covered in Chapter 15. The

6 accidents that are normally analyzed as part of the

7 licensing process and are required to be in Chapter 15

8 and are reviewed by the staf f in accordance with the

9 standard review plan have been chosen to be very

10 conservative representations of what might happen on a

11 plant. The analyses are done in a very conservative

12 way. Those analyses are intended to bracket a large

13 number of occurrences that might occur on a plant, that

O 14 might occur in a different way than.the precise way that

15 they are analyzed in Chapter 15.

16 The analyses that are included in Chapter 15

17 have been developed over a period of years and are based

18 on the judgment of the staff, reviewed by the Advisory

19 Committee on Reactor Safeguards, input from expelence

20 that we have seen in events that have actually occurred

21 on plants, and they ar e considered to be a very

22 conservative set of events.

23 So the staff 's position is that if you have

24 analyzed those events, you have designed the plant to

25 handle them, you have done the analyses in a

O
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O i conservative ar, that that re resents reasonah1e

2 assurance that the plant is sufficiently safe from the

3 standpoint of puble health and safety.

4 The intent with Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2

5 is to use ranges and additional instrumentation to give

6 additional assurance that if even more severe
,

7 occurrences or additional equipment failures should

8 occur at any point in time on some plant someplace, that

9 there will be additional assurance that . that situation
.

10 can be handled.

11

12
,

13

O
14

15

16

17

18
'

.

19

20

21

22

23

O 24

25

O
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O i JUDGE RRENNER. Dr. Rose 1, es to the four

2 items still in dispute in this contention, is it the

3 Staff's position that those items would be required

4 someday only because of accidents beyond the design

5 basis event, or would they also be useful for accidents

6 up to design, up do and including design basis

7 accidents?

8 WITNESS ROSSI: Give me just a minute to refer

9 back to the four items.
,

10 JUDGE BRENNER: They are --

11 WITNESS ROSSI Let me just look if I could,

12 please, just a minute.

13 (Pause.)

O
14 JUDGE BRENNERs Ns. Letsche, while he's

15 looking, as soon as vs give him back to you, when you

16 teach a convenient point we vill recess for the day.

17 WITNESS ROSSI4 It is the Staf f 's position --

18 well, I don' t think we could say that they wouldn't be '

19 useful for accidents up to the design basis events, but

20 it is the Staff's position that for the design basis

21 events they would not be necessary.

22 JUDGE CARPENTERS You are testifying in the

23 context of not contributing to substantial reduction in

24 risk to the public, or not contributing substantially to

25 change in reasonable assurance of no threat from this

O
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O ' 91 sat to the puntic, 1 ta t n t rou re rias2

2 WITNESS ROSSI I believe I would rather word

3 it a different way. I would rather state that there is

4 not undue risk to the health and safety of the public

5 without implementation of the Regulatory Guide 1.97,

6 Rev. 2 requirements for these four items.
,

7 JUDGE CARPENTER: The increment is not

8 important?

9 WlTNESS ROSSIa My problem in the way you word

10 your question, in giving an answer, is that I might cut

11 a very small risk, extremely small risk, by a factor of

12 two, perhaps. But if it is a very, very small risk to

13 begin with, I don't know whether it is cutting it

14 substantially by cutting it a factor of two or not.

15 So I would rather deal with it from the other

16 direction and say that I believe that there is not --

17 there is reasonable assurance that there is no undue

18 risk to the health and safety of the public without -

19 implementing Reg Guide 1.97, Rev. 2, with respect to

20 those four items.

21 JUDGE MORRIS: Is that in fact one of the

22 reasons that you consider one to two years a reasonable

23 time for implementation of SECY 82-1117

24 WITNESS ROSSI: It certainly is one of the

25 reasons that we consider that plants can be licensed

O
|
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() 1 without full compliance with Reg Guide 1.97, Rev. 2, is

2 that we're talking about very low probability situations

}
where you would need that instrumentation. And even in3

4 .those cases I believe we are talking about additional

5 assurance and not a black or white situation as to the

6 need.

7 JUDGE MORRIS: Are there any other bases for

8 not considering one to two years as rather a long time

9 for implementation?

10 WITNESS ROSSI: You understand th a t whe n I sa y

11 one to two years I am talking about fully deciding what

12 should be done with respect to Reg G uide 1.97, Rev. 2,

13 on a plant, and it is our belief that in general the

O
14 plants basically are going to comply with it, just

15 because they have been reviewed in accordance with the

16 standard procedures that are currently in use for

17 plants.

18 So the one to two. years is in my opinion a '

19 small increment.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: You said going to comply with

21 it in the interim. I don't know what "it" is. You mean

22 Revision 2 of the Reg Guide?

23 WITNESS ROSSIa Revision 2 of the Reg Guide,

) 24 substantially in compliatice with the Regulatory Guide

25 1.97, Rev. 2, j ust as a result of the standard

O
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() 1 requirements that have been used in the current plants.

2 JUDGE BRENNERa Except that as I read LILCO's

() testimony as to the four items that we still have,3

4 they're not going to do those four things now.

5 WITNESS ROSSI: That is still open to

6 discussion between the Staff and LILCO.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: Then how can you assume that

8 they're going to go ahead and do it?

9 WITNESS ROSSI: I was referring, when I made

10 my statement before about being substantially in

11 compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2, I was

12 referring to the entire requirements of the Regulatory

13 Guide, not with respect to just these four items. In

O
14 other words, I was referring to the entire table of

15 parameters that are eventually to be addressed by the

16 Regulatory Guide.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me say something briefly

18 that's more of a statement than a question. We are

19 going to have a different f ocus here between the Staff

20 witnesses and the Board on that point, if the Staff

21 witnesses are not careful. I understand you have

22 problems beyond Shoreham and beyond those four items in

23 terms of implementation of a SECY paper and the Reg

24 Guide, and some of your comments take that into account

25 in terms of your overall schedule and what you are
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() 1 worried about, and an orderly process and so on.

2 In the particular context of this issue, the

(} 3 Board is interested in, for now, these four items. So

4 you 're going to have to be careful to make your comments

5 applicable to these four items. Now, you can talk about

6 the general to some extent, the extent you want to. But

7 you should then in addition at least talk about the

8 applicability of those reasons to these items.

9 I didn't jump in before. We may come back to

10 it at the end. But for example, when you talk about

11 being worried about.having an orderly schedule

*12 inpleme n ta tion , I assume that you had the whole range of

13 Reg Guide items in mind for the whole range of utilities

O
14 in fact. And we will come back to see how applicable

15 some of that reasoning is to just these four items when

16 the utility testimony is that they're not going to do

17 i t.

18 Now, they have reasons in their view as to why

19 they * don't have to.

20 WITNESS ROSSIs Well, let me say a few words

21 about the four items. I do apologize for not more

22 carefully distinguishing between when I was talking

23 about these four items and when I was talking about the

24 entire Regulatory Guide. But let me say a few words

25 about the four items here.

O
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() 1 Basically, to summarize what LILCO is stating

2 here, they have reasons why they believe that they don't

3 have to fully comply with Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2,

4 on these four particular items. They haven 't stated

5 this in here, but it may very well be that in some cases

6 there are technical problems with fully complying with

7 Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2. That could be the fact.

8 I don 't know whether it is or isn 't, but it might be.

9 We want to make sure that when we review any

10 exceptions to the Regulatory Guide that we consider

11 other instrumentation that might not only be adequate as

12 replacements for any item to which a licensee takes an

13 exception, but it may actually turn out that licensees

O 14 may come in and convince us that there may be better

15 instrumentation that they can use to accomplish the same

16 kind of thing that we 're trying to with any particular

17 item, that there may be a better way to do it than what

18 is in Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2. -

19 Now, when I talk about an orderly review

20 process, we don't want to make premature decisions on

21 any exceptions on these items until we have considered

22 those arguments very carefully. In considering those

23 kinds of arguments, we want to have the benefit of

() 24 discussions between all the possible involved branches

25 within the NRC and we would also anticipate possibly

O
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() 1 using outside consultants to aid us in our decisions.

2 JUDGE CARPENTERS Dr. Rossi, let me be sure I4

3 understand. You recall the Board struck the County)
4 testimony which went beyond the specific items. And do

5 I understand what you just testified is Staff will not

6 be ready to look even at these four specific items for

7 Shoreham until the whole -- the many, many items to be

8 looked at, they are all being looked at as a package,

9 rather than item by item or group by group over a period

10 of time?

11 I am still trying to flesh out your feeling

12 about orderly procedure.

13 WITNESS ROSSI: Our intent right now -- and

O
14 again, I would like to point out that the Commission

15 only very recently took action on SECY 82-111. All of

16 the Staff considerations and actions to implement the

17 recommendations of SECY 82-111, you know, they have not

18 been completed. They have hardly even been started at '

19 this point in time.

20 But the intent right now is to ask for an
-

21 entire package which addresses Regulatory Guide 1.97,

22 Rev. 2, on an appropriate schedule which will be

23 negotiated with the licensees or applicants , as the case

24 may be. Now, in doing that schedule I would anticipate

25 that if there are two or three items that a licensee

O
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.

() 1 says he just simply is not ready tc try to address as

2 yet, that we might get a package exclusive of two or

3 three items and have a separate schedule six or eight

4 months later for those two or three items if there is a

5 good reason why a licensee feels he has difficulty

6 including those in the entire package a t the start.

7 But basically, I believe we are going to get

8 the entire package, and basically what I think we're

9 going to get is a table that indicates that for most --

10 and I'm talking about the entire Regulatory Guide now --

11 that for most of the items the licensees will fully

12 comply. There will be some items which I believe they

13 may have to upgrade particular instruments in order to

14 fully comply, but they will readily agree to do that.-

15 And there are oing to be some items, like
l

16 some of the ones that are in this contention, where the

17 licensees feel that they are being ssked to do something

18 that is not appropriate or that they have alternative
.

19 ways or even better ways of doing the same thing, and

20 we're going to try to focus on those and spend our time

21 reviewing those.

22 ( Pause. )

23 JUDGE BRENNER: We could either break now, Ms.

() 24 Letsche -- but if you want to follow up with a few

25 questions now, we will allow that.
.

O
V
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.

O ' as. tErscaE. 1 thiox it ou1ddeeineto
.

! 2 break now, Judge Brenner.
i

'

3 JUDGE BRENNERs tet's recess natil 9400

4 o' clock tomorrow norning.

I 5 (Whereupon, at 5:15 p.m., the hea ring in the

6 above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene at 9:00

7 a.m. on Wednesday, August 25, 1982.)

i 8 * * *
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